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~WEARY IN WELLDOING, |

wring with doubts that lurk
And vex it so.

1 gd¥ Lord, where Thou sendest me;
Day after day I plod and moil;

But, Christ my Lord, when will it be
That I may let alone my toil
And rest with Thee?
:
— Christina (. Rossetti.
, te
pA pe

RIGHT READING.
BY DR, J. L. PHILLIPS.

Free Baptists will never do much more
for Foreign Missions until they know
more about Foreign Missions.
There is
undoubtedly a great lack of prayer, and
an equal lack of benevolent effort for the
the - greatest

lack in our churches is a lack of information ‘concerning the condition and the
daims of the pagan world. We can not
reasonably expect men and women to be
they know nothing, or

almost nothing about. The late Corresponding Secretary, who certainly had a
chance to know of what

he

spoke,

once

as many churches don’t care whethér the

bad

books and

times over to look well to

what

his

peo-

and amusing illustra-

tions of this popular ignorance have come
under our personal observation while en-

gaged

in deputation

work among

the

home churches.
Many of these it would

be

unwise

to

but

one

sons,
here

as

cite

for

‘‘ specimen

be inserted

bricks.”

¢ Do you

~ have as much sleighing in India as we do
here?” asked a brother of full twenty
years standing in one of our churches.
“Is that so!” he exclaimed, when told
that we never saw a frost in India.
How«long has your father been dead?”
was the question of a prominent member
of a popular ‘church.
.¢ Have you ever
been abroad ?” was the refreshing inquiry
of a young gentleman trained up in one
of our Sabbath-schools. © And a minister
once wished to know how many years.
we had spent in China!
In the forty-fifth year of our Foreign
Mission Society, it seems a little discouragingto find so comparatively very
few people intelligently informed as to
the country occupied by our Mission in

India.

Rarely do we meet persons who

know the area and the population

the

United States, and with a hope of annexation, or of placing those islands in some
way under the protection of our govern-

own language.

With this intelligence before us, let us
recall the history of these islands. The
Samoan,

or Navigators,

islands

Christ.

“a

white mam

in

1787,

by

a

French

vessel,

miles distant.

of the undertaking, opposed
Yet the perishing condition
people, shut up in their
misery, pressed heavily on

and for this reason

this

should be

in every

Free Baptist family. No wonder some of
our brethren know nothing of our benevolent enterprises at home

and

abroad, for

the very reason that they use no means to

about ‘them.

The

Missionary department of the Staris of it-

thousands who never prayed for our Home
and Foreign Missionary Societies, would

by just reading the Star be movedto earnest prayer for destitute churches, for the
Freedmen
and
for India;
and these

gifts cheerfully sent to the depleted treasuries of these Societies. How it would
quicken our whole work, were people to
read and think more!

The promised Bimonthly waits for the

good

He had
years,

man,

borne

aware of the

and

he

board tothe land.

natives.

wife

told

him

circle the

God, who had thus removed
obstacle.

holding with wonder

his greatest

literature.

Will

our pastors

A ship was indispensable, and he set
himself to build one. Without the materials generally used,

without the tools,

and appliances regarded as indispensable
to such a work, he builta vessel of seventy

tons burden.

his lathe, and a machine for spinning

and

has brought out the initial number

sented to receive the native teacher. Aug.

of our

seven

native

pine, murder,

feared, and when made

from this question as a text. We hope,
however, that those who don't believe in
written sermons will read this plain talk,

Which is n't meant for ‘a sermon at all.
In how many places we have visited we
have been powerfully impressed with the

thought that it is of very little use preaching

Missions, either home or foreign,to people who don't read, hence can't think correctly on these themes. In a work like
ours one can readily detect the difference
between

a

community. that

thinks, and one that, does not.

reads

Canadas and in the United States

sionary : lecturer

and

In both

a Mis-

can easily determine

Whether his audience

be

an intelligent,

lies ? Much depends upon such endeavors,

as they had

acquainted with

and their reward is sure.
-o-re

Nature teaches persistence of influence
and force—persistence of the force

of sin

within the soul as ofits relentless penalty.

Sin and penalty, hopeless, remediless,
are the law of Nature. Grace fs only
through the Gospel. Who would not see

clear that'he can’ ever do what now he

the beach. ' Fearing that their lives might.

We cannot.

We may

hope;

the reception his theme meets

with, ‘and

the after thoughts and inquiries it stirs up
among the people. More than once we
have remarked, to the pastor: —** I fancy

ery few copies of the Morning Star are

source there is no ground to argue that sin

will ever cease.

It were easier, far easier

to construct an fe gunicnt against endless
sin from the Bible than
from Nature or from
the attributesof God.— Independent, :

land among usf”

who

government, as one civilized nation treats
with another. We are informed that the
industry of the people and the fertility of
the soil render their commerce of some im-

portance. Citron, nutmegs, indigo, coffee,
cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit and sugar-cane
grow spontaneously.
While we contemplate the wonderful

and beneficent change which has been
wrought in these islands, within these
few years, shall we not be encouraged to
hope for great things in the future? With

what zeal ought we to labor that all ‘‘the
dark places of the earth, which are full of
the habitations of: cruelty,” may be lightened and purified by ‘‘the glorious gospel

of the Son of God.”

will be pointed to a

corner

dale, expresses the opinion that the number of
students for the ministry there might be doub- led if so many could find the needed assistance.

but

There is no doubt that the number

a fence

a place

in

of ministerial candidates? Let our pastors and.
our churches answer. °
:
:
FOREIGN WORK.

the clear spring water is refreshing.

quite a youth, comes out to take charge ofthe:
Bow Bazar Baptist church.
This churchy.

There are but a very few colored persons.

started about seventy years igo, by the Seram-pore missionaries, has never up to the present
time assumed the supportof its own pastor!

We did not notice one present in a single
meeting held.

A. H. CHASE.

.Tt has been supplied with preaching by different missionaries.
and one and another who was:

THE GETTYSBURG SPEECH.

|

Mr. Noah Brooks, an intimate friend
of | engaged in some secular business, as a means .
© Tesult bas] been much as
of support, an
might have been expected from such a course.
ter” Scribner about the speech that Presi- A: church content
to remain in leading string
Lincoln, writes as follows in the ‘‘Midwindent

Lincoln

delivered: at

Gettysburg.

The statements made are not exactlyin accord with the generally accepted opinions
about it:

can never become an aggressive

scenes

of cruelty will’ be 'forgotten, although

Mr. Williams replied, that he had heard there is a remarkable effort made hy both
very

parties to ignore the past and make it ap-

savage, and he did not know as he ought
to trust himself among them. “Oh,” re-

pear as if ‘forgotten.

It requires some

grace to'hedir'a’ fuan ir a religiots
’

power

for

good. True, the membership of the Bow Bazar church is largely
from ‘the lower class of”

the English speaking population.

fe

In sharp contrast: with the history of this
church, thus far, is that of our American Meth-

odist brethren, whose evangelistic

labors in.

He said that it was impossible for him to

Calcutta were commenced only in 1873, by the celebrated evangelist, Rev. W. Taylor. A year

go on any other day, and he would like to

later, the

have me see him

called here from his missiety in the North-west.
:
606s was provid-

Tr,

‘‘set.”

and

Next day,

as he was

aving

house he stopped and said,
have forgotten Everett!”

we
e

‘Hold on, I
Stepping hasti-

ly back, he brought with him a folded paper, which he explained was a printed
copy of the oration that Mr. Everett was
to deliver, in a few days, at Gettysburg.
It occupied nearly the whole of two pages of the

‘Boston

Journal,”

and

looked

As we walked

away from the house, Mr. Lincoln said, ‘It

speech was actually written,and re-written
a great many times.

The several draughts

and interlineations of that famous address,
if in existence, would be an invaluable

memento ofits great author.

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

MISS

REV.

IDA

G. C.

present

pastor,

Dr.

ed March 1, 1876,

and

dedicated

"Our friends will all be glad to know

Jan.

1, 1817.

It has cost, including site and. fittings, rupees
80,000, or about $35,000.
This money. bas:
been mostly raised amongst the members of the
church and congregation. Although there'iga
debt on the property,it is off-set entirely, or
nearly so, by subscriptions and other valid assets. A Quarterly Tea Meeting, one of which

takes place this evening, yields the building
fund about Rs. 1,200 a year.
ad
A native Bengali church has been started,
which meets in the old chapel, and has a native
pastor over it. A class has also been started
across the river, in Howdah;which is spoken of:
as doing good service. A Seaman’s church has:
also been organized and now has a hundred
members, and 65 ships, afloat, have converted

seamen from this port!
A school opened last May, for English and
Eurasian pupils, has 110 pupils at present and,

with the new arrangements now ip contemplation, is likely to more than double its. pambersthe coming year, = .
We attended the new Methodist church, both s
morning and evening, last Sunday, and heard:
two excellent gospel sermons from the pastor, ..

who appears to be a thoroughly good man, an
earnest, warm-hearted and successful worker; and one who commands the respect and confi-

extent.

=
PHILLIPS.

- -

ed, when the theater was secured for Sunday
evening services. Their new church, a plain,
but substantial and very commodious building, affording sittings for 1500, was commnene-

dence of the Christian public

WATERMAN.

Thoburn; was

ed, which soon was filled and more room need-

to a

very

large

To these Methodist friends, more than.

to any other one body of Christians

in Caleut- -

ta, is due

aggressive

the

credit

of promoting

" Christianity; and “teaching. the masses,” and
that Miss Phillips arrived safely in Bom- especially of solving the problem of ‘self-supporting churches in India, for they are. rapidly
bay in due time, and has probably been spreading all over British India. Their system

with her parents a month or more.
HOME MISSION MATTERS.

of Episcopacy certainly works very efficiently, -

We ask the attention of our readers to
the following important communication

alism seems very much like a rope of sand.
But, ere my sheet is full, I should tell you

Cor. Sec.

in this country,

of the

Home

DEAR BRETHREN :—1I have passed

into the

hands of the Treasurers of the Maine State and
Freewill Baptist Home

Mission

Societies,

several subscriptions, and notes for the

the

‘Cen-

tennial Fund,” I obtained when Cor. Sec. of the
Society. The notes and pledges in Maine,
when due, should be paid to Rufus Deering,

of notes and pledges payable to Rev. 8. Curtis,
is $8,600 or more,
: in
Most of the notes are payable in. 1880.

Most

why we are here.

and

beside

sum of unpaid subseriptions. ' Now these Societies, I have no doubt, greatly need the aid

these promises have

encouraged.

earnestly hope, and even

We

most

implore, the several

persons who were kind enough to make these
pledges, when we visited them, will honor the

mect-' same by immediate payment.

Please remems-

it, Congregation

A little mor:

than

a fort- -

night ago, we were startled to receive a letter
from our youngest daughter,
Ida, bearing
Glasgow postmark.
This was the first intelli-

gence we had received that our dear child was .
to rejoin us the present year, and we were not

long in deciding to meet heggin Caleutta.

We

have now been at “The American Mission
Home,” for nearly a week, where Mrs. Po is~
receiving daily attention from a physician, who
appears to have a good understanding of her
case.

Her symptoms have already very

changed for the better, and the Dr.

much

encourages -

us to hope for an eventual: cure, though from.

having been allowed to run on so long, the dis-ease has assumed a chroni¢ form, and it will.
be the work of time to remove it.
I had hoped to have secured a young Bengali
brother from among our Baptist friends to la--

the pledges are payable in equal annual inthe woods" where a brother was. hid, ofstallments
, ranging from $1.00 up to $25.00.
another place where a man ‘was actually > The first annual payments have been made, bor with us in Orissa,
burned to death for loving his country. with some others. ‘ There still remains quite a rather low rate of pay,

It'will be a long time before those

at Lewis

ton might be. equally increased in the same
way. - Shall we have this much needed increase -

NOTES AND PLEDGES FOR HOME MISSIONS.

in

who

are hesitating and undecided because of financial embarrassments. Prof. Butler, at Hills.

Mission Society :

os

office,

more

by all, without ‘exception, = received
The following communication, under
with the greatest kindness. It would be date of Calcutta, Dec. 14, is received from
difficultto make us believe that there is Rev. J. Phillips :
a more encouraging field for missionary |. A week ago to-day, a party of Baptist friends.
work i the world than in this section of arrived from England—four new and several:
comtry.
The climate is healthy, the old laborers returned.. One of the former; a.
elevation of land makes it quite cool, and Mr. Blackey, one of Mr, Spurgeon's. boys,

from the former

where a Union man was shot,

eried, “Will
Will you not
o

the inhabitants of that island were

will doubtless bring forward many

would

over the hills and through the woods, you

to land, commanded
his people to’ sit
down, while he plunged into the surf,

and approaching the boat,

assistance of those who have ‘already offered

one

him,

For. this

Lord are, with

themselves as candidates for ‘the sacred

sonal property, some ‘concealed 'themPortland, Me, All other notes and pledges to
selves in the mountains, some were cruel- Silas Curtis, Concord, N. H. ‘The, snm total
ly murdered; As you pass along the road ' payable in Maine is some $700. The amount

him to® cease rowing,

reading, well informed one, or not, ‘by but we hope with nq light from Nature or You not come on shore?
from our knowledge of God. From this

he

army, others were robbed of all their per-

and unite with him in prayer. The chief,
who stood in the midst of the crowd on
it otherwise? But who knows erough of
shore, perceiving that they were afraid
what, may be possible with God to see it

cannot do?

and

are ““union”in’ principle, Before the war

on

The brethren will board

the

aid through their course of study, or abandon
the hope of a thorough equipment for their
work, Moreover, the prompt and adequate

can pay no salary. The people are kind
and hospitable.
We have stopped with
persons of both political parties and different religious sects, and not an unpleasant word have we heard. | We have been

very formidable indeed.

they voted against secession, during the
war many of them enlisted in the Federal

be in danger, he bade the native Christians

who accompanied

beautiful

Politieally the people of East Tennessee

at Tutuila.
of natives

Horrors

EAST TENNESSEE.

As Mr. Williams approached the shore in
a boat, he saw a multitude

together,

tO
*re

them about Jesus Christ.
When told
there was no teacher for them, they ex-

year.

to labor

in

‘rare exceptions, destitute of the means of securing an education, and must have pecuniary

was very kind in Mr. Everett to send me
this. Isupposehe was afraid I should
win the crown must ‘‘contend for the’ say something that he wanted to say. He
My speech
faith.” Wicked men have tried to re- needn't have been alarmed.
,
vive the old heathen worship, and the old isn't long.”
~ “So it is written, is it, then ?” I asked.
heathen customs. There have been wars,
“Well, no,” was the reply. “It is not
and the church has suffered from enemies
without and traitors within; and yet exactly written. Itis not finished, anythrough all this, the work of the Lord has way. I have written it over, two or three
prospered. Now, after the brief space of times, and I shall have te give it another
forty-seven years since the gospel was in- lick before I am satisfied. But it is short,
:
troduced into those islands, we find them ghort, short.”
“I
found,
afterward,
that the Gettysburg
sendingan ambassador to treat with our
struggle

the object of their visit, they gladly con-

pressed great sorrow.
The vessel next touched

What
1830!

Since that time there have been reverses.
There, as everywhere, the good and evil

Will the reader ‘help; himself, help his ' this was the Religious Ship, and if it had
community, and help our Missionary en- brought them teachers who would tell
terprises, by earnest endeavors to introduce Christian literature into the fami-

and cannibalism.

on those waters, shunned their
but fatal shores.

this nctwithstand-

sembled in a ‘single audience room we
should like to preach at least an hour

comfort

prevailed at which the heart sickens,’and
even the
adventurous seamen, who sailed

chosen .from the: church which he had

The natives were not hostile,

They

Then their ignorance and poverty were
equaled only by their vices and their
misery. The whole land was full of ra-

gathered in the island Raiatea, sailed in
‘The Messenger of Peace” for the Samoan islands. After a protracted voyage,
they reached the beautiful island of Savaii.

class of our brethren’

ed me if I had any objection to accompanying him to a photographer's on Sunday.

able houses, and to dress decently.
a contrast to their condition in

teachers,

sibilities promptly and cheerfully.

Christianization moved rapidly forward.

had learned to build themselves

On the 24th of May, 1830, Mr. Williams,

by

ary to this State in August,

features

also a powerful incentive to meet these respon-

- One Saturday night, the President ask-

work of civilization

A large number were able tofead.

twisting the ropes. ‘He made the ironwork of old axes, iron hoops, &c. Im, and
aided by his wonderful mechanical ingenuity, he overcame every difficulty. The
bark of a tree was twisted into ropes, the
native mats were quilted for sails, and
the rudder was constructed of a pick-ax,
a cooper’s adz, and a hoe. After months
of anxious labor this ship was finished,

accompanied

and jey the fields

Ten years later, a missionary estimated
the number of converts at sixty thousand.

Missionary Helper.
We hope full five 21, 1830, Mr. Williams wrote, “This day
thousand copies, of this’ little magazine I haye seen the accomplishment of my
ing the columns and pages, perhaps vol- may be called for during the current desire. We have landed teachers on the
umes of reports, letters, appeals, and year. Itis a marvel of cheapness, and island of Savaii.”
miscellaneous articles, that have come well calculated to stimulate right thinkThis was the handful of precious seed,
—frem India during these more than forty ing. We congratulate the editor upon the _borne by this faithful apostle of the islands|
“years, and been published in our papers prompt appearance of the first number, of the sea, at the peril of his life, to this
and bespeak for it a hearty welcome in long-neglected land. Let us observe its
and periodicals at home.
On New Year's day we sent out a thou- our churches. Let the ladies everywhere growth.
sand postal cards to as many of our pas- rally to the support of this interesting
Having seen the seven teachers proptors. Printed on the faceof these cards, missionary periodical. May it prove an
erly settled, Mr. Williams returned to his
efficient
Helper
to
the
good
cause
everywere three questions; the first of which
work in the Society islands, and after an
itil
was this:
“Will you stimulate the where.
We might fill another sheet with the absence of a year and eight months made
thought of your people by introducing
names
of ‘excellent books on Missions, a second voyage to the Samoan isles. As
the Morning Star the Bimonthly, the
“The Messenger of Peace” approached
Missionary Helper and other religious and but every publisher can supply a list. By
Manua,
the most easterly of the group,
missionary literature into their families 7” introducing such works into our families,
the natives came off in their canoes, and
and
Sabbath-schools,
we
may
greatly
Could we have all our congregations asfacilitate
our
benevolent
operations. bgarded the ship, eagerly inquiring if
only foreign field, and

who with

On this point,

It is evident that these encouraging

and

islands, and the

He constructed his forge,

lead the way by introducing this publication to their people and by sending in
lists of subscribers to the publisher at
Lewiston?
Surely, every pastor should
take the Bimonthly himself. This would
give it the best chance of success to begin with.
oh
Thanks to the admirable pluck of our
sisters, the Woman's Missionary Society
of the

He,

abroad white with the harvest, could only
exclaim, “What hath God wrought!”
In the year 1835, the London Missionary Society sent six missionaries to these

welcome of the churches.
Our young
‘men and women should have it, and some
of them might procure clubs of subscrib- and Mr. Williams, full of thankfulness
ers for it. Every year we should be ad- and joy, called it “The Messenger of
ding something to our permanent denom- Peace.”
:

inational

whole land.”

)

of our work impose additional responsibilities
pon our pastors and . churches, and furnish

Home Mission must send an able mission-

island to

tude and joy, ascribing
it to the Spirit of tears had sown that handful of seed, he-

MINISTERS.

ty’s work noted in our last issue, he says:

church, several othersFé tothe ‘baptized.

island, he found everywhere proofs of an

become convinced that her opposition
to his purpose was wrong, and she would
cheerfully yield to whatever hé regarded
as the call of duty.
He records this
change in her mind with deepest grati-

OF

we quote from the Report of the Cor. Sec.

At Mt. Carmel, over thirty came to the
anxious seat the last’ evening we had a
meeting there, and at Liberty church several are inquiring what they shall do to
be saved. The meetings are continued
with eneotiraging prospects.
_ But if we succeed to any extent, the

fetch it.”

had

INCREASE

the stream. of recruits full.’

manifested, eight united with the College

of

astonishing change.
In many places: the
idols had been ‘destroyed, and chapels
built, where eager congregations Ilistened to the story of the cross, as it
was repeated to them by ‘those who were
themselves a few months before in the
darkest depth of heathenism. He was
received at Savaii by the teachers and
people with great joy. He learned that
idolatry had ceased and that there was a
great number of earnest seekers after
light and truth. The day after his arrival he addressed a congregation of seven
hundred persons in the chapel. After the
sermon, the chief, Malieto4, arose and
said, ‘that he gave his whole soul to the
words of Jehovah, and employed his utmost endeavors that it might speedily en-

mot.

. An. spite of ‘‘churchless pastors” and’
unemployed ministers
and ministers who .°
have drifted into other occupations, there °
is and will be a constant need of keeping

hundred,—a« deep spiritual‘ interest was

expose my life to danger going so far to
sailed from

may

J. 8. BURGESS.
AN

gregations were large,—from two to four

religion, so that I may not be obliged to
As Mr. Williams

aid

A. x.

be forwarded to me, but to the right parties.

in two
meetings, con-

counties, had twenty-five

But we want a
full

Mission

say this, that applications and money

are well received. We traveled fifty miles

to the

Oh, give us a man

Home

of the Education Society. = After speaking
The doctrines of the, Freewill Baptists - of the encouraging features of the Socie-

conduct-

go

for

Gerrish,of Olneyville, R. IL, Cor. See.
of the :
Parent Society, or to Rev, (. 8. Perkins, Cor.
.
Sec. of the Maine State Society, who will
give
your communications prompt attention.
L

spy and caused you to hide yourself in the
mountains. The policy of the President
is praised by the rebels and mourned over
by the union men. His recent tour in

twenty

of religion.

Here he was

and fetch some more.

rest.

she

Savaii

“I take my canoe,

teacher here.

this burden nearly three

when his

to

teachers at Savaii, get some religion which
I bring carefully home, and give to the
people. When that is gone, I go again

perils

not

house and robbed you of your bed covering, clothing, and provision, or acted the

chief,

and he was assured that service was performed every Sabbath. ‘And who,” asked
the astonished missionary, ‘‘conducts the
morship?” «I do,” replied one of the

him strongly.
of these poor
darkness and
the heart of

could

came

the

ed to a chapel which the people had built, over the worst roads conceivable,

He had no ship, nor means

His wife,

exclaimed

seized the boat, and carried it with all on

and

sota, in behalf of pure Christian, Mission-

doubtful.

“Oh,”

-

applications

should notbe sent to me, but to Rey.

Some of our people, who were there, learned, and when they returned home they.
began at once to instruct their friends, | this State was a blow to those that voted
and many have destroyed their idols, and for him. Greene county gave a majority
for him, and his friends made every effort
become sons. of the Word.”
:
Mr. Williams told him this was the re- to have him stop at Greeneville, the counligious ship, and he was the white man ty seat, through which he passed, but, he
did not, and passed on to stopat a bitter
who had left the teachers at Savaii.
Hearing this the chief gave a signal to rebel town a few miles distant. It is sufthe people on the shore.
They rushed ficient to say that the republican party is
into the sea, and with shouts of delight badly demoralized here, at least.

largest, and form the must important,
group in the South Sea. They were visited

Greatly astonished,

moons ago, and left workers

are the

ary literature. Will the pastors push the
circulation of the Morning Star? 1t is the
only denominational newspaper we have,

reas- prayers would be followed by generous |

obvious

or two may

pose of. negotiating a treaty with

of reaching them, and even if he could
gain their shores,
- the ferocious character of the natives rendered his reception

Fo
issi
wn.” Dug. self a sufficient reason why every family
“ing the past thirty months we have had a should have the paper, for it brings fresh
chance to interpret and understand what news every week from our harvest fields
It is the
Bro. Libby meant in that remark.
We in this and in foreign lands.
duty
of
every
Free
Baptist
to
keep
himself
say it as a statement of fact that many of
our people care nothing for our work in well informed about the work his own
India, just because they are ignorant of people are doing for the Master's glory
its character, its significance and its suc- and the weal of mankind. Hundreds and

Repeated

an ambassador of the Samoan Government arrived in Washington, for the pur-

of

y

ber that

who a few years ago came into your

Mr. Williams asked where they had heard

ple read.
And now, ‘‘ by way of application,” we
would recommend a vigorous campaign
all along our lines, from Maine to Minne-

wrote us that, * a thousand ministers and 4 inform themselves

cess.

V. G. RAMBEY,
Be

papers that are flooding our families. several of the crew were ftreacherou
The only check and cure for it is good, “murdered by the savage inhabitants.
sound, elevating
literature introduced From that time, for more than!forty years,
without stint in all our communities. their shores were avoided by mariners of
Will
our pastors
make
a tour of all nations. The idea of introducing the
gospel into this group appears to have
inspection through their parishes? We
count it as much the pastor's dutyto originated in the year 1824, with Mr.
know what his people read, as itis the Williams, who was laboring under the
physician's duty to know what his pa- direction of the London Missionary Socitients eat. As bad food often completely ety among the South Sea islands. There
upsets the doctor's prescription, so bad were great difficulties in his way,—diffireading just as often completely neutral- culties that to almost any other man
izes the minister's preaching.
It will would have appeared insurmountable.
pay the minister (as yankees say) many These islands were nearly two thousand

Now I would rest; God bids me work.
k my heart tossed to and fro,

interested in what

we are Christians.”

Mr. Lemama, the ambassador, is
this day no parent has a right to train up ment.
represented
as a tall man, intelligent, and
children without furnishing them good
wholesome reading. Read they will, all gentlemanly, who speaks English very
of our young people, so the question is, |. well, having learned that language prinwhat shall they read? Whata profusionof cipally by studying an English Bible, and
trash is in these days being poured into the comparing it with the Scriptures in his

names eyen of the cheap,

Now I would stay ; God ids me go;

evangelization, but

In

in every railway train.
And one who
travels much will find plenty of this rubbish
in Free
Baptist
families.
1
shouldn't care to advertise it by citing the

He read my yearnings unexpressed,
And said them nay.
:

world’s

education of our sons and daughters.

tional literature on every news stand, and

He broke my will from day to day,

-i

missions or foreign missions,—we conceive
it is both—it is the true mission of every
pastor to introduce healthy literature into
his parish. - Good books and good newspapers are indispensable to the proper

ing, with edification, talk ‘of Christian
love

plied the chief, “we are not savages now,

We are informed that'a few weekseago

Call it home

market! See the piles of miserable,sensa-

1 would have gone; God bade me stay;
I would have worked; God bade me rest.

~ Se

BY

“Not one that I know of.”

THE

Rev. 1... Be

THE SAMOAN ISLANDS,

invariable

V,

z

But what

with our

and rigid temperance

principles, I find young Bengal is not much in--

clined to enlist with us. ‘We ‘must bor: and.

pray and endeéavor to train‘up:our own Native
Helpers.
This emphasizes the importance of

our having our own school for traintng native
helpers.
for it.

I trust we may not have to wait long;
il

a
ie yf

.

¢
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OF

-

GOD.

-

GOLDEN
TEXT:
“ Believe in the Lord
our God, so shall ye be established ; be-

lieve
+—2

his prophets;

so shall

ye prosper.

‘Chron. 20 :20.

2 Chromn.--20:14-22.

- Notes and Hints,

Historical Connection.
«C., an

have

About 893 B.

army of Moabites, Ammonites,and

Edomites from Mount Seir, invaded Judah and filled the kingdom with terror.
In alarm, the king and the people went
up to the ‘temple and appealed to God
for his help. While all Judah stood before the Lord,Jahaziel prophesied the defeat of their enemies. The 83d Psalm is
supposed to have been written to com-

memorate this event.

Edomites,
the inhabitants of Seir.
By
some means, these nations, who came to
smite Judah, fell to warring among themselves.
The ambushment led them to
mistake friends for foes, or was a revolt
and mutiny in the camp. The Lord turned the plans of these heathen into confusion and made them the “instruments of
their own destruction. ©
Here we are taught (1) that song is
worship, and hymns and choirs may be
acceptable to God as prayers and suppliants ; (2) thatthe hearty praise of God
inspires men to trust in God; that Ged
will always protect his people who trust
him; (3) that he will in his own ways
work out deliverance for them.

Jahaziel. Nothing more is known of
‘him. The past is a monument having
“one side inscribed with names, and three
sides bare, * Sins of Asaph.”
Asaph
‘was a Levite, who wrote sacred songs,
-and_isranked as a psalmist, even with

His title of seer

was possibly given, because, like Miriam
and Deborah, in moments of inspiration,
‘he sang praises to God.
He was the
deader of David's choir.
:
Came the Spirit of the Lord.” The
‘prophets spake as they were moved by

STAR,

Communications.

them to

by some one else that may be called upon? Itis a great mistake to call first upon
the sleepy heads and blunder-heads, with
the view of having them disposed of, and
so prepare the way for warmer work

towards the meeting's close—as great a
mistake as to undertake to kindle a fire
with green wood, and save up the dry
wood till the former was all ablaze.
The same principle applies to the conduct of the services of our Sunday-school
sessions. It is a matter of great moment
that they should be pitched in the proper key. It is commouly a vain thing to
attempt to command any sudden solemni-

The factthat the people known as ‘The
Church of God" are ready to support ** at
least one missionary family” in our Indian field, suggests a thought as to our
duty. This body of Christians, numbering ‘about 5,000 communicants,” can 8up-

port two; then can not old New England
Freewill Baptists do as much? We love
the cause of missions.
We have established this mission ; and,by our accepting
this field presented to us in God's providence, we have ‘pledged ourselves to
God and to his people, that we will proclaim Jesus’ name and love to the heathen in that land.

Certainly,

England Freewill

Baptists

then,

will

New

not be

for mere convenience departed from the
precise form of the original ordinance;
why, then, for an object of far higher importance, refuse to make another change
as little affecting the essence of the observance as in the other case? She does
not hesitate to introduce leaven into the
bread; why may she not withdraw the
same principle from the wine?
But, further, we think it ijuite

that there was any

fermented

either of the articles

used

unlikely

principle in

by our Saviour

at the Lord's supper. That supper is
founded on the Jewish Passover, and the
religious and rigid exclusion of ferment

from the bread

used on that

occasion

would naturally extend to the wine, when
that, in process of time, came to be add-

Referring to the same

article,

Rev.

J. Waful says:
The words “new wine,” as they

.to hope for this, for three of the six New
England Yearly Meetings have already
resolved to do even better than this.
The average cost of supporting a missionary a year, is estimated to be, — including salary and working allowances,—
and at this rate, for our New

England
churches to support thirteen
missionaries, it will require an average
giftof 23 1-3 cents per member, yearly.

A good lady of my

187 8.

ed to the feast. It was, we should suppose, just as improper to use leaven, ‘‘the
symbol of corruption,”
in drink as in
food.
WORT

outdone in this work. . But if every 5,000

600 dollars;

30,

of the Eucharist, we ¢reply, that in using
leavened bread, the modern church has

BY REV. J.T. WARD,

of our communicants in New England
shall support ‘* at least one missionary
Tre Rigar PrrcH.
‘Who does not family,”we shall have thirteen missionknow bow much depends,at any ordinary aries sustained by our New England
prayer meeting, upon the key-note that is churches alone. And itis not visionary
meeting, or

JANUARY

to the Temperance reform, can continue to
subject them to this ordeal, or keep them
away from the communion table. And
if it 1s urged that our Saviour must have
used a fermented article at the institution

THOUGHTS ON MISSIONS.

« The Lord sct ambushments.” ** Liers
in wait.” These were undoubtedly the|*

sounded by the leader of the

David. 2 Chron. 29:30.

won

trust him.

Papers.)

JEHOSHAPHAT HELPED

not

faith. Praise begets faith. Let us praise
our Saviour that men may be inspired to

Sabbath - School Lesson.--Feb. 10.
«QUESTIONS

he would

MORNING

acquaintance, who

T.

occur

in the New Testament, show conclusively,

that the expressed juice of the grape, before it entered into a state of fermentation,
was called wine.
At the marriage in
Cana of Galilee, the

new made wine, be-

fore sufficient time had elapsed

to cause

fermentation, was pronounced good wine,

by the governor of the feast. I quote:
+ It certainly can never be satisfactorily
established, that unfermented wine was
used at the institution of the supper. All
arrangements, pro and con. leave the
question unsettled. We must therefore
always

miss

of -Bible

authority

for the

was he referring to the contents of the
cup directly or to that which was typified?
He says in another place, ‘‘I amthe vine,
e are the branches.” If the vine meant
him,

then there was no wine in the

cup,

and hence there was nothing said about
‘wine at all in the whole transaction. If
the use of the term vine necessitated
the use and presence of wine, then when
he says, ‘I am the vine,” &c., he was, as
the vine, and the church is to be, as the

branches, wine-producers to send the everincreasing river of liquid damnation rushing through the earth
which he came to
bless and free from the curse of sin and
Satan. No! Jesus Christ our Saviour is
the champion leader and head of all tem-

perance organizations during

the last 1800

years, and his apostle says, Be ye temper‘ate in all things. We do notsuppose that
in heaven there will be any wine-press
nor still, nor will there Te anything
whereby we may cause our weak brother to offend or feel secluded.
The churches ought to say thus far and
no farther ; here let thy deceptive work
cease, for we, like true Baptists, will take

to the water; then can

we,

holding

the

cup in one hand and the Bible in the other,
truly say, “Whosoever will, let him take
the water of life freely.”
:

Finally, Rev. R. H. Tozer returns to
the subject to explain his position.
We
make the following selectiofs from his
article as pertinent to the case:
As to the *question whether fermented
or unfermented wine was used: at the
supper, I have already intimated,

1 think,

that that is a controversy which has called
out a great deal of heat

and

very

That, in fact, it is what can not be

ferring

the common wines, are not merely

that
the other beverages used are. tasteless, but that they are not true wines,
whatever may be said about ferment be-

east.

The town stood on’ a hill,

. hoshaphat stood and said.”

” «the piety of the king.

‘‘ Je-

This shows

He called *¢Je-

‘»’hovah” their God and exhorted to faith
‘dn him. The idolatry of Judah was the

“hindrance to faith in Jehovah.
The
. king felt. for them and the kingdom, the
~ supreme importance of faith in the only
utrue God.
1
:
| wsufle consulted with the

people

With

“théleaders of the people; or else ‘« con-

sulted” in ' the sense of counseled,is
meant. The latteris the view of the

little shrines whose dvors are closed

all nance.

thé week’, and] before which they worship

on Sundays
; or, if we do ‘not ‘win their
love, we

are,

Sunday

and

Monday,

like

‘“Cup” [Greek Potarion] is the
word employed by all of them.
It never
means wine, If they used it, is it wot a

little singular, they nowhere

call it b

table ‘to justify its use or an ‘explanatidp

of dts: use? . It most fittingly and most
perfectly represents by its color, the blood
of Christ. But does the beauty and sacredness and strength of the communion ser-

Taw RECORD "OF “A CLASS,
Somé Jege,says: The church might considerably
lime ago we noticedin ‘an exchange the clear its position and strengthen its influ-

history ofa class that is quite noteworthy. ence on the subject, by banishing from the
article of
Iv 'was formed in Fairport;N. Y., and:at communion table the wretched
its inception had six young men as mem« commerce called wine; and, indeed, by
Ne none of! Mi
FofessoreVol refusing to employ anything but the pure,
religion. . | They pledged
themselves. to unfeymented juice of the grape at that

Cleansing

s wine

Water does.

(John 1:29: 1 John 1—7).

cleanse

Slegusing pn no means

or typify

The gentlé shower

washing

the face of mature, the dew: of night: Jute
fying the air,

13—1,

‘each, is cleansing.

Zech.

Jas, 3: 11. , (2): Healing. Does

wine heal? If so,why does the physician
recommend temperance? Water is heal-

ing.’ (8) Saving.
Christ tells of 'his
salvation—saving power by the figure of

Bs al

hee hod made with
Bi

made

$x

of

a

that

‘travels

imprisonments

tramp,

indeed,

do

no

considers

it

“fun” to get into jail for three or six
months, especially

inclined

in winter.

to think he

But I'am

would

differently

regard a long incarceration, or rather ban-

ishment, say, five, ten or fifteen years.
Another way is to attempt to reform him
by the methods which Mr. Dick suggest1st, wash
Copperfield:
ed for David
him, next, feed him, and then set him to .

work. Dr. Holland holds similar views,
of which he illustrates the workings in his
late

novel,

‘“ Nicholas

ever, in this case,

Minturn.”.

I think

How-

I may exclaim

with St. Matthew, ‘The harvest is truly
plenteous but the laborers are few,”
After all,

it seems

to

me,

that,

Class, nd, ge

‘most

stil lingers like have wine at the table ?

drinkers, whose appetite

a chained but

chafing’ wild

of knowing, but it is

a very small ope.
According

to

the

Apostle

certainly

Paul,

some

“devils ” better be fed, than that a few
‘ angels ” should suffer.
Here it is, then. A tramp who steals,
burns, murders,-and begs from choice is,

like

the things that were,
- In conclusion, above,

around

and over

and

churches,

all, it behooves Christians

in the solution of this mighty question,
to evoke that Divine aid without which all
efforts will be like the drifiings of a rudderless ship in stormy mid-ocean.

THE SECRET oFOF e—y,
BY MATTIE

L. ROBERTS.

>

Pd

_—

"A rich man walked im his garden
At the cool of the eventide ;
Dainty and rare were the blossoms
Clustered on every side,—
Japonicas, roses, azalias,

Snow-white and crimson-dyed.
But

the proud man’s heart was troubled ;

He saw not the beauty and bloom,
He felt not the peace of the hour
Or the delicate, rich perfume :

Inthe heart where care abideth,
Pleasure can scarce find room.

Away from the dust and turmoil
Of the crowded, turbulent street;
In a shaded spot, where a fountain
Made music silvery sweet,

He spied a pale field-daisy
Lost in the grass at his feet.

And

his

thoughts flew

back

to -his

child-

hood: |
The brown cot in the lane,

The green fields, starred with daisies,
The rustle of the grain,
The low of his father's cattle ©
#le heard and saw again.
“ Peace and quiet contentment

And honest worth were there;
Trouble has come with worldly fame

And riches have brought me care.”
And then, like a dream, he seemed to hear

His mother’s voice in prayer.
The proud

man’s heart was humbled ;

‘ I have sought for fame and gold,
But I have forgotten my God, and lived

In the desert, barren and cold.”
And, kneeling upon the sod, he prayetl
The childish prayer of old.
“This is the secret of peace,” he cried;

“True living is filled with prayer;
And the heart that trusts its all with God
Is happy everywhere.”
:
So the Gift of Peace had come to him
Through a mother’s voice in prayer.

:

MRL

REV.
Rev. Smith
at Meredith,
1877, at the
Morgan,

years.
the

DR

SMITH MORGAN.
Morgan * was born mn 1811,
N. H., and died March 1,
house of his son, Dr. E. J.

at Onconta,

Bro. Morgan

age

of 24,

N.

Y.,

was

converted

aged

at Meredith,

with the: F. Baptist

church.

66

at

and united .

At

the age

of 30, he began to preach as a licentiate
at Bridgewater, N.

H., under license from

the Sandwich Quarterly Meeting,

where

he was soon rewarded with the revival of
God's work and the conversion of souls

under his labors.
moving
years,

Just previous to his

to Bridgewater, at the age of 25
he married

of Bradford,

Miss

who has

Rachel Bagley,

been an

excellent

helper to him in his labors, and who

still

survives him.
He continued to preach at Bridgewater,
where he lived, a'so at Thornton
and
Campton, and was ordained at the latter
place as a minister of the gospel, by re

quest of the church.

Moving from Bridg-

water-to—GCampten-ebout-the-time-of -his—
ordination, he assumed the pastoral care

ot the

church there.

He moved

from

Campton to Plymouth where he continued

for 15 years to preach the gospel, though
not having the pastoral care of a church.

From P, he moved to New Hampton,

where he lived eight years, preaching as

opportunity offered. Giving up active life,
he .moved from New Hampton to Oneonta, and settled down to quiet life with
his eon.

i

Bh

There were born to Bro. Morgan and
his good wife six sons and four daughters,

her son, Dr. Morgan,of Oneonta.
Bro. Morgan was ready and willing fo
go, waiting patiently the change from
mortal to immortal, and’ thus departed
with the glorious hope of meeting all his large family in the resurrection of the
saints.
:
TA. S.
:

+h

We ask (will
pd

s

should be punished, But the one who of Christianity. More than ever do 1
simply begs from necessity,
not being able feel that our families must standih a kind
to obtain work is, perhaps, rather a ‘/ ne- but determined opposition to the fashions”
cessity,” to whose condition even the of ‘the world, breasting the waves like
wealthiest stand somewhatin liability of the Eddy-stone lighthouse. And I have

beast, which

see how any church, thoroughly pledged

.

‘the temperance movement, its prohibitory
and moral suasion influences should go
together and,if that were the case, ere long
its * tramp nuisance” would be dmong

found nothing yet which requires more

ghey ib

and, ay shat time, the record showed that
one hondred.
and thirteen persons had,
y

Short

The

f
Au
being reduced. .
:
There is‘but one possible circumstance
Various
theories
‘have
been advanced,
profession of religion. the first'taste may set free in all its origi», We ean sde oste t Li cam be ny reason from time to titue, to ‘suppress vagrancy,
to
suppose.
Christ
nsed
wine
at
the
supper.
8 Setaoveiing S0rt is’ nal wildness, and who dare scarcely.
a large ‘success.— smell the cup as it’ passes. We can not What is the saying of Christin Mat. 26 7209 and some of them have been very absurd.

.

There is no goo | end which can sanctify

‘solemm service. It can not be ‘wrong means and make their use right.
doubted that there are perils to not a few If Christ taught the Samaritan ‘woman his
what they. could io gather in others. persons connected with any use of alco~ salvation By a cup of cold water, and then
her to preach him as the Messiah,can
lic. drinks; any and everywhere, in, sent
‘When the course of study. agreed Upon,
uding the Lord's table.
Cases haye not his disciples by the same? Is the
was completed, the class bad a_reupion,,
curred, and are gesurring, of reformed | servant greater than his Lord that he must

of the effect of thls Hym oi
Canceive

bargain.

good.

By dress, books and amusements, an
atmosphere - is ‘formed which is not that

stand by their ite

ithe spirits ofthe soldiers.
ere i
I]essonto be' learned. Had the king censured.andrailed at the past idolatry of

éverbody

the severest

of course, a great terror, as well as a
nuisance to the community, and these

water (John 4 i

gone through the whole Bible, and to do

‘the Hebrewfor + Praise
ye Jehovah.”

nowadays,

with

about is recognized and treated as belonging to that class. Hence, many inno- eight of them still living and all professcent men suffer for the wrongs of others. ors of religion, One died in infancy, the
vice rest in the color of the blood of | What
His
percentage ‘the really honest’ other atthe age of 21, a Christian.
Christ? What does the blood signify ?
tramp bears to the whole ‘“ army,” I have widow is stillan inmate of the home of

1

some carved marble saint set high in the its right name? The conclusive inference
church.— Margaret + Compton, in: 8.8. is, they’ took '*‘ the fruit of ‘the vine,” as
Times. 2a i»:
boesiom
LAE
ula Jesus calls! if.
Prof. Mears, D. D., of Hamilton Col-

cause,

It would banish its tramp
island,

of labor for a long term of years, or, in
verity, until he was thoroughly sick, of his

My reasons for pre-

supports herself by washing, gives more course proposed by certain good tem[See Star of Dec. 12.] ing death ;- whereas,
the others are, prothan that monthly; and certainly our perance people.”
Now asit is equally
true, that all ar- fessedly, at least, like those in general
New England membership ought to find Fur
“pro and
con.” have also use in ancient Palestine. And I am not
‘the Holy Spirit. The impulse to speak ty at the close, if there has been lightno difficulty
in giving
that average
ailed to establish that fermented wine going to assert this position, because it
‘was sometimes by direct efforts, sought ness and frivolity at the opening of the
amount each year.
:
“was used at the institution of the sup- may be contended that there is much
after, and was sometimes involuntarily school. You wonder that the scholars
per,” I inquire,does it not follow as a mat- adulteration of these wines to-day.
That
It
is
manifest
that
this
would
greatly
awakened. These prophets could not are so little moved by considerations the
ter of fact, that all churches are at libertyto
most weighty and affecting, and attribute aid our missionary work. We have now use unfermented wine, in setting forth does not vitally affect the question.
dlways tell the excitement of their own it to incorrigible juvenile depravity;
We all know that, at the original instiin the field,—well, others . may tell how our Lord's death?
But, rather, if the tution of the passover, no wine of any
:gpirit from the influence of God's Spirit. when, in point of fact, you have nothing
many ; but Bro. Phillips told us at Fair- use of fermented wine in the Sacrament sort was required. When the practice
2'Chron. 18:21; Jer. 23:16; 1 Cor. 14:32, to blame but your own indiscretion. You
prove disastrous to any brother, either
dropped the reins at the start, and now port that we need, and greatly need, because of hereditary or acquired. taste of ‘using wine at that feast first obtained,
37.
or how it obtained, no one knows.
We
twenty-one missionaries to carry on the
can
not
gather
them
up;
you
allowed
the
“¢ Thus sdith the Lord.”
So all the
for intoxicating liquors, is it not church
team to get away from you, and now can work.
Thirteen supported by New Eng- duty to remove, so far as possible, the therefore do not know. under what regu
lations it was introduced ; and whether
prophets of Jehovah assumed to speak. not order ahalt.
’
land, three by the brethren in the Prov- cause of such disaster? Clearly: ‘Bible
All their. authority rested on this claim.
.We know it is said that ¢ all is well inces, three by the Central Association authority ” enjoins this as church or fermented or unfermented was required.
The assumption that it must have been the
‘Men wanted, then, as now, not the opin- that ends well.” But, in religions servand two.by the Church of God, will just Christian duty. The wine in the Sacra- latter, because ferment is of the nature of
ices,
the
end
is
ak
to
correspond
with
ions of ‘men, but the mind of Jehovah.
ment is an emblem, representing the
It is doubtless impor- make that twenty-one; and the 32,000 blood that Jesus shed “for the remission leaven, which was forbidden, is mere asWhat God says is infallible.
~¢ The bat- the beginning.
tant that, in the matter of moral impres- Freewill Baptists in the West are certain- of sins.” How does fermented, more than sumption and conjecture, since it is not
certain that the people of those times disile vs mot yours but God's.” The heathen sions, we should strive to make the last
ly able
to care for the indebtedness of unfermented wine, more truly represent cerned the similarity, or, if they did, that
attack the worshipers of Jehovah,
the gods impression always the best; but preparathe Society, the mission press,and also to the important fact set forth by the use of the prohibition of the leaven of bread had
of the heathén, the only true God.
In tion for the last should be made from the
wine at the Lord's supper? Iam one of anything to do with fermented wine,
extend the work in places beyond.
first.
If
you
would
have
the
music
to
the ‘temperance people,” who believe
the name of their geds, these foes invade
ring out grandly at the close, you must _ Sectional or local interests in a de- the Christian has no right to “put a whose process of leavening, by the way,
had ceased long ago. For authority on
the kingdom of Judah whose God is the be careful to get the key-note right.
nomination are to be avoided, that is,any- stumbling-block or an. occasion to fall in this point, I will refer to Smith's Bible
Lord.
The causeof temperance, truth, And, better than &ny tuning fork that
hjs brothers way.”
Dictionary, articles wine and passover,
Justice, freedom, piety is ever the cause of ever man’s skill devised, is the Holy thing which shall split up a united. body.
parficularly the note under Art. wine,
Bat
ifa
Yearly
Meeting,
with
a
member|
Spirit's
still,
small
veice;
to
listen
to
God; and the battle with the enemies of
where we, learn that the boiled, unfer“A Vermont pastor, Rev. J. W. Bur- mented
these virtues is God's, not ours. ~ Yet, And then, with souls in sympathy With
- juice of the grape called dibs,
tion),
should
ask
of
the
Treasurer.
of
the
gin, takes the sensible ground that the was used rather as a Sweetening syrup,
how often, when our reliance is not on the truth, and hearts and voices attuned
him, do we fear, iy reason of the great to teach it; there will be ‘delightful har- F. M. Society the privilege of supporting question ought to be decided accordingto than as a beverage. And if any one will
mony, and deepening interest te the les- a missionary,—he applying the funds from the standard of right—since what is right refer.to 1 Cor, 11: 21, he will see that
multitude fighting against us.
the wine used by the early Christians,
‘its churches for that purpose, they sup- must be also scriptural, He says:
“Cliff of Ziz. + Ascent of Hazziz,” son's close,— Baptist Teacher,
at the supper, was capable of making
plying
them
‘as
need
Ei
be,—we
do
reads the Hebrew. This ascent was a
Much has, once and again, been said and many of them drunken.
.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL MiSsiONARY WORK. not sce that any possible harm could re- written on the question of ‘Communion
“path across a ridge of land running reartore
But the churches wine.” We think there ought to be more }
“ly parallel with the west coast of the Sunday-school missionary work forms aa sult from such action.
> |
THE TRAMP.
would
have
a
more
personal
interest. in done by way of reform, for fermented
admirable
training
for
candidates
for
the
~ -Dead Sea. The path went, from Engedi
wine is too ‘widely used in the land in
BY ARTHUR EVERETT COTTON.
*t0 Tekoa and so in the direction of Je- ministry, while it gives them some pe- that missionary and consequently in. the connection with one ‘of the most sacred
cuniary help in obtaining an education. mission ; there would be. a greater sense and solemn ‘of all religious services,~the
Tramp, in its widest acceptation, is a
rrusalem.
“Brook.” = Valley, or dry ‘torrent Missionary Ghidlaw, . superintendent.of of personal responsibility: in: supplying communion,—and we suggest the follow-, generic term fora class of individuals
question:
‘Is there such a thing as who subsist by the ** sweat of other men’s
—— course.
The—ridge of land, noticed “the work of the American Sunday-school the necessary support,and more would be ing
communion
wine
?”
Union
in
Ohio
and
Indiana,
recently
emdone for the mission.
As those Yearly
brows.” As the name implies, the tramp
above, is furrowed by many valleys, or
"Lét us tothe Word.
In Mat. 26 :26—28,
ployed a student at Hanover College, In- Meetings which have acted. on this sub-%yadys running down to the Dead Sea. didna, to go to a county in that State,
we read that Christ ‘‘took the cup and is. of migratory habits, and belongs noIn Luke
22: 19, 20, where in particular, but everywhere in
" "Which one is meant is unknown. _ *‘ Je- where Sunday-school missionary labor ject have decided to do more than double gave thanks.”
In four and
a half what they have done before, so,with all, “Likewise also he took the cup after sup- general. He is, somehow, wonderfully
ruel.”” Thought by Robinson to be the was much needed.
per,saying, This cup is the new testament
plain adjoining the wilderness of Te- months, he organized twenty new schools we should be ashamed to put in words a of my blood, which'is shed for you.” In averse to anything that has the least apwith one hundred and five teachers, and statement of the puny offerings to God we
* i koa, but no certain evidence locates {his seven hundred and thirty scholars. The
1 Cor. 11:23—26, “After the same manner pearance of work about it. He likes a
have
been
making
in
the
past.
Dear
brethalso
he took the cup when he had supped, hot meal as wellas anybody, and will
* desert there. - ** Stand we still, and see entire sum paid him. was $197.75.
On
i the salvation-of the Lord.” The words of this money he is supporting himself in ren in the ministry, let usnot neglect this. saying, This cup is the new testament in devour it about as lively, - too; but when
college, in preparation for the ministry. It may be we can do more for God, yes, my blood,” &c. There is no mention of it comes to the work part, he is perfectly
Moses,at the Red Sea, are quoted. . God
at all. Now was that cup a wine
—SundaySchool Times.
humanly speaking, convert more souls, wine
‘was to defeat their enemies.
When will
cup 2 a cup of drunkenness?
If so, on willing to resign in favor of somebody
by
leading
the
people
to
send
a
little
‘God, in the absence of our own efforts,
Christ
rests
the
curse
of
the
law,
and not else. He never happens to be familiar
ProPHECY.
The importance of the
work salvation for us? In exceptional in- subject of prophecy is evident from the money to India than by all our appealsto its fulfillment, if he gave Strong drink to with _the kind of work which you offer
his neighbor. Was ita cup of intoxica- wf
- stances, and only when, as here, human fact that sixteen out of the thirty-nine gospel-hardened hearers. As we consult tion—of
murder? If so, then the curse
- efforts can avail nothing.
It is the di- books which compose the Old Testament for the interests of Zion may we not take of all civil law, which is but the interpreNo accurate data have been collected
hold
of
this
matter
and
do
something,
vine law that faith and works be united. are prophetical in their character,
to
determine the number of these pests, but
tation,
in
state
language,
of
the
law
of
Pro'1t is the divine prerogative also to work ‘phetic messages are scaltered through the | each one working in his place, something God, rests upon him and the institution, it is agreed to be a fair estimate to place
that shall double our gifts to the mission for God’s law makes him a criminal who them at 1,000,000 in this country alone.
_ ~out alone results for man.
historical books also, while portions of
causes another to err, and here in Ver:
“Bowed his head with his face to the the Law and the Psalms have likewise a society?
mont-especially, the statute law makes Be this true or not, there is certainly
—————e
meee
ground.” An Oriental mode of worship.
prophetic origin and meaning. In every
the vender of intoxicating liquor respon- enough of them for all present purposes,
COMMUNION WINE.
sible for the damage arising from the and measures ought to be instituted at
.Reverence was thus expressed,and favors part of the Old Testament, law, history,
It has
We have on hand several communica- use of such liquor.
‘acknowledged. * Fell before the Lord.” and prophecy are commingled.
once that would reduce their forces.
been suggested that this three-fold asthe cup of devils? If the devil
Prostratiop is meant. The act was in- pect of divine truth is typical ofthe three- tions concerning the kind of wine that it hasWasit
The above ** army ” is generally’ divisia special chariot on earth to carry
tended to be one of humility and of pro- fold nature of the Lord Jesus; that in the would be Scriptural to use at the com- passengers to ruin, it is the intoxicating ble into three classes: 1st,those who steal,
- found thankfulness, ¢¢ Kohathites.” De- Law the priestly element is set forth ; that munion. We can not print them all, and drink, including the ruby wine and burn, -and even murder, upon the slightest
:scendants ef Kobath, the grandfather of in the history the kingly element is made so must content ourselves with selecting sparkling cider. Was it the cup of mad- provocation ; 2d, those who do nothing
prominent, while prophecy lays especial
ness? The wine cup is the maddening worse than beg ; 3d,those actually in search
Moses, and the son of Levi.
*¢ Korhites.” emphasis upon the resemblance between the principal portions of each. Rev, F.
bowl. Was it the cup in which was the
of work, and being penniless must either
Descendants of Korah.
They were, also, Jesus and Moses, the type of the pro- Reed, referring to an article by Rev. R. H. ruin of home, the manufactory of widows
Tozer-in—5t
Ree-12;says:—
.Kohathites, for Korah
was the son of phetic Iine.—8."S. Teacher.
and orphans ? Wasita cup full of all abom- beg or starve. That there are many honest,
“
Lal
To ‘avoid appearances ” of evil,or oc- inations, from the fetid breath and first well-meaning men
styled ¢ tramps,”
Kohath.
« With a loud voice on high.”
VISITING THE SCHOLARS. = Visiting is casion of stumbling, we should not take tottling step to the dethroning of the who are unable to obtain work, but
“That is, with a voice that ascended on
noblest mind and tainting the purest charteachers. any intoxicating drink, in the smallest acters of earth?
‘high. These singers were energetic, and formidable to most young
Was it a cup full of who would gladly aecept of it were it
quantities,
or
present
it
to
others.
Noble
sought to inspire the army with assur- “ Why, when: I get there I don’t know |
woe, poverty and untold and untellable procurable, the writer ‘believes to be
My dear girl, the same souls not a few are in our churches, who misery? By no means, There is not a true. To all such, and. to such alone,
- ance of wietory.
They sang praise to -what to say.”
+ God with earnestness. Eleven psalms, rule holds good as in society, © Forget have fought and confessed this easily be- mention'of wine, nor a hint that wine was when convinced that their idleness is éncup. There were other cups. than forced, not voluntary, charity shoald, be
i though not with known authority, are as- yourself and be natural. Itis not neces- getting sin, all the more to be respected inwinethe cups.
‘There was the cup of blessing
sary to talk religion, neither is it necessa- for their self-denials ; and the more should
.cribed to these singers.
.
ry to studiously avoid the subject.
Go we seekto remove all temptation, and foes of cursing), the ep of cold water ; dispensed by those who haveit to bestow.
The fact is too true, that a man, though
the cup of salvation,
Why has wine been
= Tekoa.” Tekoa was south of Jeru- to see the child as a friend, not as her help them.
he
be honest and ‘actually in search of
used
at
the
communion
table?
What
Sunday-school
teacher.
‘
It
would
do
our
'o'
me,
“Bible
authority”
is
strong,
—galem, ten or vleven miles. = The desert
great deal of good sometimes and the evidence clear, that Jesus and. have we often heard remarked at the work, must be classed asa tramp; be.
was
a barren tract of ‘high land on the children a
to realize that we are human,that we have the apostolical church did not use ferheadaches and Heartaches: “and mi eITY | mente
wine at the Lord's Supper. The
times and real fun like themselves. They word wine does snot eecur in Matthew,
are too apt, if they like us, fo set ns %ip in Mark, Luke, or Paul's account of this ordi-

able in its way.

to some lonely

little

light.

proved either way.

Baltimore convention, seems quite reason.

te

fw)

Some wiser ones answer)
ES

“iy

N

The one

lately brought to light by the

courage

and ‘independence than to rise a

little, but decidedly above the par of the
religious world ‘around us.—James W.
Alexander,
:

-

:

:

1 bois walked and talked in "field and street,
‘Who would not lay his human pain
Low. at those heavenly feet?
And leave the loom, and leave the lute,
leave the volume on the shelf
a

To follow Him, unquestioning, mute,
If ’twere the Lord Himself?

care o’erworn,
How many a brow
heartwith
with grief o’erladen,
How many a&
How many # man with woe forlorn,
How many a mourning maiden,
1d leave the baffling earthly prize
Which fails the earthly weak endeavor,

eyes,

And drink content

forever!

His sheep along the cool, the shade,

By the still watercourse He lead-,

His lambs upon His breast are laid;

-

His hungry ones He feeds,

And I, where'er He went, would go,
. Nor question where the path might lead;
Enough to know that here below,
:

I walked with God, indeed!

wine, even at first hand.”

If it be thus, O Lord, of mine,
In absence is Thy love forgot ;

And must I, when I walk, repine,
Because 1 see Thee not?

* If this be thus, if this be thus,
Sinee our poor prayers yet reach Thee,Lord,

Since we ure weak, once more to us
Reveal the living Word!
]

read it with considerable interest;

and it

has occurred to us that it affords equally
valuable hints to liquor buyers.
It is
published by William Rudkin’s Sons, of
this city, * practical chemists,” and we
for

this

edi-

torial advertisement of their philanthrop-

"ic business.
Messrs. Rudkin's Sons are as modest as

they are philanthropic. ‘When one of the
attachés of the Christian Union applied to
since for a copy

of this

suggestive liule treatise the favor was
respectfully declined.
Messrs. Rudkin's
Sons act on the aphorism of the Scripture,
and do not willingly let their right hand
know what their left hand does.
The
Christian Union is, however, a very ear-

nest seeker after knowledge.
The application was therefore repeatedto a retail
liquor-seller up town; the little ‘book of

‘* hints” was furnished to him;
him it was given in turn to the
Union. The publishers of the
forget the other aphorism about
not being made to be put under

and by
Chrigtian
pamphlet
a candle
a bushel ;

for removing the
put over it, and

bushel which they have

placing
their candle in a candlestick
where it will give its light to a larger |
circle of interested readers.
The object of Messrs. Ruadkin's Sons’
little book is to tell the liquor merchant
how to make a quality of domestic liquor
fully equal to the imported article, at an
immeasurably lower cost; and being
‘¢ practical chemists,” it is scarcely

nec-

essary to add that they furnish the liquor
merchant with the materials: “plain and
simple directions on each bottle.”
It
ought also to be added that they give the
liquor
merc
ir positive assurance
that ‘* we have never, in our

long

expe-

rience, met with a sample of flavoring
extract manufactured from any substance
_ injurious to health; and in this view
our readers will be gratified to know they
are

‘‘ sustained

by

chemists in this'country
The liquor merchants,

ness to the health

of

the

most

eminent

and in Europe.”
whose sensitive-

the

community

is

one of their most distinguishing characteristics, will be equally delighted with
this confident assurance.

face, which is

the wine

is made,

con-

tinued. in the process of exportation,

and

perfected in the retail vaults, is so all but

There lies before us as we write a little book of twenty-four pages, entitled,
‘¢ Hints to Liquor Merchants.” We have

them some time

process of adulteration,

beginning when

Buyers.

shall make them no charge

is‘min-

gled: with cheap brandy and flavored
with sugar-candy and bitter almonds.
Pale sherries are produced by plaster of
Paris. Clarets are manufactured on this
side of the water; cochineal gives the
color, . Champaign is produced from rhubard stalks, gooseberries and sugar.
The best wines are adulterated. The com.
mon wines have not a diop of the genu-

materials and the

TEMPERANCE.
to Liquor

Sherry

With this

evidently due

pre-

to Messrs.

Rudkin’s Sons, we proceed to give

universal that Messrs. - Rudkin's Sons’
business ought not any longer to hide is
excellence in pamphlets surreptitiously
circulated.
If the Christian Union were to assert
that adulteration is the rule, and

that

wines of commerce are often made
out a drop

of

true

wine

in

them,

the

withwe

should be accused of writing in ignorance
and making prejudice serve for knowledge.
We have therefore cited these
‘* practical chemists” into court to tell
what they know about the process, in
order that, if our readers choose to drink
the ordinary ** wines” of commerce, they

may at least know of what they are always, likely to be composed, and may, if
they like, call them by their right names.
— Christian Union.
+r

THE PAYMENT

OF - SUPPLIES.

In these hard times there is an unusual
number of churches that have no pastors,

and depend

upon supplies

for

religious

instruction.
It follows that there is also
an unusual number of ministers thrown

out of office, and

largely

dependent

for

support on the compensation they receive

for their services as supplies.
pensation

is

too

often

merely

This comnominal

Among these ministers are some
most learned, pious

and

active

of the

good foreign sherry added will improve.”
We recommend those of our
readers
who want sherry to make their
own; and
if we may be Permitted to
make a sug-

of their

We

have

said

that

the

payment
of Qin;
BeOS

lies is too often merely nominal.
argest and wealthiest churches do
pay the supply more than half the
they would pay a pastor. There are

The
not
sum
few

churches, indeed, that do so well as this;

there are few whose usual salary is two
thousand dollars that pay the supply
twenty dollars for his labor. Perhaps
none whose salary is four thousand dollars pay the supply forty dollars. And

when we look at the smaller churches,
the

reportis not more encouraging: Indeed,
we have heard statements about the sums
deemed adequate by some of our churches

trained

serve. thei purpose without the additions. The fine old port
is

"tide of the same Materials ; ‘the real
color is given to it
of Malva

lowers.
¢
eigh three pounds for’ each
barrel, and,
ving separated. the green
part, steep the red petals only
in warm

water.

These flowers have no nedicinal
éffect and give a beautiful color to wate
r
wine or cider.”
;
;
Claret, Muscat,
Madeira, Malaga, and
American
grape wines are all made
the same simple process; French spiri
t,
and

‘col-

Oring matter, in different proportions.
. The purchaser of ¢ pure foreign and

Imported

liquors”

ought ‘to

understand

to pinch the

pennies

which

they

contribute to the maintenance of public
worship? There will be expenses for the
repair of the house, or for'the erection of
another. How are they to be met by those
whose education deters them from gen-

«gestion, on a subject on which we are
not connoisseurs, it wonld | be that they erosity?
make the cider

cide , glycerine, flavoring oils,

his most

savage

enemies

is sympathy with something like itself,
yet high above
with

|

will,

yet

transcending

‘Tribulation, atonement, grace,redemption, a great salvation, a great and di-

his

Now

is

the

time

to work

for

an

increased circulation of the Morning
Star.
Please read the following offers :

:

To every old subscriber, who will
pay all arrearages for his Star, and
two years in advance ($5.00), or

could

will pay for his own Star one year

share of

face."—Farrar's

Life

in advance ($2.50), and at the same
time send pay

for a new

subseriber

of

tato day.” And so the naturalist, with and also to every new subscriber
the students of Oken, dined on potatoes
whe will send his own name and
and salt.
In the charming biography of Mr. pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Ticknor ong meets many similar instances in his intercourse with the scholars of Postage, ten cents extra.
Germany.
He found men of world-wide
The Establishment has also offered,
fame living with the utmost frugality,
that they might devote time and means to on a slip sent in the Star (and we
scientific research.
here repeat the offer), that any subThis is self-denial; it is denying the
scriber
who has paid or will pay all
lower self for the sake of a higher. And
cah any one fail to honor and reverence arrearages shall have his own paper
it?
And what is-Christian se'f-denial? Ttis and one for a new subscriber one
denying a lower self for the sake of the year, for $4.00 in advance.
highest impulse a man is capable of, love

to-man;

Shrist——

Do not the times

call us

to

this?

being new subscribers, can haye ‘the

On

A mehn and unnecessary

econ-

omy in the expenditures of the church is
the road to debt and to all the discouragement and bickering occasioned py
debt,~— Watchman.

THE MAJESTY OF OHRIST'S ©
«PRESENCE.
Independently of all tradition, we may
believe with reverent conviction that
there could have been nothing mean or
repugnant—that there must, as St. Jerome says, have been ¢! something starry”
—in the forri which enshrined an Eternal
Divinity

and

an

Infinite

true beautyis but

Holiness:

All

took

oceasion-this51001

people that although I was willing to admit that the reason why people did not
attend on the ordinances of religion might
be rather the fault of their
preacher's
power to interest them,than of their want

whom he could not

called

so

stainless,

our

interest, and

Gospel to people, not to empty

seats,

and

to that end I was ready to flee from city
| to city till I could find those who would
hear my report. The issue is with God.
—Dr.

Breckinridge's

We will furnish the Star, to those

whether |

he could honestly eat their bread if they
hindered him from earning it; and, on
the whole, that, for my own part, I had
settled the question, after much consideration, that my duty was to preach the

list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.

him to a people

who have paid all arrearages,

STAR

fetters,

one;

and the further. and
spreads

beneath,

the

more

great enthusiasm by bis first serm®n in a

new plice will probably not be a wonder,
except for stupidity in a year’s time.
Buf a man who gives evidence of thorough
acquaintance with Scripture, who is able
to make the Bible illustrate and enforce
its own teachings, who places some great
with

un-

wonted power,can do it agaip. Tet him
have the inspiration of an appreciative
andience and his preaching, if he has consqeration as.

well

as.

brains,

will

grow

better and better. - It is men of this quality, little known, that our larger church5 should seek to'discover.— Baptist Week:
iy
He is a path,if any be misled;
He isa robe, if any naked be;
;
If any chance to hunger, He is bread ;

If any be a bondman, He is free.
If any be but weak, how strong is He!
To dead men life He is; to sick men health:

To blind men sight; and to the needy wealth;
A pleasure without loss, a treasure without
—Giles
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Manual.

This work meets with special favor from

“all who have scen it.

Bution-hole Wor-

Mark
The

sale.

, Price,

These

chronic.”

cents,

postage

hook

cy.

gave

me

of the ¢ Manual,”

for all

young

men

who

want

a full and yet concise statement of
parliamentary rules. Price 10 ‘cents per
copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and post-

age paid.
| Send orders to
I. D. STEWART,

:

pertect

last a life-rime.
ers, Straiving

For Cutaneous
all

eruptions

‘

skin,

this

Invariably cure

8
;

the

PILLS.

In all diseases

affecting these organs, whether
secrete too
much or too little water; or
Whether they be afflicted with stone or gravel,
or with aches and pains settled in the loins, ovér
the regions of the kidneys, these Pills should be
taken according to the printed directions, and
Ointment

should

smallof the back

he

well

rubbed

at bed time.

immediate

means have failed,

For Stomachs

into

This

relief

the

treatment

when

»

A dressing
which is at once
agreeable,
healthy, and ef-fectual for pre-serving the
hair. Faded or
gray hairs soon

they

will give almost

J [

its natural Vitality and Color.

Disorders of the Kidneys.

the

SY

-For restoring Gray Hair to

the following diseases:

all other

\ restored

{oils
color,

out of Order.

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach as these Pills; they remowe all
acidity occasioned either by intemperance or imroper diet. They reach the liver and reduce it

0 a healthy action; they are wonderfully efiica.

cious In cases of spasm—in

fact

they never

fail m

diseases:

Ague,

curing all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known

the

world

Asthma,

for

Bilious

the

following

Complaints, Blotches

on

in
the

Skin,
Bowels, Consumption,
Debility, Drapey,
Dysentery,
Erysipelas,
Female
Irregularities,
Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indigortion, Inflammation,Jaundice, Liver Complaints,
umbago, Piles, Rheumatism, Retention o Urine,
Scrofula er King’s Evil, Sore Throats, Stone or
Gravel, Tic-Doulourex, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms

by this application.
Instead of fouling the hair with a pasty sediment, it
will keep it clean and vigorous. Its
occasional use will -prevent the hair
from turning gray or falling off, and
consequently prevent baldness. Free:

of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc.

. IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None

are genuine unless

HAYDOCK,

as

agent

for

the

the signature
United

-States,

from

any party

or

or vending
ous.

sur-

them

to be spu-

If wanted merely for a

HAIR

»*x Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLO-

Y & Co., New York, and by all Fesheciahle
druggists and dealers in medicine throughout the
an feed world, in boxes at 25 cents, 62 cents, and
each.
Aar-There is a considerable saving by taking the

larger

sizes.

;

dye, it does not soil white cambric,

:

and yet lasts long on the hair, giving
it. a rich, glossy lustre and a grateful
perfume.
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Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Coc
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Price #1,
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published in
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Send
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EASTERN AGENTS :
Wm. A. Pond & Co.,
New York.
1y17

BrANCH HOUSE :
Williams & Manss,
Cincinnati, O.

in

A WARNER BROS. 351 Broadway. N..Y..

Send 15 cts. for Brainard’s Musieal World,
containing over two dollars worthof new music.
Only $1.50 per vear with premium.
Catalogue of Music and Books sent free.

8S. BRAINARD’S

of

BEAUTY

Garments

j&¢
Samples by mail, in Coutil, $2:
\Satteen, $1.75. To Agents at 25 cts.
vless. Order size two inches smaller

50
25
50
for

Mail
on ed
receipt of price.

Three

[2 Approved by all physicians.
|
GENTS
WANTED.

for{ReedOrgan2 50

Merz’sModern Method forReedOrgan,2
Brainard’s Melodic School for Violin, 3
Holland’s Modern Method for Guitar, 2
The above are the best Instruction Books

MASS.

DR. WARNERS HEALTH CORSET.

mailed post-paid; $10.50 per dozen.

the leading and best book | them book

DRESSING,

nothing else can be found so desirable.
Containing neither cil nor

. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to eachbox.
Brilliant New Collection of Music Jor
—— Schools; Conventions, Choirs, dc.

i

igor can only benefit but not harm.

it.

parties counterfeiting the medicines

the same, knowing
1

those

which make some preparations danerous, and injurious to the hair, the:

of J.

rounds each box of Pills and Ointment, ‘A handsome reward’ will be given ‘to any one rénderin
such information as may lead to the detection o

§

pS
z

PRICES REDUCED.

'

Holds over
of Silv
Coin,
in
35:90 Dolliress
“Quarter Dollars,” “Dimes,”
and ** Nickles.”
The merest
movement
of
your thumb.
pushes the desired comm int)
Jour hand, and another one
mmediately takes its placa
\ as if by magic. Makes change
Bll in halfthe time with no dan} gerordripning any. Sample
LE
with
/
ICKEL
SILVER;
sent

pul

cts.

Agents

Trial

a
8,
containing 8 Coin
Boxes,
for
00.
Arents
wanted everywhere. Big Pay.

J. BRIDE

&

CO.,

11 Clinton Place, New York,

MASO
& HAML
NIN
ORGAN (0.,

that

crease in cost of material and labor,

recent
and

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine St.,N. Y..

de-

\(

increase

in manufacturing facilities; Have enabled them:
make a reduction in their Catalogue prices of fromto
$10 to $50 on each Organ. (See Price List dat-

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs-

etc, for church

manufacture are acknowledged
to stand at the head of instruments of this class;
having merited and received Highest Honors
at all World’s Exhibitions for ten years.

. NEW STYLES, NOW READY,

Surpass

previous.

productions

in

use—constantly jm..."

stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8, 8. Banners in colors and
| gold 85. Collection dishes in carved
il walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.
4 Mustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Tliustrated Catalogues otf Bane
ners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.
1yi2
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ed, November,
Organs of their

NOTICE.
ARGEST

WE

and

Stationery Puckage

musical

excel
lence and beauty of cases.
Sold for cash, or installments or rented until vent pays.
Mustrated
Catalogues and Reduced Price Lists (November,

WE

world. Jusonteing

of

have tha

Lest selling

Paper,

in th

8sheets

velopes

Pencll, Penholder, Golden Pen, and & of valuablo Jew

ary! Complete sample. pael
wih ‘slegan & a
sleeve Buttons, Set Gold-plated Studs,
Engraved ol plated
Ring, and a Ladies’ Fashional
Soret
yostpaid 25 cents. 5 PACKA!
with
Acs
IN FRE

1877,) sent frec.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN Co.,
154 Tremont St., BOSTON; 25 Union Sq., NEW
- | YORK; 250 Wabash Ave.; CHICAGO.

2

50 New Parlor Games
pr.
i

| CENTENRIAL
.

3

CUEMAMIN

A

@

©

TREAT, 805 Brod way,
h Bi

N.Y.
:

sand reduced 75 to fifty cts.

“They stand without a ri:
val in the home circle,”—

A YEAR. Agents wanted, Busi
ness legitimate. Patticulars free,
Address WORTH & CO., St Louis, Ma, .

A

Philip Phillips, Singer. Al80 a new Bible history pastime: “The Ten Plagues of
Beet, 4 new games on 40

illus rated cards,
Agents
Wanted.
N.Y.
-

50 cts,
E. B.
£47

Salary. Salesmen waited tosellour .
Haple Gopds fo dealers. Nepeddling.
anentemploy:

ments address 5. A

|

§

FOR

Tr
$ KH
PLATED WATCOMN
ES. Cheapest
in the known world. Sample Watch Free to
Agents. Address, A. CouLTER & Co., Chicago,

In their own localities, Sanvassing

g
ra
0! cures Pimples; Blackheads,
RingCUTAV
C
Diseases, New Spoctioh Sk
rber’s.
Itch, and all Skin Diseases. New Specifio}
a botsle,.
Dircular Free. Addresag Dr.E.C. A

b2tH2

ALL
for the

Fires

side Visitor, (enlarged) Weekly and Noutits
Largest Paper in the World, with Mammoth
Chromos Free.
Big Commissions
to Agents.
Terms and Outfit Free. Address P,0. VICK
Y
Augusta, ‘Me,
206639
'

BEY, Budhio, 5. |

6

Mixed

:

130,

|

Cards,

with name printed on

"Outfit 25c. CLINTON BROS.,

onn.

D()

Hpi

all,

for

le,

x

Sn
rai,
Conn.

double ther money
selling
“Dr
11) Chase’s Improved
(82)
eceipt
Book.” Address Dr. C hase’s Print‘ing House, Ann Arbor, Mich.
52629

BRANT 2 CO,

2, 4, 6 & 8 Home S¢.,'Cincinnati, QO.

:

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13¢.,
or 25 no 2 aljke 10¢. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,

Byistol, Gt.

WORK

ELEGANT
CARDS, no two alike, with
3 nam, 10¢. post paid. J. B. HUSTED, Nas-

sau,

Of American History
on
64 cards.
This 26th thou-

1¥

Dover, N. H.; or,

v

with pricking * the fin
eyes; and imperfe ¢ and irregu

Haver Vigor,

Ointmen

t 1s
most invaluable. It does not heal externally alone,
but penetrates with the most searching effect
to
the very root of the evil.
>

HOLLOWAY'’S

—

Does away

Ayer’s

Disorders,

of the

|

i J

ar-worked
Button-holes. They
universal”
satisfaction. Ladies who use them give
that they
are worth their weight in gold. Oversayeleven
thousand gold during the first week of their
introduction. They sell at sight, and Five over-100
per
ect,
rofit. * Sample Button-hole
Worker and sample
utton-hole Cutter packed in a neat
with
full directions for use, together with a case,
sample of
our new and novel way of canvassing,
any address on receipt of 65 cents, ormailtwo to
for
$1.00.
Orders by mail receive prompt attenfion.
Address WEBSTER M'F'G CO., Manufac
turers, ANSONIA, CONN.
Please mention the
Morning Star.
'
Smds

‘‘ Send me. five boxes of your pills.”
if
Ihave over 200 such testimonials as these but
want of space compels me to conclude.
i

And

/

independ.

ent of
the sewin,
machine, and will

1 enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the
medicine to me is worth a dollar,”
“Let me have three boxes of your pills'by return mail,
for chills and fever. ?

Itis used en-77

i

a

noises in the head. I rubbed some of your Ointment behind the ears/and the noise has leit.”
yaad me two boxes; I want one for a poor
fam-

and 60 cents in

designed especially
for deliberative bodies.
very

;

PILLS.

‘1 gave one of your pills to my habe for cholera
morbus ; the dear little thing got well in a day.”
“My nausea of a morning is now cured.”
“Your box ef Holloway's Ointment cured me of

paid,

‘“ RULES or ORDER,” is the title of a little book in thick paper covers, containing

fifteen pages

ht

Facts,

)

cloth.

The

The most

Every pastor should

for leather, flexible cover;

the last

Is one of the most

“Your pills are marvelous.”
:
“I send for another box and keep them in the
house.”
.
i
.
“Dr, Holloway has cured my headache that was

It ought to have a gen75

1874.

Testimony of the Whole World.

HOLLOWAY’S

and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the busieral

a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

have a copy, and some clerks of churches
ness transactions.

a

important mventions ol’ the age!

have the pleasure of announcing

and
¢ Natioual
Sunday=
School Teacher? ....coveueue

SUDLSCribers,)ee«
sade vine sinrse ane

;

!

~~ *

3.20

and ‘National Temperance
Advocate? ...iiieiiiiianiane

one
year and ‘Memoir of
Rev.
Geo, T. Day,”
(new
SUbSCIiDers,) veseressinceciaees

-

\

THE

3.85

“The

PATENT

dne effort to disposeof them.

3.80

and “Fruit Recorder and
Cottage Gardener? ...c....

and

WEBSTER'S

BUTTON-HOLE
if
WORKER.
Patented June 27, 1871, and Feb. 3,

‘will be returned for copies unsold after

4.60

and
¢ Critical Greek and
Engilsh Concordance’’.....

[73

tree ex-

pands above. Christians, if you long to
bring forth all the fruits of “the Spirit,
strike your roots deep and wide in private prayer. That faith and support, that
strength and grace which you seek of God
in secret, that they may be exercised in’
the hour of need, God will in that hour
give you before men.—~Family Treasury.
The flashing and sensational preacher
soon exhausts his pulpit pyrotechnics,
and the unknown man who ‘creates a

lesson of truth before the mind

5.80

13

the root

the

‘Bazar »’ or ““Weekly?....
and ‘“Arthur’s Home Maga=

1

but love

the deeper

1

‘‘Scribner’s

35

Awarded first premium at the American Institute
. and Maryland Institute’ Fairs, 187.
-

Kimball's New Method

and ‘“Harper’s Magazine,’’

¢

| ersuades, comforts, inspires, expands|
the soul, and makes one desire what is
good for its own sake.— Fenelon.
The root that produces
the beautfnl
and flourishing tree, with all its spreading branches, verdant leaves, and refreshing fruit,—that which gains for it sap,
lite, vigor and fruitfulness,—is all unseen

(tli

new juvenile maga-

¢¢

and

without premeditation ;

perplexes

¢¢ Wide Awake?

2INEYia sali ives vile viii) $4.00

we can keep nothing back even if we
have nothing special to say, we like
like to be with him. Oh, how much easierit isto love than to fear! Fear con-

strains,

and

popular

- Happy will you be if yqu learn what it
is to find love an occupation. It is no
use to ask what those who love God do
with him. There is no difficulty in
spending our time with a friend we love;
our heart.is always ready to open to him;
we do not study what we shall'say to him ;
but it comes forth

and

will order these other publications,
at the following rates :

Diary.

** the sacrament
of | F——stealth.

goodness, and a conscience

the one asking it should wish the |
Establishment to become bankrupt.
Those who have said, ‘put the Star
at $2.00 a year and we ‘will double

of interest in the subject, yet, even in this
case, Ithought a man might well doubt

whether God had

|
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Won
I had ho
no app appetite; } Holloway’
;
ys: Pill
ills

one year in advance ($2.50), ‘we
Christ.
y
will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
0-000
* ++
George T, Day, or a copy of the
SELE-DENIAL.
book
entitled ¢ Open Communion or
When Agassiz visited Oken, the great
German naturalist, tlie latter showed to Close Communion.”
the young student his laboratory, his cabThe postage on each book thus obinet, his magnificent library, and all his
varied and costly apparatus. At lengt
tained will be ten cents extra.
the dinner hour approached.
Oken sai
The same premium will also be
to Agassiz, ‘* Sir, to gather and maintain
what you have seen uses up my income. given for every new subscriber paid
To accomplish this I have to economize
inmy style of living. Three times in the for one year in advance ($2.50) by
week we have meat on the table. On the any person who has already paid for
other days we dine on potatoes and salt.
I regret that your visit bas fallen on a po- his own Star one year in advance ;
in

Register.

Extracts from various Letters:

Liberal Offers!

human,
no less than spiritual, gifts.
¢¢ Certainly,” says St. Jerome, * a flame

shone

i

when

hey all rise as it rises in the moral estimate ; they all fall as it falls,
When it
goes out, they become incredible.

«could not have been without the personal.
majesty of a Prophet and a Priest. All
the facts of his life speak convincingly of
that strength, and endurance, and dignity,
none

:

otherwise postage of one cent per copy
will be added.
For fifty or more copies,
at the rate of $7 per hundred.
The money

here is truly realized the idea of sin.

of their

have exercised without a large

better

vine Saviour,
all become credible

most infuriated wrath—such a One as this

and electric influence, which

our

it—a will consubstantial,

supporting it.—Shairpi

shrank

and fell pristrate in the moment

=
1878.

profession, capable of filling any position every hand there is suffering; and yet Star at $2.00 each, strictly in adthere is ample means. If the people of
within the gift of the chuiches. = All these God were willing to do, for the sake of
vance.
men have
the usual burdens and responsibilities of life; a large proportion of Christ and his cause, the very thing that
The offer of ‘“Day’s Memoir,” or
them must support families. On the one Oken did for the sake of science, would
there be any lack P— National Baptist.
of
“Open Communion
or Close
handy
therefore, we have churches with—
out
tors, subjecting themselvesto the |
‘Communi
and
the
Star,
ig libon,”
WHAT IS A CALL?
pains of spiritual starvation, and on the
eral
indeed.
:
other, ministers disheartened or appalled
The attendance at the church on Sabby the impossibility of sustaining
those bath morning is large, but at night it is
A more liberal offer than the
dependent upon them by the labors to small, and at my meetings through the
above
can not be asked for, unless
which they are accustomed.
week, lectures included, stall thinner. - 1

from
their hints to liquor merchants some ex- ‘af moderate financial ability that we
We are
tracts which may serve as hints also to scarcely know how to believe.
told that churghes abundantly able to pay
the liquor purchasers.
!
To make good brandy, first purchase the supply ten or fifteen dollars, deem
pure French spirit, which we understand six, five, four, or even three, a sufficient
to be pure alcohol. "We confess ourselves reward for the ministrations of the gos:
not very thoroughly acquainted with this pel,knowing that out of this pittance must
peculiar form of ** practical chemistry,” be taken the costs of a journey by the
and if we mistake any of Messrs, Rud- railroad, so that there is’ left, in some
kin's Sons’ directions, our columns will cases, but one dollar in the hands of the
Lord's workman.
This is almost incredibe open to their correction of our unintentional error.
To forty gallons of ble; and but for the conclusive evidence
spirit, properly colored, adg, one®uart of which has come to us, we should deem it
:
glycerine, and two ounces of Messrs. false.
Churches which deal in this manner
RudKins Sona’ brandy oil. . ** To imitate
any particular brand, add a small quanti- with those whom God has commissioned
to preach the gospel, are guilty of a
ty of the kind to be imitated.
About
three gallons to forty will answer the pur- cruelty which they would condemn were
pose.” The italics are ours. For we de- it shown to a horse or a dog. Weare not
sire-toize-to-the drinking
of aver= speaking at all of those which are too
age brandy that, according to this re- feeble to pay generously; we refer only
cipe, in the very best brandy he gets one to those whose members are living in
quart of real brandy to thirty of —— what comfort and luxury, and who consent to
13 it? In the ordinary brandies he does receive the ministrations of Christ's servnot even get a drop. "If the ‘liquor mer- ants without rendering them an equivachant desires whisky, he adds whisky lent for their toil.. ‘¢ Thou shalt not muzoil instead of brandy
oil, same propor- zle the ox that treadeth out the grain.”
tions; some’ very liberal dealers ‘* use 1é is entitled to abundant food and shelfive gallons of rye whisky to thirty-five ter in veturn for his toil. And if it is a
sin to deny him this, his right, is there no
gallons of French spirit.”
. We might go on indefinitely with rec- wrong in withholding it from these the
Head of the church has sent forth to work
ipes for rum, gin, etc., but advertisino
space in our editorial columns is limited. in his fields?
‘We may be sure that God will not 'beWe pass on to the * pure foreign wines,”
the real old port,” the * fine old Madei. stow his blessing upon such covetousness.
ra,” the ‘* mild claret” that ‘* never hurt But were there no God, were there only
anybody.”
Here, for example, is a re- the ordinary tendencies of things to. consult,
be folly for the leaders of a
cipe for sherry:
: churchit would
!
to permit it to fall into the habit
* SHERRY.—Four,
of giving penuariously. It has no pastor,
ounces
oil; thirTworillons pure spirit proof.sherry
Mix and ‘add but it expects to have one.
How is he to
ht
ven gallons: cider, fine quality ; one be Supported
well by those who have been
£8 iy) White syrup, Three
to five gallons of

by a decoction

trayal,

80, 1878.

Thereis at the core of all men something which the whole world of science
and art is inadequate to fill.
And this
“Send in your orders for the REGISTER of
part of man is no mere, adjunct .of his 1878. Price, 96 cents per
dozen, postage
nature, but his most permanent, highest | paid if the
money accompanies the order;
self. ‘What this inmost personality. craves

ine article in them.
Pulbished books
gives the plainest directions for fahrica- (of fire and starry brightness flashed from
tion; brewers or druggists furnish the his eye, and the majesty of the Godhead

Oh! nearer to me, in the dark
Of life’s low hours, one moment stand,
And give me keener eyes to mark
The moving of Thy hand.
— Owen Meredith.
Se an a a
—r

Hints

JANUARY

least, he is al- a spiritso full of harmony, a life so purely
wiys liable to be buying.
He ought to noble, could not but express itself in the
know that it is simply impossible to pur- hearing, could not but be reflected in the
chase a pure native wine outside of the face, of the Son of Man. ‘We do not incountry where it is made; that in Lon- deed find any allusion to this charm of
don alone there is sold every year more aspect, as we do in the description of the
Madeira than the whole island of Madeira young high priest Aristobulus whom Herproduces; that in one season, in a single od murdered ; but neither, on the other
city of this country, there was sold as hand, do we find in'the language of his,
much California wine as the whole Cali- enemies a single word or allusion which
fornia coast produced; that a brisk trade might have been founded on an: unis driven in champagne, corks; and im- worthy appearance, He of whom John
ported bottles, which are required to do bore witness as the Christ—he whom the
service over and over again year after multitude would gladly have’ séized that
year; that the Custom-House mark is no he might ‘be their King—Qe whom the
guarantee,
for by laws of Great Britain the city saluted with triumphal’shouts as the
adulteration of liquor is alowed in bond; Son of David—he to whom women ministhat the imposter’s assurance is no guaran- tered with such deep devotion, and whose
tee for the wines expoited to. the United aspect, even in the troubled images of a
States are doctored with alcohol before they dream, had inspired a Roman lady with
leave the country where they are produc- interest and awe-——he whose mere word
ed.. ‘*A great part of the wine of France caused Philip and Matthew and ‘many
and Germany,” says no less an authority ‘others to leave und follow him—he whose
than the Encyclopaedia Britannica, *¢ has one glance broke into an agony of repentceased to be the juice of the grape at all. ance the heart of Peter—he before whose
In point of fact, the processes of sweet- presence those possessed with devils were
enin®, plastering, etc., etc., are carried alternately agitated into frenzy and calmon to such an extent that it is scarcely ed into repose, and at whose question, in’
possible to'obtain a sample of genuine the very crisis of his weakness and be-

* OHRIST'S SYMPATHY.
Jesus came on earth again

To gaze into those holy

MORNING, STAR,

| what he buys—what, at

Selections.
f

THE

13646:

Caras, Damask, Kepp, te, with
te
on’FineSacts.
CLINTON BROS iti same
.
1y24.

8552877

-

A

Outfit Free
YWiek 10 : Atcuie,) A $10
P.O. VICKERY,
gusta. Maine.
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The Warning Sn.
‘WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

30,

the February Scribner, and there learn
how well thé rule holds that the vast majority of the scholars, the writers, the
clergymen, the lawyers and the statesmen who have gained distinction in after
life have first distinguished themselves in
the college class and lecture room.
The article was prepared after an examination of the rank-roll of ' the leading

1878.

&@~ All communications designed for publication

"should be addressed to the Editor, and -all letters
+ on business, remittances of money, &c.,:should

be

addressed to we Publisher, Dover, N. H.
eager

Westérn Editorial Office is al ® Madison St.,

when

as no one disputes that they exist, it shows
conclusively that the most noted and honLet us not forget that large class of
ored men in professional and public life
«earnest and steady Christian workers,
to-day were equally in advance of their
who, failing to see the desired results of
class-mates twenty and forty years ago in
‘their labors, not only feel self-reproach
all that goes to make up excellent man‘but endure the reproach of other people,
hood.
\
as though their own lack of fidelity and
For it should be noted that the most of
faithfulness were the cause of it all. They
these persons who have thus distinguishpoint to the pastors
of flourishing churches,
ed themselves,
both in this country and in
‘whose membership is being frequently in- England, were ‘‘as a class, at least in
«creased, and in whose midst the harvest
their student-days, men of pure moral
. seems to be almost constantly attending
character.” College students of bad habthe seed-sower, and they say that God has
its seldom win distinction in after life.
‘rewarded that man's faith, while ours,
These general statements apply also to
has been too small and weak to merit any

LONG TASKS.

ward are not uniform, and that

his

whom he sets over long tasks.

Take the

and their faith wavers if itis not fed by

‘ing which they have had crowded meétings, and at the end of which they proudly count up results. But we compare
‘with them those unflagging, patient workhave

literally

filled

this

*‘valedictorians

are

never heard of after leaving college.”
ee
EXTREMISTS.
Among the uncomfortable people in the
world, the extremists must find a place.
They are the pests of home and society;
"nor can the ways of selfish trade or those
of unselfish reform escape their disturbing
influence.
No class of people allow themselves to
be more easily read of all men than
the extremists in fashion. They deceive
nobody. They are taken for what they
are worth. The shoddy in their characters
creeps out in dress made of counterfeit
material and jewelry that glitters.
There are extremists in morals. By
constantly regarding’ some one side of
man’s moral nature their distorted vision

present results.
How comparatively easy it is for such
:men to labor. We think of them at the
-close of this recent week of prayer, dur-

ers, who

saying,

same

week of prayer with real soul-work, ‘who
‘have plead with sinners and tried to encourage Christians, but who have at the
« endl of it only their belief in God’s prom- ies and their consciousness of having
~ obeyed his will, to afford any stimulus to
: their faith or offer any encouragement for
future work. And, verily, we would give
more for a single ‘measure of this faith,
and for a single one of these workers, as

sees

only this side, or at least regards

it

as the one of vital consequence. They
are ready to hurl the terrors of the Bible
at those who place. equal emphasis on the
cultivation of some other virtue. These
raise their voices aloud as to amusements

being a part of the real force that is bless‘ing and saving the world, than for all the

and

gelical Christians can and do substantially,
stand.

Smith belongs.

pears as the champion of ‘* evangelical
orthodoxy” on the doctrine of endless future punishment. It not only has the cases of Rev. Mr. Merriam and Rev. Mr.
Munger on its hands, but it has also tak-

two years in Congress and during that

No one but he who

created, up-

the public that his request for an opportunity to appear before the commission

during the investigation was ignored; and
that the

investigation

was

altogether

Svelye, of Amherst,

who was

tinge an active member of the House committee on Indian affairs, .comes to the
front, also, in a ‘letter or two,in which he
speaks in high terms of the managers of
the Indian Bureau and intimates some
damaging things of Secretary Schurz and
his commission...
We wait for further
light.
ep

OURRENT

a force, ¢‘ the Eternal, not ourselves,

China,

with the God of the Bible, and whom

our

own reason and conscience demand.

Our

ruler, and the rightful ruler of all material and spiritual things, the supreme object of love and worship.
The scriptural doctrine of the divine
sovereignty never more needed to be made
real and emphatic to the human mind
than to-day. Never was there a more insidious and baleful tendency to ignore
him in theory and to be reckless of our

obligations to him.

true, Bible or no Be
whether “Jesus says so” or not.
a A sweeping
denial of the common ‘‘ Evangelical
0dox” doctrine of Future
nishment—
which
Simply
affirms
where
Christ
affirms
what
Christ affirms, and
remains silent as to matters
in
re-

of Protes-

tant missions in that country. The table
has recently been prepared by a committee of the Shanghai Conference appointed for that purpose, and has not yet been
published inthis country. It gives the names

rd

as a realization of the truth, ¢¢ Thou, God,
seest me.”

* The divine sovereignty.” This to some

is synonymous with fatalism,

man feel or believe that he is
the author of his own conduct,

not free,
responsi-

ble for himself, .and holding other men
responsible.
But the divine
sovereignty is not fatalism. It is utterly opinasmuch

as it holds

he was silent.

3)

of the

As

Univer-

of all of the mission stations in China, by
whom established, and furnishes statis-

salist doctrine of a future probation.

tics from which one may gather a tolerably complete history of Protestantism in
the Flowery Kingdom.
For instance,
there are in all 88 stations where missionaries reside, of which 41 are American,
39 are British and 8 are Continental.

the faith on the subject,usual among Congrogutionalists, ,holds and teaches that men
ave light, knowledge and moral responsibility even when untaught by Jesus. And
(5) a use of violent (almost
profane)language calculated to bring that doc trine and
its professors into shame and contempt.
* We would naturally suppose that a

There 509 out-stations, of which 215
American, 267 are British, and 27

(4)

Entire “failure to Jecognize the fact that

are
are

year's

utterances,

say,

of

Mr.

Beecher

comprise

would be the last resort of a person who

them are classed as ‘wholly self-supporting.” There are in all 12,988 communicants, of whom only one-third are females.
There are in the missions 28 boarding
schools for boys, with 598 pupils, and 36
for girls, with 734 pupils.
There are

orthodox or heterodox.
For his ¢ intense
and amazing vagaries of doctrine” are
nearly without parallel.

Continental.

These

also 20 Theological
students,

and

and so at 2601 scholars.

once is rejected, as opposed to common
observation ' and © consciousness.
No
amount of creed or authority can make a

to which

fore, a distinct teaching

missions

The corruption so¥ 310 organized churches, but only 18 of

startling in its frequent manifestation, as
almost to awaken fear for the very foundations of society, is but a result of deep
seated and long cherished skepticism of
the heart. - Nothing so restrains depravity

posed to fatalism,

for
a table of statistics

114

schools,

with

Sunday-schools,

wanted to prove

any

doctrine,

whether

——IT seems that our Presbyterian friends
were taken quite as much by surprise as
the public was by the unheralded appearance of the bi-monthly Princeton Review
in place of the old quarterly publication
of the combined Presbyterian Quarterly
and Princeton Review. This quarterly publication represented the harmonious settlement of difficulties that had seriously agitated the ¢* old” and ** new” school Presbyterians, and the union of the Quarterly

231
with

There are 71 ordained
preachers, and 243 houses of worship.
A significant but puzzling item in the

table is that stating the amount of ‘‘money
raised by native Christians last year for
all purposes,” which is indicated by the
figures 927,192, but whether they should
have the sign of pounds, pence, farthings,
or
a less. denomination prefixed, we can
not say.
It is probable, howeyer, that
the Chinese copper fcken is meant, of

and the

Review, five or six years ago, un-

with them is to descend to their own level,

fearful as is the doctrine in some of its aspects, it has never been shown to be in-

and thus literally in tearing up the tares
to root out the wheat also. To do one’s
own work in spite of these is wisdom. To
have an unshaken faith that ‘no violent
extreme endures,” will give peace of
mind.

never heard them, and that,too,after death

has claimed both their author and the
agent who bore them to him.
“The incident is a simple one. It has its

consistent with goodness, kindness,

It is sin, not penalty, that is the

love.

evil

of

the universe, hated of God, the foe of
man, and cause of all woe.
God does not
deal with sin and sinners arbitrarily, but

the Governor represents the government
which appointed him,and his declarations .
oughtto mean,

and

we

trust do

mean,

——THE absence of any | formulated state-

“Frounterpart in almost every sermon that; - Parssites are chpracteristieally Xrem: |. wisely, benevolently, as adapted to their |
ists. To out-Herod Herod is a common
is preached. The speaker knows of no
-effect that has been produced. He may
go away feeling that his words have fallen on the'sand. Thus he may even pass

entire being,

occurrence. Those who enter the temperance reform with selfish motives are quite

naturally rabid in that cause.
outside

of the

soul

of the

row, selfish views

except into

honest

Standing
movement,

been done in faith and sincerity, will con. are innumerable

fo the

and

God's promises
patient toilers.

‘We wish that these promises might be
«ever ringing in their ears, and so be

all

their

an

. abiding help to them.

ciate what we

44-0
0-¢
+o

have over-praised, and, on

4

de-

pended on,

There is an immense aggre-

gate

behind

power

the

world’s

work.

«cidedly low ; or Hawthorne, who did not This power has to accomplish its purget a graduating * part” at Bowdoin; or poses despite internal parasites and ex-

Emerson, whose rank. Harvard
at.
though

ternal burdens.

) honorable ‘was not high.
"Its
to such cases
as. these that young
men
of idle habits in college are’ accus-

It works

and

;

Meeting in which it is unanimously decid-

ore

!

gentle-

men most affected by the findings of the
commission have some emphatic things
to say, which, if proved, will place the
Secretary of the Interior and his court of
inquiry in an unenviable position.
Al.
though the report expressly exonerates
Mr. Smith from anything like dishonesty
in any form, it leaves him in the position
of an easy-going, well-meaning man,

The one comprehensive fact is that just
"There happens
to be now and then a
. case.of a young man with poor rank: in .in proportion as one becomes an extremist,
justin that proportion is he not to be

rier

It transpires, however, that the

where we have shown undue rigor.”

college who afterwards becomes famous
. and world-known—Ilike Mr. Beecher, for
| + instance, whose rank at Amberst was de-

would limit ‘God,

the authority of sufficient data.

the other Rand, to show undue indulgence

_ SUDLLEGE-RANK AND RANK IN LIFE.

Nar-

ed to re-affirm their belief ‘‘in‘the endless
INDIAN BUREAU AFFAIRS,
punishment of the wicked, as distinguishThe report of the special commission ed from the theory of the restorationists
on Indian Bureau affairs, appointed by onthe one hand, and from that of the
Secretary Schurz, bids fair to become annihilationists on the other.”
The abmore famous than was perhaps intended sence of the written statement of docby its members.
Its conclusions,to which trine on this question by the church,as such,
we referred recently in these columns, illustrates how little force the presence
seemed fully to justify the removal of or absence of a mere formula may have
chief clerk Galpin, while the implication with a people possessing the characterisof incompetency on the part of ex-Com- tics of our Methodist brethren; for no
missioner Smith seemed to have for it body of Christians, perhaps, in the world,

ve-

Immature natures are apt to be extrem-

. ever discouraging it may appear so far as
present results are concerned, if it has
of earthly

and

ists. In life the superlative degree precedes the postive. The transition- is the
ripening of character. Sometimes it comes
earlier, and sometimes
.
later, and sometimes three-score years and ten have passed over ahead, and yet the life is crude.
After all, these extremes show themselyes to a greater or less extent in all the
members of the human family. “We are
all,” says Macaulay, ‘inclined to depre-

So the work ef the past few weeks, how-

- heavenly blessedness.

letter,

safe.

hemence except into its forms?

« inthat man’s service, and it shall in due
time -accomplish its work.

. tribute
to the great’ sum

its

hereafter.

ruin man. The truth of experience, reason and revelation is broad, consistent,

to his grave. But somewhere in God's.
providence there shall still linger the where else can they put their energies
. force of all that has.been true and

here and

who may be a good Christian, possibly,

in the mean.

To have power, one must be at the center

but evidently

was

a very

and not on the circumference of life, must
hold to the mean and not to either

Commissioner.

an individual is seen in their moderation.
This must not be taken to mean that they

dian affairs, viz. : the rascals,

poor Indian

Mr. Schurz is reported by the press as

saying that there are two classes who ob.
tomed to refer, inexcuse
for their conduct, extreme.
as though they themselves. were. by and ‘The wisdom of a nation as well as that of struct the successful administration of In-

ibyto become famous. We wish that such
Foun

men Would rend an artiele—* The
Me

n Mein

|

shall be moderate in all
esa

ES

ohment question by theeM. E. church,
together with the liberal views expressed recently by so prominent a man as
Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, has called out
an expression by the Chicago Preacher's

who

want

to rob the government, and the good men,
of highest personal Sntageiy,: who show

their actions, but

hold more

tenaciously,

or

preach

more

as conspicuously evidenced: last week in
the sermon of a somewhat prominent

Methodist at Madison, the capital city of
Wisconsin.

On’ the other hand,

notwith-

standing the fact that extreme Calvinism
is incorporated to-day in the Westminster
confession, exactly as it has been for generations, and
that Jonathan
Edwards

preached in accordance therewith, yet the
leading pulpits of our Presbyterian brethren are now foremost in repudiating Edwards’s conclusions, and declare that it
is character, not decree, that fixes man’s

destiny. Andon this platform all, evanwv

[

v

*

received the new Mission Cards by
mail.
It is a hopeful sign for our benevolent

of one—of which, one is to be signed by

the contributor and passed to the Pastor
or Collector,'to be kept by him" for con-

venience

in collecting the pledges; the

other, which is a Mission Tract, is to be re-

tained by the Contributor. The same
principle of weekly contributions
and

monthly payments is preserved in the new
Cards that was found in the old.

, If any confirmation were needed of this
Bible method of giving— ‘upon

churches that have practiced it the past
year, Nearly a hundred of our pastors
had reported to me

the adoption

The average salary
of female teachers in
Boston is said to be $500; that of good dresscutters, $1200. We do not suppose that those
figures fairly represent Boston’s opinion of the
relative merits of the work that each of those
two classes of laborers performs.

of the

Cards up to the first of October last,

and

with not more than {wo exceptions the
substance of their reports was to this effect :—That the churches would raise more
money, many of them

from

two

to

four

times as much as by the old method of. occasional collections; that the money was
raised with far less effort, and that it was

raised without friction, the people making
their weekly offering cheerfully, and not
being compelled at the close of the year
to make up a deficit of benevolent funds.

Several churches that have not for years
given over thirty, forty or fifty dollars a
year to our benevolent causes, have, dur-

ing the past year,by the use of the Cards,
given from a hundred to a hundred and
fifty dollars, notwithstanding
times,” and they say that
amount, by being distributed
year and given regularly in

the ¢* hard
this larger
through the
mites, has

been contributed more easily than
smaller sum was given
the

the

in the old way.

A letter from

of

the . first

day of the week"—it would be furnished
in abundance by the -experience of the

pogrer churches, received

Atwater,

pastor

of one

of our

not two

ago and reporting $30, says,

days

¢* This is the

result of nine months’ work with the new
| 5Y
efforts in any other way.” I might quote
equally strong testimony from fifty other
letters in

my

chiefly from

possession,

the

not

larger

alone . or

and wealthier

churches, but from the smaller and poorer

as well.

With this uniform

testimony from so

large a number of our most successful
pastors who have tested the use of the
Mission Cards in their churches, will

any

pastor longer delay their introduction to
his people ? Will any pastor hesitate to
put into the hands of his people the Mission Tracts sent himin connection with the
Mission Cards, after the Societies have
printed them at their own expénse, and
sent them to him free, and paid the post-

age?

This is the method of raising funds

adopted by our Benevolent Societies and
presenteé to the churches by their direction, and it ie the only method by which
they are now seeking the means of prosecuting their work. Will any pastor hesitate to fall into line with his brethren and
work with them on & common basis for
the common cause ?

;

In sending out the Cards and Tracts

to

the pastors, it is intended to send enough
so that a copy may be put into the hands
of each and every person, old and young,
saint and sinner, in all our congregations;

and it is assumed that the congregation,
in each case,

will

equal

in

number

the

aggreMte membership of the church as
reported in the Register. Any pastor
failing to receive a sufficient number for
his entire congregation, will be furnished,
on application to me, with as many more
as he may desire. A package of the Cards

The Rev. Thomas J. Melish,
a ¢ liberal”
noticed; will-be| "Baptist minister, who was one of the leaders -and-Traets;as-above
ed to every pastor in the denomination,
in the Christian Union movement which was
begun three or four years ago, has been re- whose name appears as such in the Regisceived into the Protestant Episcopal church.
ter, before the close of the present month.
‘He always, he says, has believed that this was
If any pastor fails to receive them, he is
the proper church to belong to.
Dr. H.

A. Reynolds, so well known

as the

originator of the ‘ red-ribbon” temperance
movement, commenced a vigorous campaign
last week in Chicago, which, it is hoped, may
be protracted indefinitely.
He works under
the immediate auspices of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, which welcomes all
temperance workers
to the ranks who are

ready for service.
The Keokuk & Northern Packet Company,
whose boats ply between St. Louis and Keokuk,

have prohibited

their steamers.

the

sale

of liquor on all

This is a most signal victory

for temperance, for, in the memory of the oldest traveler, the time never before was, when

a Mississippi or Missouri river steamboat was

emphatically, the doctrine of everlasting not a floating rum shop ofthe worst kind.
punishment for sin.
There, more than
Arrangements have been made by a comelsewhere, will b# found the class of mittee representing the city of Lewiston, Me.,

public teachers who still hold to the idea
of a material hell with its literal burnings,

By the time this article reaches ourpas-

tors, a goodly number of them will have

der the editorship of the late Prof. Smith,

Greek that she Tight make a translation of the
Bible.

course composed mainly of Mormons, but

that the laws must be enforced.

The New Mission Cards. -

of Union College, and Prof.

Princeton, it was supposed was a perma. «company of those who must constantly
all moral beings to a strict accountability.
nent
arrangement. . But Dr. Sherwood,
be borne upon the shoulders of success.
Nearly allied to the above mentioned | which it takes about ten to equal
_a cent. |
As a rule, the worst business thata inthe homie tircle; as to entertainments-in- error is that which regards Godas arbitra- The table is interesting as showing the “Prof. Smith's Siiccessor, states in a recent
They ry. This subject has been greatly mis© Christian worker can be in is to be aim- church vestries or in public halls.
condition of Protestantism in a country issue of the Evangelist that * he has been
outwitted and ousted from his positions in
.ing simply at present results. Doubtless invariably know better than you do your- conceived. Long prevalent and stereotyp- until so recently closed against it.
and relations to the Review, by a bold
many pastors are making just this mistake self what books you should read, the ed formulas respecting the decrees of God,
THE recent message of Governor game of very sharp practice,” and inti. in their feelings with reference to recent company you should keep, the meetings predestination, and purpose have prepareffort. They see but little awakening of you should attend and the ceremonies you ed the way for stoical indifference on the Emery to the Utah legislature contains mates that he shall vindicate his rights in
A correspondent of
timely
recommendations about the courts of Jaw.
zeal in the parish, and almost no tangible| should observe. No sensible person will one hand, orinfidelity on the other. But some
results. They are painfully conscious of allow talk of this kind to be a source of it is of little use to find fault with or’ de- amending the divorce laws, which have the Congregationalist adds :
It seems that the publication has been
the prevalence of sin, but- can hardly see anxiety ; but it is a serious question what nounce the errors of extremists, past or for years past allowed the most disgracethat their word or work has in any sense to do when these extremists attempt to present. We have to deal with living is- ful frauds to be perpetrated by parties re- sold (presumably by Dr. Atwater) toa
young Me Libby, a recent
aduate of
lessened it. - Now the important thing is force their measures upon others, and sues, and those too that are based on ac- siding entirely outside the Territory, in
rinceton and son of the leading partner of
some cases, more than a thousand miles the house of A. T. Stewart & Co.; a man
to do the work: The results are in God's stir up strifes and create divisions if they cepted truths.
can not have their own little whims hu- ' God is not arbitrary. The Scriptures away. So great has this evil become that a of wealth and aliberal benefactor of Princekeeping.
He notes the
falling. seed,
and he will surely take care that it yield mored in matters of moment. They harp never describe him as arbitrary. He isnever test case has lately been made in Indiana, ton. The whole affair decidedly needs
explanation, and it will take a pretty
© its proper harvest. The years may go by upon the saying that there are only two presented as arbitrary, but the opposite,in of the legality of such divorces, and an clear and plausible one to quiet the
A. turbed spirits of our (late) new sc ol
and still no fruit appear. But in due time sides, the right and the wrong, and they his dealing with men. Instance the ac- adverse decision given by the courts.
the effect of the word or deed will be man- are constantly denouncing what they call count of Adam, Abraham, Moses, Pharoah, similar case is now pending ingthe Illi- brethren, who fear that the event may
Just as the Jews, and the heathen, kings, proph- nois courts, and probably a like result lead to a ** revival of long-buried jealous. ifest, and it will have gathered force and compromises with the devil.
though,
if
one
saw
the
world-wide
*truth ets, apostles, John, Judas, and every other will be reached.
Governor Emery rec- ies and animosities, both theological - and
richness by its delay.
ecclesiastical.” "We look ,rather, for some
that
a
multitude
of
things
are
right
and
case. Throughout the divine law, author- ommends that the law be so amendedas to honest settlement of the difficulty, honorThere came to our hands the other day
wrong,
not
in
themselves,
but
in’
the
use
require
a
bona
fide
residence
of
one
year,
ity, sovereignty stand in entire harmony
a letter from a remote town'in Nebraska,
able to both parties.
But just now the
- in avhich the writer anxiously inguired for that is made of them—that acting on this with the power, freedom, and accounta- at least, before proceedings can be com- transaction has a darker look than is usual
.-a ecopy of a sermon preached by Rev. was directly traceable to the devil's in- bility of man as the author of his own des- menced in suit for divorce, and the change in the doings of Christian men of high
The significant standing.
Gearge T. Day at the General Conference fluence, and was compromising matters. tiny. So it is manifestly here, and so will will probably be made.
An Hillsdale six years ago. The writer For a historical illustration look at celi- it ever be. It is folly and wrong to look portions of the message, however, refer
BRIEF NOTES.
at and judge isolated portions of life. to the necessity for additional legislation
says: My wife, who. head the sermon, bacy.
The extremists in religion occupy alto- Look at and judge of the whole together, for securing the arrest and conviction of
A good many pepple claim fhat they can see
was strongly impressed by «it, and often
gether too vast ‘a field to be entered on. here and hereafter, because it is really the muderers in the ‘ Mountain Mead- a strong resemblance between
President
: spoke to me of its power over her.
ows massacre,” and to prevent any
fur- Hayes and Rev, Joseph Cook.
: She was a believer in the Christian relig- The tares and the wheat must grow to- but one.
:
The ¢ little Smith woman,” she of the Altion, while I was bitter in opposing it, and gether until the harvest. The extremists
Prejudice has been excited against the ther violations of the law of Congress
derney cows and of Glastonbury, Connectican
not
be
weeded
out
of
the
church.
against
polygamy.
The
latter
recnow that she is dead I remember her
doctrine of eternal retribution, as though
cut, has not only kept a diary in French for
words and desire very much to see the They will continue to sow discords and it were arbitrary and despotic. There is, ommendation is most emphatic and deals thirty years, but has also learned Latin and.
brew
all
sorts
of
troubles.
To
contend
The legislature is of
¢«sermon.”
Thus those words, spoken, as
however, no warrant for it. Stern and in plain language.
«we knew at the time, almost without hope
«of any good coming from them, are troub‘ling the spirit of a man who had himself

Benomanational FHehos,

suddenly ap-

Here we have°\) a total ignoring of all
reference to the
Word of God in the matter,
and the quiet rationalistic assumption that
what (on that evening of the 16th of December, 1877)
seemed
to. the preacher
to be true on this subject, must be

TOPICS.

——WE areindebted to Rev. J. M. W.
Farnham, long time a missionary in

—d

with having enlisted in ‘ that class of work that some pastors have begun to exfree-thinkers and haters of the faith of the press a little impatience at the delay of
fathers.” Moreover, our contemporary in their appearance. The delay has been
its last issue, after a careful review of the unavoidable, but I should have been very
utterances of Mr. Beecher the past sum- thankful for about five or six hundred
mer, and after printing extracts from his complaints of it by as many pastors eager
sermons that have referred to the doctrine to present them to their congregations.
of future punishment, makes the following’ _ They differ from those of last yearin this,
~-that they are made in two parts instead
summary :

one-sided affair.
President

UCongregationalist

en Mr. Beecher in hand and charges him

a

holds, and governs all things can be the
God of the universe. Not an abstraction,
that

——THE

But Mr. Smith declines

said, that ‘‘all extremes are error..
The
reverse of an error is not truth, but error

sover-

|

a wonderful aptness at having £ the wool
pulled over their eyes.”
To the latter
class, the Secretary would evidently have.
the public believe that Ex-Commissioner
the classification, and states in a letter to

God is infinite in knowledge and power,
the author of life, our preserver and
gracious Heavenly Father, our rightful

of intellect and talent, and faithful work
is sure to win. But the young man wishing an honorable distinction takes a fatal
course who acts in the spirit of that old
false

blow,

makes for righteousness.” Vain and puerile are all such conceptions, compared

will always be an open field for all grades

but

telling

30, 1878,

that wisdom never originates from an extreme stand-point.
Progress demands action and re-action.
This normal action and re-action constantly produces the mean; while abnormal
action and re-action but reproduce themselves in extremes. It was Cecil who

eign.

follow them through life. Of course there

pastors who are popularly called successful. -Im the cases of many of them their
success is their main support. Let them
miss its stimulus, and they are at once
without incentive or courage to work. Their
spirits’ droop if they are not constantly
cheered by some kind or degree of praise,

the

. If there be a God, he must be a

its and standing in the class room will

.valued and useful servants are often those

strike

3. DIVINE SOVEREIGNTY.

Universities, as Macaulay has long ago
shown. We trust that college students
will bear in mind these things. The hab-

most

to

still. Truth lies between these extremes.”
Charity is the balancing fact, is the refuge
and cure for those who would escape the
fate of extremists.

the graduates of the two great English

The great company of such toilers need
~to be reminded that God’s methods of re-

STAR, JANUARY

in their characters.
There are times
which demand enthusiasm, when people
should abandon themselves to their work.
But it is the part of wisdom to know

colleges, and while itnotes the exceptions,

‘reward.

MORNING

requested to notify me at once.
A Postal Circular will also be sent to
every pastor by the same mail that carries
the Cards and Tracts, stating the needs of

the Benevolent Societies, and requesting
the church, in each case,to raise for them,

this year, a sum equal at least.to two cents
a week per resident member. It is hoped
that the churches will not look upon this

as in any sense a tax assessed upon them,
but rather as the
which are doing
they will furnish
raising for their
two cents a week,

request of the Societies
the churches’ work that
the means of doing it by
Treasuries the pittance of
at least, from each resi-

dent member.

It is hoped and expected

that many churches will be

able

liver an address on the life and character of
the late Benjamin KE. Bates, at a memorial

few membersin our churches thatcould not
lay aside two cents each Sunday morning

service to be held at Lewiston, Sunday afternoon
next.

of
:

Commencement
Be

week—June

23

God

do

much more than this, and

bless them iff doing it.

that

to

the Bates Manufacturing Company, and Bates
College, by which President Cheney will de-

will

There are very

for this branch of the Lord's work, if so
minded. Many could easily give five,
ten, twenty, and would be blessed in the

“The case regarding the rights of Christ's
church, Chicago,to control its own property
in defiance of Bishop Whitehouse, and which

offering. = There are also many persons

hasbeen pending for years, is at last decided

the church, who are able to help these be-

in favor of the church and society.

Since the

commencement of
the controversy,
Dr.
Cheney, the pastor, has taken his church into
the Reformed Episcopal fold, has been made
a Bishop, ,and is a recognized power in the
upbuilding of that

Whitehouse
since.

excellent

died some

people.

two or

Bishop

three years

in most congregations, not connected. with
nevolent causes, and would

do

it gladly

were the subject properly brought to their
notice.

A good method of putting te Cards and

Tracts into the hands of the people is for
the pastor to take them to the church

on

mail-—

L

THE MORNING STAR, JANUARY 30, 1878.
A GOOD

and inof which, explain the system fully
all who subscribe

and

in the

invitation,

name of Christ, and for his sake, to asin this work

gist, as God shall prosper,

We have a great deal to
BRUNSWICK, ME.
thank God for. We,as a church,have had a great

There are fol¥

that is dear to His heart.

congregations that would not respond to
such an effort, in a way surprising to
their pastors. There are probably few
pastors who should put forth such an ef-

benevolence of their people, glorious evidence of the presence of ‘God's Spirit
alaong them, reclaiming the wandering
- and saving the lost.
E. N. FERNALD.
Lewiston, Me., Jan. 21, 1878.

It opened at the

existence some ten years.

first with twenty or thirty pupils, chiefly from
‘the immediate neighborhood of the ‘Lockwood

sessions were

its

- House,” so called, where

Of course, the grade of scholarship

be

surely, it may

Steadily and slowly, but

GRADES

IN THE

to grade the school.

E. church

As

it became necessary

At present the divisions
In the

Primary maybe found

the be-

ginuer in the

of the Q. M.

pursuit of learning.

to entitle

the studeng to a diploma.
Still, many in that
department teach some part of the time before
graduating.
Hence, while we can speak with
great satisfaction of 36 regular graduates, we
“also rejoice in being permitted to state, that
"about one hundred and twenty (perhaps more)
have actually taught, all of whom have been
here,
I will only add, that, at
“* students
‘the present, the school numbers about one

which have been
began

A. H.

with the week of prayer,

are

interest.

number that,

resolved,

march

by

grace

young

men

and

on

Last

Burraro, N. Y., Jan. 25,78.
Sunday evening, the ordinance of bap-

tism was administered
~‘¢fimrch.

at the Niagara

Square

One husband and wife were “ buried

With Christ;”

and

two,

life’s unruffled sea,

as

yet sailing upon

ic the flush of morning,

went thoughtfully and joyfully

into the bap-

tismal waters.
But among those
one case of unusual interest.

baptized was

Rev. Wm. B.
Affleck; a minister
of the
Methodist denomination, is the person referred
to. Mr. Affleck is recently from England,where

he has preached

the gospel

for more

than

twenty years.
During much of this time he
has had a doubt in regard to sprinkling, as the
proper and Scriptural mode of Christian bap-

tism.

That doubt has been magnifying as the

years and Christian work have been progressing.
About a month since, Mr. Affleck came
to Buffalo, from Canada, to deliver a lecture
in the Niagara Square church.
He preached
+ .once or twice with great acceptance.
He
: seems thoroughly in earnest, and is a speaker
of much more than. usual force and attraction.

He brings from England the very best

of testi-

.monials, . Before being baptized, he made a
few very appropriate and touching remarks.

They scemedto be the tender

expression

of

And when he
- . honest Christian conviction.
stood by the side of Dr. Ball in the consecrated
' 4 Jordan,” it seemed easy to see the descent of
the Holy Spirit, and to hear the approving

and

ure Punishment.”

LAWRENCE,

In the

ed

sion during these meetings, and many Christians were greatly quickened.
The greatest
different
harmony prevailed between
the
The rechurches engaged inghe movement.
vival interest has continued in several of the
churches since the departure of the evangelists.
Atthe Free Baptist church, meetings
have been held nearly every evening, con-

Rev.

Mr. Shelton, a western evangelist,

and

“Mr. Rosencrans
his ‘ singing companion,”
have been aiding Dr.
lin some extra meeti ings for the past two weeks. Considerable in-

The church

very much united in prayer and

effort.

ny its certainty.

But there

of.

is quite

a differ-

ence of opinionin regard to its kind, place and
duration. The minister said yesterday, * keep

“|

your

face and movement

steadily

heaven, and hell will never
This is sound advice.
It may

toward

trouble you.”
be remarked,

_ that those who seek to go to heaven, because
they fear hell, are making
a great mistake.
The Week of Prayer was well and

profitably

observed in all the churches, and in many of
them the work had been continued with: very
cheering and profitable results. The ministers
still keep up their weekly tea and mutual improvement meetings.
On Monday evening of
each week, they gather at some one of their
residences, and have a supper, and then * discuss” and ““ report” in a very interesting and

profitable way, for an hour or two.
Thus
they become acquainted with one another and
with their mutual work,

:

It is regarded 48 a somewhat, surprising fact,

that there is, after all, so little. difference bes

tween the various sects.

Some

are

for

Paul

and some for Apollos and some for Cephas, but,

all are for Christ. The doctrine of the Great
Teacher must redeem the world.
\
CEPHAS.

There is a good religious work in progress in
¢ New Market, N. H.,
Mr. C. J. Fowler,

es in the

under

the direction of

an evangelist.

place unite in the

The church-

blessing.

Freewill Beptist church is uniting with
pastor for a permanent work of grace,

The
its

Several

been received

Also

that

N.

twenty-one

BREWSTER,

Spring Creek, Kas, says:
bath in Dec., Bro. Wm.

from

On the first

Sab-

Jones,

is

in

-

for

ordina-

and

Illinois.

a prosperous

for

ten days.

The good

are

invited.

There

will

be

convey-

after

a preamble,

That we

continue

deeply

as

fol-

sympathize

God

will restore

him to

Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
Kingston church. As the roads

were almost (impassable the delegation was
small. But the Spirit of the Master was manifest in all of the meetings, and we trust that
some good has been done.
;

Next session with the. Ohio Grove church,
Feb. 16—17.
E. M. BAXTER, Clerk.

LEBANON Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Mt. Zion church, commencing Friday before the fourth Sabbath in Nov. On account
of the bad weather the people were detained at

con-

home on the Sabbath.

We enjoyed the labors

Elid. J. Westley,assisted by several ministers of

of Elder J. 8. Manning, and are always glad to
have brethren from a, distance visit us.
The
Conference appointed a committee of three to
visit delinquent chiirches and hold at least a
three days’ meeting with each,
~

different denominations, has resulted, by the
blessing of God, in the conversion of over40
souls, as we humbly hope and trust. Twenty-

church, commencing on Friday, at 2, P. M., before the fourth Sabbath in Feb,
.
J. H. SmrrH, Clerk pro tem.

A ProTRACTED effort of nearly six weeks at
Salem, Richardson Co., Neb., conducted by

Next session will be held with the Fairview

"have eight presented themselves to the church

for mémbership,and more, are expected to,soon.
:

?

EpGcrcoMB Q. M.—Held its last session with
| the 2d church: at Georgetown, Dec. 21—23.
4/The transaction of business was done with har-

. P. HALL.

Bro. WM. BRADLEY writes of a revival in
He says: This church is
the Cédar church.
situated about eight miles south of Murphys-

mony and dispatch. We were favored with
the labors of Rev. Mark Getchell from the Bowdoin Q. M., which added to the interest of the

bore’, in Jackson Co., Ill, and

was accomplished for the Master.
the following resolution :

belongs to the

Looney SpringsQ. M. The meetings commenc-

ed on the thirdof the present month, with a
prayer meeting. The interest increased from*
eveningto evening for several days under the
\

line,

did

report

of the presence of

attended felt en-

to the battle of the Lord.

Rev.

and zeal

Bro. Taylor

from N. B.'was with us, and added ‘much, by
his kind words and earnest preaching, to the
interest and power of the meeting.
o
’

erk.

F. H. PECKHAM,
its

last session

the

last of

Nov.

Nearly

all the

churches were well represented.
The spirit of
the Master was in our midst, to unite his child to sh
per.
grace € in their hearts.
:

tend, especially the

ministering

sionat Hampton.

as usual.

Reports about

meetings of worship, and we

trust

some

We

-

good

passed
.

‘Whereas, our dear brother in Christ, Rev.
Josiah Keene, has Sone from labors to rewards,
and, whereas, we
deeply feel the break in our
ranks, therefore,

as

pressed the need of efforts to convert

them, and a collection of over seven dollars
was taken in aid of the cause.
i
JosePH FULLONTON, Clerk.

Business FHotices.
ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy, for
the speedy and permanent cure of consumption,
bronchitis, catarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung
ner-

vous debility and all nervous complaints, after
having tested its wonderful curative powers in

Stout—8 E Moody—J A

L. Milliken.

directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper.
N. Yo

tl

RAVEN

PASTE

STOVE

POLISH.—The

cheapest, the most destrable.
it. Sold everywhere.

best,

the

Agk your grocer for
4152,

Keep's Custom Shirts made to measure,
The very best, 6 for $9, delivered free

everywhere-

| Keep's Patent Partly-Made Dress-Shirts;
The very best, 6 for $7, delivered free

An elegant set of Gold Plate collar
Buttons given with each half dozen
Samples and full directions mailed
dress.
Merchants supplied at a small

—————

everywhere.

and sleeve
Keep's Shirts.
free to any adcommission

on

ham

tp

COD

LIVER

OIL

JELLY,

liquid oil.

The most

delicate stomach will not reject it. - Sold by drug
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt 8t., New York.
pi
1y42

A CARD.

¥. B. Woman’s

Dover, N.

cial diseases, discovered in the great valley

of the

Amazon, as a restorer of /the nervous and vital
forces ; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information,

send

self-addressed

envelopeto

Rey JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,
«

Yo

En

Delinquent

.

Subscribers.

corporators of the Printi

By

ly4

vote

of the

Establishment,

notice

is hereby given to those subderibers of the MORN-

ING STAR who will be two years or more in ar.
rears for their paper, at the close of the last volume, that it will
discontinued if ‘payment, or
some equivalent arrangement, be not made by Feb.
1st, 1878,
I. D. STEWART, Agent. .

Electro-Voltaic and Magnetic Appliances,
Belts and Bands for Self Cure.
They restore the Nervous and Debilitated, imart New Life and Strength to the waning
organ.
sm, encircle the body with Electric and
Magnetic
influence, and imbue

vitalizing current.

the

system

with

of Vital Force, as Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Kidney
Disease, Nervous Debility, Weakness, &c.
AND

UPWARDS,

Illustrated Pamphlets sent free.
BRYAN

1y17

APPLIANCE

147 East

15th

Address,

CO.,

St.,, New

York.

\¥

Catarrh,

Influ-

enza, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, and Consumptive and Asthmatic Complaints. The Bronchial Troches have been steadily winning
their way into public favor, nntil they are

known and used nearly all over the world,
:

17648

SY aRELLS

Co

Church, School, Fire-alarm.
Fine-to
ow -priced , warrant.
Catalogue with 700 testimonials, prices, etc., sent free,

Blymyer Manufacturing C0., Cincinnati,0
26teow1

CHOICE

LOTS

OF

T

CAREFULLY SELECTED BOOKS
|

For the Sunday

School Library.

FROM $10 TO $500 WORTH.

Sent to any Sunday. School desiring to replenish
their Library. The
best discounts will be given
and a larger number than is wanted will be sent,
in order that tommittees way have a still further
opportunity to examine the volumes and return
such as are not kept. After several year’s experience in the selection of libraries, I feel confident of
being able to satisfy Sunday-schoel Committees.

Meserve—A H
-

chitis,

(0) cw

Sherman—

Also

chesiad

for

sale.

5

SHUTE’S TIME-SAVING LIBRARY RECORD,
Highly commended by Librarians who are now
using it. Send for descriptive circular. Price of
Record, $1.50.
:

EBEN
plies,

SHUTE, Dealer in Sunday-school Sup53 Bromfield

St.. Boston,
3t5

Fifty

Mission Society.

H.

Portiundi Ms
'ortland,
Me.

9.00

20.00

2

2.50
5.00
2.00

Hiram A Moulton Montreal
PQ

SILAS
?

Concord, N H.
Dover N H

, Foreign

Mrs D W Moulton
mily Miss Box

‘'l J Meader Dover

N H

so-called Hotel Cars)

1.00"
28.40
14.50
9.75
1,69
2.44
3.00
3.00
12.00
2.07

-| fasti

5.85

“

1.00
1 67

We

"

12 1
Treas.

1

.00
.00
.00
66
77
00
00
00
B50
00
00
50
1.00
00
00
83

83

5.00 J
3.00
748

os
N.BROOKS,

Manchester, N. H.

~ Married
, and Miss Ella Battey, of Merino Village.

ide’s home,
near Spring Hope, Pa., by
Revs 3. 8 Nye, Mr, J.C. Willlams and Miss Cinnie
+ Hull,
In Lawrence, Mass,, Jan. 5, by Rev, A. L. Houghton. Mr. Barnabus H. Packard and Mrs. Sarah B.
Cook, both of Li, Dec. #9, Mr. U, H, Wales, of Frank“

ous.

lyew3

effects of

When long continued are pains in the head, dizziness, nausea or sickness at the stomach, general

uneasiness in the abdominal region, congestion of
- the liver, and hence an impeded cireulation of the
blood, colic, and especially the

PILES.
The grand proximate cause of Dyspepsia is debility of the stomach. The tor] idity of the liver is
apparent from the small

quantity of

bile discharg-

a from that organ, and also by a dull pain in the
right side. Under whichever form

DYSPEPSIA
Ap

there is always languor or Siebitiny exer-

tion fatigues, the pulse is weak, the sleep
{sturb
ed, the extremities cold, the tongue for the most
part furred or covered with a creamy mucous in
the WOmivE. No person with a constipated or irregular state of the bowels can have sound health.
t is evident, that rome gentle laxative, Slightly
stimulant to the mucous membrane of the
intestines, joined with a tonic, that increases the secretions of the hver and gradually si7euEthening the
stomach, must be a reasonable combination and
reach the case. That this combination will do; for
roof
of which we are happy to: be able to refer
ose heretofore disappointed, to the most reliable
bysiciana, who pave leng used this. remedy in
eir
practice; and
also to every apothecar
iol Peristaltic Lozenges are sold.
yy
These T.0zenges will repair the mischief caused
by the excessive use of those ‘‘Patent Pills,” with
which the market has for years been flooded.
They are so agreeable to the taste, and convenient in form, that children eat them readily after
rejecting the usual nauseous remedies. In those
symptoms supposed to indicate the presence of
Worms, they are a proper remedy.
Price, 30 and
Cents, For sale by draggists,or by mail on receipt of price in P.O, stamps
or money.

E. S. HARRISON & C0.,
49 UNION STREET, BOSTON,

b2teow10

316.31
Treas.

In Olneyville,
Jan. 12, by
Rev. A, L. Gerrish, Mr.
James E, McKenney and
Miss Jenette Holden, both of
Providence..
Jan. 20, Mr. Danjel O. Hauilton, of

iN

of
Menu

LOLENGES.

5.00

pn.

Ladies’ Aid Soc *
ha
2 60
Meredith Vill N H per J Erskine
6.00
Adam Brown Ossipce N H for support of ten
boys named
by him in India
© 100,00
Rochester Wis per O D Augir
;
5.50
Honey Creek
Wig
4.70
Biddeford Me
per D F Smith
5.00
Rochester N H
Rockingham Q M

; hence, they are always kept

The

Missions.

id

DINING
CARS
for Pasa
purposes (as is the case of the

|

1.00

Q

;

LUX-

do not use.

PERISTALTIC

5.00
4.17
5.24
10.00

a

Conticook P Q

solely in view,

sweet, neat and clean.
The moderate cha
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the

Soclety.: =

‘W Jones Troy Kan
B Doty Eagle Mich
R W
Gifford Mohawk N Y
Mrs LL M Barker Efingham N H
GL McPherson Hartland O
Rev A F Hutchinson Cape Elizabeth Me for
- Bible school
T S Butterfield Susquehanna Pa per M WSpencer
. J J Savoy
Wh
»
H Cobb
hay
Wh
M Hall
4
a

E Mann

their CELEBRATED
Traffic, or Sleeping

11443
Treas.

CR Sawyer Sawyerville P Q for L Crawford
Mrs A
10
armington Me
Mrs LL M
Walling Providence R I

W Wheeler Bulwer P Q

URY of their patrons

-<is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most

1.00

:
SILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N. H.

Vick’s Illustrated Monthly Magazine.—
22 pages, fine Illustrations, and Colored
Plate in’
every number.
Price $1.25 a hrigh Five copies for
$5.00. Address,
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N Y.

Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE
and

187.20
Treas.

Martin Hall and Mrs E Mann
Susquehanna Pa
per M
ner
Mrs A A Morse
Waltham Mass on note
.
Col by Financial Sec in Dec as published in
Star of Jan 9

Descriptions

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
2
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington

10.00
18.70
50

CURTIS,

w

THE CHICAGO,
BURLINGTON & QUINCY R. R.

90.50
7.50
60.00

Minneapolis Minn ch for Cairo Miss per J J Butler 2.00
Martin Hall and Mrs E Mann Susquehanna Pa
per M W Spooner
1.67
Col by Financial Sec on cards in Dec as published in Star of Jan 9
61.65
,

ustrations,

OW:

7.00

Home Mission.
Rev J Meader Dover N H
t
CairoQM 111 2 J 8 Manning
Mound city Q M Ill
.”
Carbondale Q M 111
4
Walnut Creek
Q M Ill per B A Gurney
Kewanee ch Ill
o
Dorcas Berry Wilton Me
-Sarah Gould”
ha,
A friend to missions ** for freedmen
Tama qu Io per J Bishop
88S So
New LymeO for Cairo Mission per
TH Drake
Ch Minneapolis Minn
‘**
per J J Butler
‘Wilmot ch N H re A Sargent
SandwichQ M N H per E H Prescott
Fairviewch Ill 2.85 C 8S Kear 1.00 H Thompson
Ill 2.00 per J 8 Manning

300

nglish.
ick’s Flower and Vegetable Garden, 50
cents in paper covers; in elegant cloth covers, $1.00.

55.80
Treas.

R. DEERING,

page

of thousands of the best Flowers and Vegetables in
the world, and the way to Loe them—all for a TWoOf=
poses stamp.
rinted in German and

10.00

Main St ch Lewiston
1st Lisbon ch 2.00 Exeter Q M 5.50
Parent
HM Soc
Ch So Berwick and to constitute
Rev O T
Moulton L M
!
J
Ch Augusta 10.70 Ch Houlton 8.00
Mrs Rachel Hoyt Presque Isle

a constant

They offer a speedy cure with-

out medicine, for all diseases that arise from a loss
PRICE FIVE DOLLARS

C)

Garland—J

SR

Bronchial

roug
» and gives immediate relief in Bron.

S&S

W Cowell

W
L. A. DEMERITTE,

Lynn Mass

BRYAN'S

Outfit

Troches’’ will allay irtation which induces

Me. State F'. B. H. M. Society.

Mr a

The Great South American Remedy for all spe-

wanted.

E & CO., Augusta,

.

F Bryant

Woman's Miss Soc: So Strafford Vt per Mrs J
L Barrett
do Main St church Lewiston Me per Sarah
A Perkins
Class [1 8 S Casco St ch Portland per Mrs T C
sewis
* Mrs Hotchkiss 1.00 Villa Hotchkiss .50 Young
Ladies’ Mission Band 1.00 all of Potter
N Y per Mrs A 8 D Bates
Mrs E Peck Apulia
NY
:
Mrs C ‘L Vail Richford
NY
. Woman's Miss Soc 2d Lisbon ch Meper L C
Coombs

Rev J Meader

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases
the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with

Aftats

ng

Reese Mich,

Hiram A Moulton Mont:

ap-

.

EXPRESS,

MrsM Andrews

Education

Trade circulars mailed free on application.
Keep Manufacturing Co., 165 Mercer St., N. Su

home.

e.

BY MAIL. °
D L Rice Pierpont O,
Mrs R B Wentworth Portage Wis.
David Thorkmorten Le O.
3
Rev I Hyatt Starksboro’ Vt.
Rev D A Tucker Millhausen Ind.
CF Lane M D Lowell Mass.
Mrs C P Keyes Montague Mich.
J F Darling Juniata Neb.
H Parker Upper Bartlett N H.
Rev E Blake
Deerfield N H.
Rev C W Griffin E Randolph Vt.
Rev G W Corttis Gardiner Me,
Rev J Rogers Green Oak Mich.!
RevGW
napp Dale
NY.
Mrs
EM McVay Coalburg W Va.
P Hugg Middleport 0.
2

cost.

QUERUS

$12. a day 5

“Brown’s

Clark—S

onsen

for full
& CO.,

Coughs and Colds.

A K Brown—A

Maflon—N

the

stamp
ANN

hi

OUR NAME printed on 5) Mixed Cards fi
Is Fun'Cards 10c. Clinton Bros., rok
nn.
:
1y24

-

Books Forwarded.

it

motive, and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
will send, free of charge, to all who desire it, this
receipe in German, French, or English, with full

=

pan

Manufacturers, 278 Pearl 8t., N. Y.

F Blivin— W Bradley—J
G Brande—I P Bates—E
W Benton—N P Beede—J
Bacon—R Baxter—J Brew-

Chase—~R

© APPARATUS.

"Anybod

Heliograph, $2.50. Send
formation to
E. 8A

EP Vose—C J Tourgee—W Willlams—H
J
Wooden—W Weston—A L Walker—Mrs E White—Mrs T
H Watrus—O Whitney—Z J i Wheeler—A C Wiswell—
8S Wyman
Xf D Wyman—Y M C Asso, Manchester—F
L
Wiley, Washington Vt—C M White—D~R Whittemore—E
G York -J . C
Whitney—W Wilson—J P

Actuated by this

W. W. Shearer, 126 Powers’ Block, Rochester,

Latest invention.

Osgood—=E Owen—J W Parsons—L Plummer—Grace
R Pease~T F Palmer—I Port—S B Philbrick—J M
Pease—A 8 Parshley—J B Penuington—J L Phillips—
C F Penney—E W
orter—R D_Preston—Mrs I Piper
~T F, Paine—=Mrs
E Pratt—Mrs D
Quimby—F H
Peckham—W F Remick—S W Ransom—Mary Rickert
Mrs U M Stickney—Miss F Rogers—W W Smith—J
W Scribner—T H
mmon—H F Smith—H
Shear—B
H Stevens—N G Sturgis—Maria Stone—C Sexton—J S
Swift—J W Tilton—Mrs G Thorne—J Thompson—G H

Consumption Cured.
. An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an East India mission-

thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ken—@G Notton—R
Morrah—M B Nash—B Minarnd~-H
Merritt—M Noyes—Mrs E Merrill<B 8 Moody—J C

a refresh-

ing,
with
additions.
Also,
Manchester
Pine Street, to which eighteen were welcomed
the first Sabbath in the month.
Measures to
make the Quarterly Meeting sessions more interesting were considered, and methods devised, which, when carried into effect, it is _trusted, will accomplish the desired object. Rev. J.
Rand was received as Cor. Mess. from the
assachusetts
Q. M.; also,
Rev. E. N. Fernald,
the Financial Agent, and Rev. 8. J. Gould,
from the Otisfield
Q. M., were present.
Good
Pp eaching and good social meetings.
Mrs. D.
. Smith, returned missionary, in a short address, called attention to the eondition of the

known to his suffering fellows.

the’

J D KimballA Kingsbury—W 8 Knott—P Hall-L R
Leavitt—¥ A Leonard—K Leonard—Mrs C P Libby—

ses-

affections, also a positive and radical cure for

and women In search of honorable
le work. P. MORRIS, Chicago.
Satta

profi

Gordon=-Maty A Groesbeck—J Given—R Gardner—C
Hobson—~G W Howe—G F Hanson—J 8 Hannaford—
M F Hedge—F >
Head—S B Hanson—J P Hewes—H
Hewitt—d /T HiH=L
Hutchins—W Hayden—A M
Jackson—B F Jefferson—-M Hackett—Mrs J Kibbee—

favorable

Concord church has had

ve: SAMPLES to be given to men

A Atkinson—N

Gardner—A E @riffeth—S B Given—A

Clerk.

ROCKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its January

Clark—B L

Good
tective

1362

:

3000:

—Mrs E Culbertson—8 Carsant—J Davidson—Mrs J M
Darland—J
B Daniels—A 'M Davis—I B Dake—J B
Davis—J B Drew—W H Edgar—B M Edwards—E
Eastman—Mary M Ellis—H Chambers—Mrs A Ford—
N Foss—J Fleteher—A H Faquahar—J Fullonton—-J D
Ferris—M W_Favor—-W B Fletcher—P Forg-Ray

brethren, and

J. N. LONGSTREET,

Austin—E
Baker—A
Bates—G
Buundy—H

ia 3%

POSED WY
the
de.
A
tion permanent ; terms and
for mine cents.
Address

American Oriminal Gazetteer,

Missi

E Brown—A

b2u46.

SWINDLERS A terisss

6t1

Turner—T Sherman—J L Sinclair—Mrs 88

with the Nashville Center church.
The meeting was well attended,
considering
the cold

11

defrauding
the
publi
pig hi
ong
service ; pay liberal;
copy of paper sent

A Lovelos Mt
H Lene—CC Lacey G Lathrop—B
Loud—F
H Lyford—G R Melick—J
oody—N Wili-

brought

preaching and the social

double the quantity of any

were reported, and

Carr—W

This church

couraged to go forth with new energy

heathen,

Lord blessed us abundantly, and the result was
twenty-five additions to the church
(Camp
Creek church), where the meeting was held.
In connection with our services we held temperance meetings, and about 160 have taken
the pledge and received the ¢ Blue Ribbon.”
The meeting closed with agood interest.
The next session
-of the Q. M. will he held
with the Ory church, near Ava station, on the
Cairo & St. Louis Narrow Gauge railroad.
Brethren from the North or East that can

Fox River
with the North

fifteen were added to the church, a few going
to the M. E. church, The church now numbers thirty-five, and
dition.”

that

The

CHAIN LAKES Q. M.—Held

@uartgrly Meetings.

writer, commenced a protracted meeting with
the Prairie View church,which was continued
for three weeks. The Lord abundantly blessed the eflort,and a good revival sprang up.
Nearly twenty conversions

most

the Holy Spirit, and all who

2. That copies of these resolutions be sent to
Bro. Ashley and to the Morning Star.
I. P. HUTTON, Clerk.

assisted by the

Clerk.

across the

meetings both gave evidence

have

writing

denoinination

news of revival.

health and to the labors we so much need.

into the church at Ithaca, and
A.

gates, though

churches were represented,

earnest prayers that

expressed a

18th.

Baxter—Mary

13 $85 ;

days test trial. “Other bargains. tp.
lusstrated
Nouepaper all
about
«Organ war, free. DAN.
F. BEATTY,

Neb., commencing
P. HALL, Clerk.

Treasurer Foreign

ster—Mrs “W 8 Becbe—~Mrs

but is supplied at present by one of our ministers. The church has lately been blessed with
revival and addition to its numbers. The business of the session was quickly and harmoniously done, The larger
part of the churches
were not represented either by letter or dele-

F. B.

After a careful

Southern

Resolved, 1,,

many more are expected to join soon.
Rev.

belongs to the

Jan.

session with

, $175

06

rand new, warranted, 15

‘Washington, N. 8.

—B H Chapman—F Cleveland—R L Case—H H Childs
—F K Chase—J M_Cilley—L Cook—M T Chase—A B

may the blessing of God attend our gathering.

which,
lows:

desire for religion and a few have been hopefully converted.

water, commencing

with Bro. Ashley in his afflictions, and that
we, as a Q. M., extend to him and his family
our warmest sympathies and our devout and

have

and

billy

N: A: BREWSTER,

0

hold its next session at
A. 8. HILTON, Clerk.

its next

price, $750 only $285;

9, $65

Letters Received.
Armstrong—0 O
C Batchelder—J
Bascom—S D
D Bartlett—L

have

HouLTON Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with
the Free Christian Baptist. church in Bridge-

~teem-in-which he isheld in his Q. M. is in.
dicated by resolutions passed atits last session,

WE learn from Rev. F. B. Moulton that
there have been some interesting meetings in

good number

more are expected to follow.
Next session, Feb, §-=10,

WE regret to learn of the failing health of
Rev. James Ashley, of Ohio.
The high es-

Western.

A

pen

ciety, Manchester, N. H.
mn
on. Sy
Rev. 8, Curtis, Treasurer Home Mission and
ycation Sooleties, Concord, N, H.
a
Xt
Rev. E.
N. Fernald,
Financial Secretary (to
whom money collected by the card system
sent), Lewiston,
Me,
y
Ys
Tay bs

EM

Sutton was appointedto examine

come

1t isunderstood that Bro. Davison enters upon

result.

Retail

Oreuns 16 Btops, 0.15

Post-Office Addresses,

went immedi-

about fifteen have united with the church

weather

Maineville

the

C. A. HILTON, Clerk,

Rev. N. Brooks,

been converted, mostly of heads of families, and

ances at Ava for all. The meeting will commence on Friday, at 2, P. M., before the second
Sabbath in March.
J. C. GILLILAND.. .

Rev. J. M. Brewster was

Wis.

the

Valley church,

church,a council composed of Revs. R. J. Pos
ton, D. A. Tucker, I. H. Dudley and J. A.

tracted the meeting

chairman of the council.
The. termon was
preached by Rev. A. L. Gerrish, from Ps. 16:8.

Hillsboro’,

vival was

dall, ”

SX, duddenly,
an Barker,
Ea.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. will hold its next
Session at Mount Hope church, Iowa, on Friday, Feb.

the Lord in the effort, Bro. Jones protracted
the meeting for two weeks, and a powerful re-

and the business was transacted harmoniously.
Eld. Wm. Bradley and myself stayed and pro-

Installation.

Ret-

with

The most of the

been reached.
The efforts of the Ladies’ Christian Temperance Union have been specially
successful
in
rescuing
some ¢ hard cases”
from the power of appetite.
Rev. Mr. Garretson, an evangelist, is holding special meetings at the second Methodist church,
Meet~
ings are also held each evening at the second
Baptist church.
A. L. H,

None de-

talked of

What

SALEM Q. M. will hold

Q. M.—Held its Nov.

brothers and sisters,

at

Clerk.

Millennium, J. Lultwilers

Salem church,in Richardson Co.,
on Friday evening, Feb, I5,

ately aboyt their Master's work, and a glorious
season was enjoyed. The church was revived
and encouraged and sinners were led to inquire
for the way of life, Recognizing the hand of

I have just returned from a visit
to the
Looney Springs Quarterly Meeting,and by reThe weather was soquest send you this.
very unfuvorable that many could not attend,
but we nevertheless had an excellent session.

and society are

ribution” is being much talked

of

Work
Nexto session will be held with the Sheneska
ehtirch, commencing the last Friday in Feb.
All well wishers of the cause are invited to at-

|

his labors in Pawtucket, with a people well
terest and awakening are manifest. Dr. Ball is united and ready for the work of the Master.
C. A. BICKFORD, Clerk.
laboring assiduously and not without encour-

aging prospects.

with a few

duties, privileges and ordinances pertaining to
the house of God, is the prayer of said Ordaining Council.
J. A. SUTTON, Sec.

ducted by the pastor, with very gratifying results, The interest is strong and steady. An
unusual proportion of men in middle life have

Woolley (Cong.).

He is just now

I have

brother in his labors in all the ministrations of

conve,

Welcome him to American fields of labor.

them the least unkind feeling.

and some

Co. Ks.

1st,

ar)
Ww
Mi od ey Na
fn the 69th yearof her age.

SAUK Co. Q. MR willbe held at Hillsbore’, comencing Feb, 8,
D. STILLWELL, Clerk.

which was lately. organized by Bro. Wm. Jones.
Revs. J. B. Fast and J.-D. Huling had preached at the point some, and Bro.
Jones, by judicious labor, was finally able to o
ize a smdll
church. Owing
to bad weather, but few delegates were presen, yet those that did come,

thorough
examination,
the ordination took
place on the evening of Jan. 19, the following
order
being observed:
Ordaining
prayer,
with imposition of hands, by Rev. I. H. Dudley; Charge, by Rev. D. A. Tucker; Right
hond of Fellowship, by C. T. Crum of the M. E.
church; Benediction, by the candidate.
May
God in his infinite mercy and love bless our

Quite

in the ripeness and maturity of Christian manhood, and we are certain Christian people will

again

the offering of his devoted child. Bro. Affleck
has, as yet, expressed no purpose of leaving his
chosen people, nor does he seem to bear toward

MONTGOMERY

session, 9—11, with the Walnut

:

tion Bro.D.V. Ross.

Whittle and Me-

Granahan, closed the first of January.

churches near

to a request from the Pleasant

Q. M., convened

The union gospel meet-

by Messrs.

house

gh

REV,

.
aged
:
kephenG, Heath,
n South Weare, N. H., Dec.3, Dea. Amo
.
Bailey, aged 88 Jars aud 16 months,
. v Bai

HUNTINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session 'with
the Huntington cnurch, North Village, Feb, 2-21.
>
oc. Com,

of this

sessions

J.C. STEELE.

PURSUANT

Com.

Mass.

in building itself a

. BE. H, Prescott,

8) Years, 6 months and yay

the West

Friday, Feb.

Rev. P, 8
iss

Died

Malay

0. C. WHITNEY,

PARSONSFIELD Q.M. will
So. Parsonadela, Feb, 13, 14.

The collection was given to the Chey-

its enterprise

Ordination.

been largely attended, and the Holy Ghost has
been our constant helpmeet..
We hope these
meetings will continue until victory turns on

ings, conducted

Rev. W. Crane became a member

Conference

Ten: .

.

: In Shushan, N. Y,, &

Rev, L, A.Crandall; Pastoral Visitation, Rev. C.H.
Hoag; The Christian Voter, D. W. Conkling; Kssential Truth, Rev. C. A. Hilton; ——Rev, J. B. Ran-

enne church, which church is commendable for

to

preached on ¢ Fut-

.

of country

But in answer to the

2

The prayer meetings have

Zion's side.

.

Q. M.

mother, by

| Finances, J. D. Clague; Regeneration, Rev.
Church
m, Walker; Practical Christianit; NF,
3

al steadfastness ; delegation small, owing te the
crowd of business,
Rev. Ives Marks, from

bap-

with

hof
L
Ol

of Loudon, and Miss Myra A Whitney. JOHN
HR sono,

The MINISTERS AND LAYMAN'S INSTITU
hold its next session with the Fairport chure! on
14, The following is the
programme :—Se:
.
m. Javior: Excuse-Ma {Hey Rev.j C. su!

Jefferson Co.
Q. M., was with us, and added to
the interest of the meeting.
The Richland
church was received at this session of the

Brethren Jones and Bostwick,

Five strong

Salvation.”

A. Bryant

in the Q. M.

6,30, P.M.

ceived from all the churches, speaking of gener-

the people who have chosen him to be pastor.

three young ladies have sc-

“ Redemption

the

REPUBLIC CO. Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Cheyenne church.
Letters were re-

Regular Baptists, and Rev. Jones (Presbyteri=
an) assisted in the services.
I also took a
part. The services were very interesting and
profitable. Bro. Gleason begins his work under favorable conditions and is pleased with

still pro-

Rev. F. E. Davison, late of Pittsfield, N. H.,
after an examination which was deemed quite
satisfactory, was installed pastor of the Free
Baptist church in Pawtucket, R. I., on Monday evening, Jan. 21. The exercises were participated in by the various members of the
council, Rev’s L. Dexter, J. M. Brewster, A.
L. Gerrish, C. A. Bickford, and by Rev. Mr.

whispers of God himself as he accepted

suspended,

the candidate.

union services of Sunday last called out a
large number of people. In the morning, they

afternoon, Rev.

quickened,

when

H. A. CorEY, Clerk.

preached the sermon, Rev. Addison Jones, formerly of Salem, Oregon, gave the charge to

listened to a sermon by Rev. A. H. Hanscomb,

Buffalo Correspondence.

were

appear

held

« Dec, 20, M

hos
Miss Bertha
A. Wilcox.

Hattie J. Wilson, of P.
L0y, OF Btandiohy and Mise
In Frapklin, Jan,2. at the residence of the bride's

Feb. 1-38. This is the first time the Q. M. has
been held with hls church, and it is hoped that
there will be a full delegation from every church

Next session of the Q. M. will be held with
the Utica church, Feb. 8.

distriets

with which

| cepted of Christ during the past week.. The | Plain
Ereewill
Baptist.

MORRELL.

trust some

GIBSON Q. M. will be

onts n

B.

and

Parionsfield, Me.. Jan. 16,by
Burbank, Mr, William M.

8t1

Clifford church ‘at the Truesdale

Mr. H. A. Dunning

both of L,
In So +

Jotices und Bppointments.

A

from the power and dominion of sin.

THE installation services of C. H. Gleason,as

which

of God,

its Dec.
Dec.

and we

Some

,

the most beautiful

painting.

some reclaimed, and we trust some precious
souls found the Saviour, and were emancipated

pastor of the Chester X Roads,
@hio, F. B.
church, were held Jan.. 15. Re. O. D. Patch

for a long time,

the

harvest is gathered,

H. 8. LIMBOCKER.

A deep re-

on to victory or death.

fruit was gathered that will

and with few exceptions all are engaged and
well united. The revival spirit is still with us,
and sinners are still coming to Christ. * The
next session of our Q. M. is to be held the last
of Feb. with the East Union church, and it is
hoped it will be in keeping with the last three,
and will be a lasting blessing to the church.

have been indifferent in regard to the welfare
of Zion, have put their hands to the plow,

‘having

e meetings for some days,

M. Stiles and Miss Flora

!

The churches were all represented by letter
and delegates save one, meetings were
interesting and
spivitual. * We were cheered by
the presence of Rev.J. D. Batson,of the Hennein Q. M, Bro. Batson stayed and protracted

the number. All of them seem firm and decided,

ligious interest pervades the whole community.

Quite a large

any object B0 as to imitate

Clerk.

ma"

‘WINONA & HOUSTON Q. M.—Held

prayers of a few faithful ones, and the help of
Sister Maines a few weeks in Nov., the church
has been encouraged, and twenty-four added to

meetings

held in this village,

gressing with increased

hundred and twenty, and almost every day
“brings with it one or more new students. Of
. ‘course, we are pressed for accommodations for
—————
TARY CDEC
Bi

union

and

disbanding the church,

gospel workFolger, came
remained over
work of grace

The

were held in three

were almost

We united withthe M.

ME,

strip

E. ROBINSON,

as

term with the Money Creek church,

months,at the commencement of which,meetings

in this place in the observance of

SPRINGVALE,

in a

;

f-

been laboring u part of the time for fifteen

the union meetings still continue under the
efforts of the local pastors.
F. L, WILEY.

The Nor-

mal demands a three years’ course,

persons

seven

The last three

church where I live,

in both churches, twenty-nine persons have
declared their purpose to be Christians,and

are Primary, Normal, and Academic.
(occasionally)

ied

Asa

together where I have labored for the last three
years and a half, and they were pronounced
the best sessions of the Q. M. ever attended.
The last session was held with the Butler

Not only chil-

the week of prayer. The State
ers, under the lead of Secretary
to our help on Thursday, and
the Sabbath. There Is a good

SCHOOL.

At first it was simply a primary school.
“the scholarship improved,

WHTEFIELD,N. H.

people, both

the

hundred

in the

good work is begun.

B.M. EDWARDS.

Smith.

Bro.

intendent,

said, the enterprise has been advancing in intellectual and moral power, and at the same

time winning the favor of
colored and white.

good.

Sister M. is expected this week at Cook’s | wo Fship,
;
The Feb. term will be held with the Albion
Prairie, to assist Bro. Ashley for a season, and
church,
commencing
the
22d.
,
.
where I spent the most of last week.
A
R. D. PRESTON, Clerk.

dren but young men and women and fathers
and mothers come. We have made a large addition to our library. We havea good super-

years

to be met, that,

and interesting,

school is large

at that time was very low. And many obstacles
“to such work were then
since, were removed.

were

church, Feb, 22—24, commencing at 2, P. M.

about 4 by 16 miles, and still the work goes on.

and pledges. So now we are free from debt.
We are going to finish the audience room this
Our
congregation is large.
Our
winter.
There are
interesting.
meetings are very
quite a number who have lately come out on
the Lord's side. We have some brethren who
go out Sunday afternoons to school-houses.
They are doing a good work. Our Sabbath-

in

Ferry has been

three

last June

where she has labored,

were in debt $72, on Sunday morning. The
question was asked if they would come forThe question was anward and pay it then.

‘Storer Normal School.

then held.

tized since

swered in a practical way with $87.00 in money

at Harper's

congregations

have been about

We

united with the church in three years.

o-o-0- 0-6
+44

schoel

the unseen Holy can bless in usefulness.
Next session will be held with Edgecomb

continued the

CALHOUN AND NORTH
BRANCH Q. M.
ITEMS. As the readers of the Star have already been informed, Sister P. Maines has been
an important instrument in bringing - about the
revival work within the bounds of this Q. M.
I am not definitely informed, but think there

deal to contend with here; but now we are out
I have given a dein the broad daylight.
scription of our house before. We have built
a house that will cost about five thousand
We have it all
dollars when completed.
done but the floor and pews for the audience
room. -Last Sunday, Jan. 20; I preached my
third annivérsary sermon. Wehave had fortytwo added to the church the past year, thirtyfour by baptism, making fifty-three that have

-fort and 'start the response, that would
notsoon see, as a resultof stimulating the

This

We

Rev.
WiLiaM H., MERRIMAN
writes result, thirty-five have been converted, about
that the interest in the, church in Depau- twenty of whom are applicants for baptism.
ville, N. Y., is good. The week of prayer inRev. 8. F. SMITH, of Fairbury, Neb., under
augurated a series of meetings which are still
continuing. Upon sn invitation to make man- date of the first inst., writes as follows: ‘One.
ifest a desire for Christian living, sixteen of the ministers whom we received into our
| church here at Fairbury from the United
arose during the last fortnight.
The work,
Seven of Brethren denomination has just closed a series
thus far, is confined to the young.
of meetingss he has been holding at Salem, in
the sixteen arose at a meeting held in a schoolwhich meeting about one hundred professed
encouragare
house at an ¢ out station.” We
conversion
and
seventy-eight
joined our
ed to go forward.
church,”

the pastor or collector, retaining and
irig home thie other part. During the folble, while
‘lowing week, or as Soon as possi
minds of
the
in
fresh
still
is
Jo
bei
person
every
on
nally
perso
all, .call
give a direct personal

aroused.

meetings
for ten days, and, although.
the
weather was very rainy and the roads extremely bad, .the

to tear off the part signed and hand it{ak-to

‘whose name is not found on a card,

of revival fully

of prosperity is attending the

church in Concord, N. H. In December eight
were baptized and received into the church,

vite every person to subscribe something,

however little,

degree

lin, and Miss Emma DeCo

Boren

on the causes they represent, at the close.

Charming Pictures. — To introduce their
goods, J. L. Patten & Co., 162 William St., N. Y,,
will send a package of Decalcomanie Pictures
with illustrated catalogue, to every reader of this
Japer who will send eight cents” (stamps taken)
r mailing e:
ses;
these pictures are
hly
colored, beautiful, and are easily transfe:
to

of our hearts

Cems

sermo
person one, then preach a rousing

Resolved, That in the sorrow

we can only say, thy will be done, and
pray
that Bro,
Keene’s mantle may fall on one whom

Eo

ae Hii RaSh CG a ECG

sin (ES pat SO Pa
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leadership of lay brethren.
On about the
ninth evening your humble correspondent
went to their assistance, and found the spirit

Winisters wd Churches.

|

the Sabbath, distribute them, giving eachn

Pa
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Poetry.

And the gray roof sloping dewn.

The trees fold their green arms round it,
The trees a century old;
And the winds go chanting through them,

And the sunbeams sift their gold.
The cowslips spring in the meadows,
The roses bloom on the hill,
And beside the brook in the pasture
The herds go feeding at will.

Within, in the wide old kitchen,

«=

The old folks sit in the sun
a
That creeps through the sheltering
Till the day is almost done.

woodtiine

The children grew up amd left them,—
They sit in the sun alone,
And the old wife’s ears are failing
As she harks to the well-known tone
‘That won her heart in her girlhood,
That has soothed her in many a care,
And praises her now for the brightness
Her old face used to wear.

duty.

#he thinks again of her bridal,
How, dressed in her robe of white,
She stood by her gay young lover,
In the morning’s rosy light :

But the rose from her cheek. has fled,
And the sunshine. still is golden,
But it falls on a silvered head.
And the girlhood dreams, once vanished,
Come back in her winter timé

Till ber feeble pulses tremble
‘With the thrill of spring-ime’s prime,

She thinks how the trees

2

the

grown

Since, clad in her bridal ‘whiteness,
She crossed the old door-stofie..

dimmed her eyes bright azure,

And dimwed her hair's young gold,

The love in her girlhood plighteu
Has never grown dim nor cold.

3 in peace. in the sunshine

the day was almost done,

And then; at its close, an angel
Stole over the threshold stone.
He folded their hands together,
He touched their eyelids with balm,

And their last breath floated outward
Like the close of a solemn psalm.

Like a'bridal pair they traversed

The unseen, mystical road

That leads to thg Beautiful City
‘Whose Builder and Maker is God.
They will give her lost youth back,
And the Sowers of the vanished spring-time

One disnat. from the living waters
Shall call back his manhood’s prime;
And eternal years shall measure

The love that outlasted time,
them,

The wrinkles and silver hair,—
Made holy to us by the kisses
The angels have printed there,—

:

!

the willows,

|

When the day is low in the west,
Where the sunbeams can not find them,

Nor the winds disturb theif rest; .

°

And we'll suffer no tell-tale tombstone,
‘With its age and date, to rise
O’er the ‘two who are old no longer
In the Father’s house in the skies,

— Louise Chandler Moulton.
S004

LET BYGONES BE BYGONES,
Let bygones

be bf ones; if bygones were
clouded
By aught that occasioned a pang of regret,
Oh, let them in darkest oblivion be shrouded;
’Tis wise and ’tis kind to forgive and forget,
Let

bygones

be

bygones;

and

tracted

good

-

.be

ex.

From ill over which it is folly to fret;
The wisest of mortals have foolishly acted—
The kindest are those who forgive and forget.

Let bygones be bygones ; oh, cherish no longer
The thought thag the sun of A flection has set;
Eelipsed for a moment, its rays will be strong-

er,
It you, like a Christian, forgive and forget.

Let Bygones be bygones; ‘your

heart willbe

~ When kindness of yours with

reception has

lighter,

met;

The

i!

flame of your |love
brighter,

will

be purer

If, godlike, you strive to forgive

and

and lotget,

——Let

bygones be-bygomes; oh,
purse out he
leaven
Of malice, and try an example to set
To others, who, craving the mercy of heaven,

Are sadly too slow to forgive and forget,

Let

bygones be
bygones; remember, how
deeply
To heaven’s forbearance we all are in dbts

They value God's infinite goodness too cheaply

, Who heed, yot<thespracept;
forget,”

Forgive

and

— Chamber's Journal.

HL
STORY

ily Gircle.
or

‘PRESIDENT

busy

Secretary

cut him

short

with

* Well,

take

her body

she, ought

not

to my chilto havé come

down to the army. ‘She should have staid
at home.
But if they will go tearing
about the country in such times as these
and running into all sorts of dangers, they

LINCOLN.

must take the consequences ;—notbutthat

American war, the Colonel of a New
Hampshire regiment, lay for some weeks
extremely ill of camp fever, near Hamp-

Hearing of his

critical condition, his wife left her Northern home, and, after much difliculty, made

Saying this, the President leaned back
wearily in his chair and closed his eyes,
not noticing, except by a slight wave of
his hand, the departure of his visitors.
I am nof ashamed to confess that my
hero tossed restléssly that night upon a

her way - to his ‘bedside, “Her ‘cheerful pillow wet with manly tears, and he was
presence and ‘cavefar HutSing 80 fir re- resentful, utterly unresigned to .the destored him that he was in a short time crees of Providence and the War Departable to be transferred to Washin, ton.

en

ment,

and

that

he

thought

Abraham

in | Lincoln as hard as he was homely and as
ott, inhuman as hes was
nly.
Towards, morning “he fell asleep and
assage; was sunk.
g the slept late. Before he was fully dressed

there came ‘a quick knock at the door of
ed

| his chamber

emseives: a, “amid thé’ horrible con: dent Lincoln.
“
|

Years ago, when the middle-aged men
of to-day were boys, Horace Greeley |

|

wrote:

your pardon.

that when the public shall be tired of us,

*“Itisa source

I was utterly tired out,

are in these times, Colonel!

During the summer of the most dis- I am sorry for you, Colonel. As for your
astrous and doubtful year of the late wife, she is at rest, and I wish { were.”

ton Roads, in Virginia.

:

What angels

of devotion and mercy, and. how brav e
and plucky! Going everywhere at the
call of duty, facing every danger! I tell
you, if it were not for the women, we
should all go to the devil, and should all

deserve to.
nation.

They are the salvation of the

Now,

come,

riage is at the door.
War Department, and

Colonel;

my

ear-

Tl drive you to the
we'll

see

Stanton

about that matter.”
:
Even at that early hour they found the
Secretary at his post. The President
pleaded the case of Colonel Scott, and not
only requested that leave of absence
should be granted him, but that a steamer
should be sent down the river to bring up

of consolation

Hiter oo sien,

to us,

-that these publishers are now bringing out.
The subject of the present volume, as Mr.
Howells justly observes in his admirable introductory

TEACH THE BOYS.
monly

To be true—to

be

genuine,

thana

- He was an
of Piedmont,

nature was so impressible that he was con.
stantly enslaved by the charms of numerous

in

ladies, love for whom,

A philosopher has said that true eduaeation for boyseis to ‘* teach them what they
ought to know when they become men.”
What is it they ought to know, then?
1st.

more

singular and eccentric to’ the highest degree,
and developing in middle life into.a tragic author. He tvas possessed of a remarkably inde| pendent and freedom-loving spirit, and yet his

4-040

for boys,
‘Home
Arts,” published
Chicago, writes as follows :

scareely

English. readers.

Italian poet, born in a little city

Visutor,

‘WHAT TO

essay, is

‘name to most

poor-house.”—Parish

Alfred L. Sewell, in his new

was frequently

gether.

as he calls his passion,

prostrating

him

for

days

to-

His genius was original and in this ve-

spect he ean be studied profitably.

His poetie

gift was of that furious kind that is best fitted
| to mate with the tragic muse; hence, his chief

.No

productions were tragedies, and
several of
them reveal real merit. He writes his auto-

education is worth anything that does not
include this. A man had better not know

biography because, believing that his life will
how to read,—he had better never learn a . be published, he is convinced that * it could

alphabet

letter in the

true

be

and

and

never be equally authentic with one

published

from his own pen.”
It is- divided into five
genuine in intention and in action, rather
parts, “ infancy, adolescence, youth, taanhood
than, being learned in all sciences and in
| and old age.”
We
can not conceive that a
all languages, to be, "at the same time,
person by reading these memoirs would be infalse in heart and counterfeit in life. spired to any great or noble sentiment, nor

Above all

thin gs

TrUTH is more han

teach

the

riches,

boys

more

that |

do we think that one’s literary culture or re.
would
be increased by its study.
| And yet it is amusing in its grotesqueness
and extravagance, and interesting in its illustration of the peculiarities of a most eccentric

than { finement

culture, more than any earthly power or
position.
2d. To be pure in thought, language genius.
and life—pure in mind and |in body. An |
impure man, young or old, poisoning the | EACH AND
society

where

he

moves,

with

its char-

acter. The\urico on Moose-hunting will
es- pecially interest sportsmen,
Among the notable features is a full-page portrait of Lincoln,

Lire or VITToRto ALFIERT.
With an Essay
by: Wyatt
Eaton, from the lust and little:
by Williani D. Howells. . Boston:
James R.
| known photograph, This view of Lincolniis Osgood & Co. 18mo. pp. 367. ($1.25). .
This is one of the series of autobiographies here engraved for the first time, by Cole; to .

as an editor, we can make a satisfactory
livelihood at setting type or farming;
so that while our strength lasts ten thousand blockheads taking offense at some
article they do not understand could’ not

drive us into the

Numberi*and it admirably sustains

smutty

|

stories and impure examples, is a moral
ulcer, a plague spot,a leper who ought to

ALL:or, How the Seven Little
Sisters, Prove their Sisterhood.
A comanionto
** The Seven Little , Sisters ‘Who
ive on the Round Ball that Floats ‘in the

Air.” By June Andrews.. Boston:
Shepard. 16mo. pp. 159. ($1.23).

be treated as were the lepers of old, who

Lee &

This is one of ‘the best of children’s books.

accompany

Noah Brooks's

Personal

.

Rem. .

iniscences of Lincoln.”
A sonnet to Lincoln, .,
by R. H. Stoddard, faces the frontispiece; A.

paper entitled ‘‘ Washington's
full of interest.

Only Sister”

is-

Other entertaining Papers are -

‘ A Sunday in Limeburgh,” by Rebecca Harding Davis; * Following the Halcyon to Cana-da,” by John Burroughs;
¢ The College
Rank of Distinguished Men yy C. F. Thwing;
“'Dwenty-six Hours a Day,” the first. of seyeral practical papers pu suhjeets of interest to
women, by Mary /Blake; “The Palmer's
Vision,” a short poem by. Dr. Holland, and
poems by Charles T. Dazey, Charles de ‘Kay
and R. W. Gilder. Mrs. Mary Hallock Foote
furnishes both drawings and text for a pieturesque paper on ** A California Mining Camp,”
with glimpses
of the
Cornish, . Mexican,

Chinese and other elements there found.

In a

paper on *‘ Recent Church Decoration,”

Clar-

ence Cook writes of the work by John La
Farge and others in Trinity church, Boston,
and St. Thomas church, New York.

Farge's-pilaster, and

Mr.

Mr, La

St. Gaudens’s panel

of angels in the latter church, are among the
illustrations.
Mr. La Farge also furnishesa
large illustration for a ballad by Boyesen—
* Little Sigrid.”
In® The Majolica of Casteni,”
Signor
Castellani describes
one of
the less known kinds of ware in his collection,
some fine specimens of which are reproduced
in the drawing.
Mr. Stockton relates a novel
way of disposing of tramps. In “Topics of the

Time, ” Dr. Holland discusses “Church Debts,”
ve Stanley and his Reward,”and ** The Machine
in New England.»
« The
Old" Cabinet” is
about “ Unnamed Pictures,” “ The Injustice
of ‘Genial Criticism,” and © Antony and

\

Cleopatra.” * Home and Society” is occupied
with © How a man Takes Cure of his Baby.”
In * Bric-a-Brac” theré is a * Visit to the
Asylum for Literary Lunatics,”
The usual
space is devoted to books and industrial progress.—St. Nicholas, from the same publishers,
maintains its high rank.—New York: Scribner

another ‘‘ impossible” from which there
were banished from society and compell- It givesan account of little girls in various
was absolutely no appeal. He returned
ed to cry unclean, asa warning to save | parts of the world, and shows in what differ
to his hotel quite overwhelmed.
ent ways different nations live, and how the
others from the pestilence.
Fortunately,he was visited that ‘after- the body of his wife. « Humanity, Mr.
3d. To be unselfish. To care for the productscf one country are brought to anoth*
noon by a friend to whom he told the Stanton,” said the good President, his feelings and. comfort of others. To be er by navigation and commerce, and thus the & Co.
story of his unsuccessful application and | homely face transfigured with the glow polite. To be just in all dealings with little girls of one land beconie sisters to those
With the January number the Magazine of
of another.
The first story is of the little
humanity others. To be generous, noble and man- Esquimau girl whose father with his family American History (A. 8. Barnes & Co.) beperplexity, and who immediately ex- of earnest, tender feeling,
claimed: ‘Why not apply to the Presi- should overrule considerations of policy, ly. This will include a genuine
accompanied the Arctic explorers, and when gins the second year of its existenc ¢, witha
reverand even military necessities, in matters ence for the aged and things sacred.
subscription list and a popular favor which
dent?”
e ship was wrecked, drifted with part of the
warrant the publishers to promise a periodical
|
crew
southward
on
a
large
cake
of
ice,
till
they
The Colonel ‘had but little hope, but like this.”
4th. To be | self-reliant, “and self-help_
| were picked up and rescued by a ship in of constantly increasing interest.
The historiThe Secretary was touched, and he said ful, even from early childhood:
admitting that the plan was worth trying,
To be |
cal articles ire the present issue
drove with his friend to the White House. something of his regret at not having felt industrious always, and self-gapporting search of them, The second is the story of a number, and comprise an account are three in
of the Fall
little negro girl whose father. was helping carThey were too late. It was Saturday | himself at liberty to gant Colonel Scott’ 8 J at the earliest proper age. Teach them ry the baggage of the party exploring for the of the Alamo and the massacre Of its Texan
evening and Mr. Lincoln had gone to request ’in the first place;
1 that all honest work is honorable, and source of the Nile. The third story is about defenders,-by Santa Apna in the year 1886,
¢¢ No, no, Mr. Stanton,” said the Peis that an idle, useless
spend Sunday at Soldiers’ Rest, his sumlife of dependence on a little girl of the desert as she travels with 4 from the pen of Captain Reuben M.- Potter, of
She U. 8, A. a version of the Battle of Oriskacaravan.
Another story i
China,where
mer retreat. This was but a few miles dent, “you did right in adhering to your othersys disgraceful.
, by Gen. J. Watts de Peyster, and some
1
a
little
girl
lives
on
«
silk
farm.
\Her
brother
own
rules;
you
are
the right man for this
from town, and the Colonel's indomitable
When a boy bas learned these four
inks
I'
on the Portraiture of Washington, by
friend proposed that they «shoulll follow place. If we had such a soft-hearted foot things ;—when he has made these ideas a || goes to California wheré he finds employment IsaacJ. Greenwood...
The editor supplies a
|
in
taking
care
of
an
American
baby.
A
little
|
as I here, there would be no rules or reg- part’of his being—however young he may
him out, and they went.
fide
brown baby in South America adds her part to biographical sketch of the Waltons of New
.ulations
that this army or country could be, however poor, however rich, -hé has the story. The final link in the chain of sis. York, which is illustrated by a fine steel porThere was then a‘popular belief that all
trait of William Walton, and an original
-the wronged, the troubled and suffering, depend upon. But this is a peculiar.case, learned some of the most important things’ terhood
is a little German girl whose father
Only
drawing of theold Walton House. The Origthink
of
that
poor
has
emigrated
to
the
Western
States
of
Amerwoman.”
|
he
oucht
to
know
shen.
he
becomes
a
could finda refugs in ‘‘Father Abraham's”
Of course the
impossible was accom- man. With these four properly master- ics. She arranges a Christmas tree for the inal Documents include the diary of Joshua
capacious bosom; a belief not far out of
Pell, Jr., a British officer in the Burgoyne
family, and among the presents are contributhe way.” Yet there were times when, plished.
ed, it will be easy Lo find all the rest.
campaign
;- an aifiusing proposal to the Contions
from
the
distumt
lands
where
these
other
. To the surprise of the Colonel, the
O--0-0-b
overburdened,
wearied,
tortured, the
+o
| little girls live.
The story is instructive, as tinental Congress by a Polish Prince, to esPresiden
t insisted upon driving him to
patriarch longed to clear that asylum of
tablish a New Poland in America.
The de| well as entertaining.
A KIND DEED REWARDED.
partment of Notes and Queries is full of deits forlorn inmates, to bolt and double the navy yard to see that the Secretary's
He had been telling how kindly deeds THE OLD LOOKING-GLASS. Or, Mrs. Dorothy tails, covering a wide field of Bvestigation and
lock it against the world ; times when life order was carried out immediately. He
Cope's Recollections,
By Maria Louisa local interest.
often returned with blessings to those
Charlesworth, author of * Ministering Chilbecame too hard and perplexing for his seemed to have a nervous fear that some who
—
had sent them forth, and told the foldren,” Oliver of the Mill,” ete. New York:
obstacle might be thrown in the way of
| genial, honest nature,. too serious and
‘We are glad to chronicle the continied exRobert
Carter
&
Brothers.
16mo.
PP.
269,
cellence of Wide Awake. The February numthe pious expedition. He waited at the lowing story by way of illustration:
tragic and rascally a thing by half.
The quaint style of thishook is one of its atA httle boy about going on a sea voyber is full of good things for the younger readtractions, while the good lessons and Bible
| It happened, unluckily, that the poor landing till all was ready, then charged age,
desired to take his pet kitten with quotations, so skillfully woven into the story, ers and of profitable matter for older and wisthe
officers
of
the steamer to give every
Colonel and his friend found the Presihim. At first his parents refused, but render it very instructive and useful. Doro- er heads. Walt Whitman is presented In “the
dent in one of his most despondent and attention to his + friend, Colonel Scott.” whefl they +
saw how much it would please thy Cope has been at service for fifty years. Poets’ Homes Series,” fi the Bewshoys are
dejected moods.
He was in his little With him he shook hands warmly at part- him;-they finally
describe
p
i
=
consente
So thed.
kit=|
Toilers of Boston Streets.”
private parlor, alone in the gloaming. He ing, saying: “God bless yon, my dear ten went to sea
‘The poem by the
keeper
with
many
servants
under
her
charge.
with her youpg master.
editor and the snow-storm scene—* a regular
was lounging loosely in a large rocking fellow, IL hope yon will have no more The
ship sailed out grandly, but was She looks back over her past life as though it blow”—accompanying it are both good,
and
were reflected from a mirror, and tries to show
‘| chair, jutting over it in all directions. trouble in this sad affair—and Colonel,
wrecked off the coast of Azore Islands. the young how she faileg and how she learned 80 are a dozen other Things among its contents,
His slippered feet were exalted, his rough try and forget last hight.”
The life boats were put out, and the men to distinguish right things from wrong. To Edgar Fawcett and C. FP. Cranch both conAway up in a New Hampshire churchhead was thrown back, his long, throat
were going to help the boy into a boat, enliven the story there is woven through these tribute poems, and hes are stories and
yard, there is a grave carefully watched
bare—he was in his shirtsloeres.
Yes,
when, quick as a flash, he thought of his || recollections of the past, an account of her ef- sketches too numerous to mention.—Boston :
dear, fastidious English reader, it was and tended by a faithful love. But every
D. Lothrop & Co.
kitten down in the cabin. He could not | forts to govern a baby boy living with her,who
genuine yankee abandon—make the most April time the violets on that mound
| develops mischief as fust as his limbs grow
The Nursery begins the year full of its charspeak not alone of the womanly devotion leave kitty to be drowned, and away he | to put his roguery into effect.
ofit.:
Sometimes he
acteristic mechanical beauty and adaptation to
went
to
bring
her.
But
before
he
return|
rides
the
pig,
and
sometimes
he
goes
through
He turned upon his visitors with a look | and tenderness of her that sleeps below—
its circle of patrons,
Mr. Shorey knows what
ed, the boat was filled.and gone. There | the mud,dressed in her long Sunday cloak.
pleases and profits the little folks. —Boston:
of almost savage inquiry.
There was, in they are tender and tearful with the memwas only one more boat, but in that they {| Although American readers will enjoy this John L. Shorey, 86 Bromfield St.
his usually pleasant eyes, a wild, angry ory of the murdered President.
made room for the kind boy and the book as depicting life among the English gengleam—a something like the glare of a
rs >+o
00 &
The children are agrood that Lee & Shepard
try, yet it must be of still greater value in a
+
‘| kitten.
worried animal at’ bay.
bave given them the niost amusing of all the
country where it is the custom to look upon
But
a life boat was not safe by that | household service as a profession, and where editions of Mother Goose.
LEARN A TRADE.
It comprises the
Colonel Scott proceeded very modestly
rocky
shore,
and all were lost except that maids stay in the same family a long period of most musical and jingling of the melodies each
I
never
look
at
my
old steel composing
to tell his story; but the President interlast boat. And I am quite sure the boy years, Itwould be of great advantage, if the accompanied by a silhouette illustration, which
rupted him to say, brusquely, “Go to rule that 1do not bless myself that, while
my strength lasts, I am not at the mercy after that must have thought more than | reading of such foreign books would influence greatly enlivens the otherwise lively pages of
Stanton, this is his business.”
ever of his kitten ; fer if he had left her us to imitate some of these customs of our the book. The illustrations are by J. ¥, Good“I have been to him, Mr. President, ‘of the world. If my pen is not wanted, 1
ridge.
cousins across the water,
can go back to the type-case and be sure in the cabin to "drow, and had gone
and he will do nothing for me.”
Recent utterances attach considerable inter.
MUSIC,
“You have been to him and got your to find work, for I learned the printer’s in the other boat, he too would have been est to the publication, in pamphlet form, of
drowned.
In
trying
to
save
the
kitten,
he
trade thoroughly-—newspaper-work, jobRussell's
Musical
Library is the title: of a
answer, and still presume to come to me!
Charles Sumner's Explanation in reply te
Iam himself had been saved. This story re- an Assault, a speech which he prepared for neat looking publication, in which the proAm I to have no rest? no privacy? Must work, book-work, and pregs-work.
minds me of a rhyme,—
prietor aims to produce ** attractive and cheap
delivery in the U. 8. Senate in March,
1871,
I be dogged to my last fastness and wor- glad I have a good "trade. It is a rock
editions of all kinds and grades of copyright
“Kind
words
and
deeds
are
little
seeds,
possessor can stand
| and which was intended to repel certain asried to death by inches? Mr. Stanton has upon which the
music,” Parts 7 and 8 are at hand, the former
That every one may sow,
;
|
saults
upon
his
veracity,
and
his
faithfulness
firmly..
There
is health and vigor for
done justright. He knows what he is
containing two pieces by Cortada, one a quam
And always bring some rich blessing
| to public trusts.” Its delivery, as intended,was
tette for female voices, and the other a chorus
about. Your. demands are unreasonable.” both body and mind in an honest, trade.
‘Wherever they may go.”
| prevented, at the time, by other engrossing affor males, and
the latter containing three
¢ But Mr. Lineoln, I thought you would | It is the strongest and surest part of the — Guide to Holiness.
fairs, but it appeared
in the N. Y. Tribune] piec
by Carr,each
self-made
es a SongWith chorus, — Bos.
man.
“Gio front the academy to|
feel for me.”
in
April,
1874,
Many
will
be
glad
to
obtain
Ef
a
ton: G. D. Russell & Co.
the ¢ Explanation” in this more permanent
“Feel foryou!
Good God, I have to the printing-office, orithe artisan’s bench,
OVER- GOVERNED CHILDREN,
or,
it
you
please,
tothe
‘farm—for,
to-‘be
form.—Boston:
Lee
&
Shepard.
The Sunshine of Song is a cheerfal name
feel for five hundred thousand more un- |.
sure, farming is a trade, and a grand’ one . A girl that is never allowed to sew,
for
a sunny
collection of songs, from Oliver
fortunate than you.
We are at war, sir;
Parts 49-52 of the revised edition of Zell's
Ditson & Co. (Boston), of which all the audon’t you know we are at war? Sorry is at that. Lay a sure foundation, and after all of whose clothes are made for her, till Popular Encyclopedia and Universal Dicthors’, as well as their compositions, are of
aid each bears evidence
the lot of all; bear your share like a man that,.branch off into Whatever profession she is ten or fifteen yearsof age, is spoil- tionary are at hind,
the popular kind. ' There are about 70 songs,
ed.
Tha
mother
has
spoiled
her
by
doing
you
please.
not only of the completeness of the work asa
and a soldier. »
which cover 200 large pages.
* Will Hays”
You have heard, perhaps, of the clerk everything for her. The true idea of self- wholesbut also of the thoroughness with which contributes ‘a dozen; and’ Danks,
“I try to, Mr. Fresident, but it seems
Webster,
the
work
of
revision
is
being
carried
out,—
. Thomas,
hard. My devoted: wife lost her life for who had faithfully S€rved Stephen Girard restraint is to let the child venture. A Philadelphia: Baker, Davis & Co, Thompson- Stewart, Kinkel, Glover, Christie,
On the child's mistakes are often better than its
Keller:and a few others furnish the rest.
coming to nurse me in my sickness,and I from boyhood : to manhood.
can not even
dren.”

| A SOLDIER'S8S DISTRESS,
a

187 8..

tmnt

Perhaps in that miracle country

But the shapes they left behind

:

The Colonel would have entreated, but

And looking forth from the window;

We will aide away ‘neath

30,

eager, tears glistening in his eyes, and
grasped the Colonel's hand, saying, I
treated 'you brutally last night. I ask

her

‘ Impossible, Colonel,” replied Mr,
Stanton, firmly; ‘‘ no one can have leave
to go down the river at this time on any
private business whatever. ;Our present
exigencies demand the most stringent
precautions, and I hope I need not say to
you that no merely personal considerations
should be allowed to interfere with great
national interests. Your case is a sad
one, but this is a critical, perilous, cruel
time. The dead must bury their dead.”

Oh, the morning is rosy as ever,

"Dill

J ANUARY

SE
CY
crt

and

badgered to death. [ generally become
body, for all hope of finding her alive was about as savage as a wild cat on Saturday
abandoned. The sad search was fruitless. ‘night, drained dry of ‘the milk of human
It was resumed in the morning, the peo- kindness,” 1 must have seemed to you
ple along the shore, humane confederates, the very gorilla the rebels paint me. I
lending their aid. But the gray, sullen was sorry enough for it when you were’
river refused to give up its dead, and the gone. I could not sleep a moment last
young offieer, half frantic with grief, was night, so I thought I'd drive into town in
compelled to go to: Washington. Within the cool of the morning and ‘make it all
a week, however, he received word from right. Fortunately, I had lite difficulty
below that the body of a lady had been in finding you.”
£4 This iis very good of you, Mr. Presiwashed on shore, but those good country
people, generous foes,had secured it,cared dent,” said the Colonel, deeply moved.
for it and were keeping it for him.
** No, it isn’t; but that was very bad of
Ithappened just at that time imperative me last night. I never should have fororders were issued from the War Depart- given myself if I had let that piece of ugly
ment prohibiting all intercourse with work stand. That was a noble wife of
the penmsular——a necessary. - precaution yours, Colonel. You were a happy man
against the premature disclosure ofim- to have such a noble woman to love you;
portant military plans. Colonel ‘Scott and you must be a good fellow or such a
applied to Secretary Statton for leave woman never would have risked so much
to return to Virginia on his melanchely for you. And what grand women there
made to discover h's wife, or, rather,

With its cumbrous old stone chimneys;

Though

STAR,

* The good man came forward, pale

separated from his wife and she was
lost. The Colonel was picked wp in the
water by the crew of the larger steamer,
and ander his direction every effort was

It stands in a sunny meadow,
The house 60 mossy and brown,

~

MORNING

Prwidl |

fasion of the scene, Colonel Scott. became

THE HOUSE IN THE MEADOW.

I

THE

A

and he

opened it for Presi-

twenty-first anniversary of his birth-day
he went to his master and told him his

time was up, and he certainly expected
important promotion ‘in ‘the’ merchant's
service.’ But Stephen Girard sald to
him :

“Very well! Kw

26

anl

learn a

no-mistakes’ because when & child makes

mistakes, and hasto gorreet them, it is
on the way toward * knowing something.
A child that is waked up every morning,
and never ; wakes’ himself up; and is
dressed’ and never makes mistakes in
dressing himself; and is washed, ahd
never makes mistakes about being clean ;

trade.”
‘and is fed, and never has anything to do
‘¢ What trade, sir?”
with its food; and is watched, and never
¢ Good barrels and buts must-be in’ da
mand while you live, Go and learn the watched himself; and is cared for, and
kept all day from doing wrong—such a
cooper’s (rade, and yhen you have made
child might as well be a tallow candle,
a perfect barrel bring it to me.”
erfeetly straight, and solid, and comely,
. The young man went away and learn«ed the trade, ahd in tinie brought to Lis and unvital, and good fer nothing but to
old master a splendid barrel of, his own be buried up.— Beecher.
S++
re
make.
Girard examined it, and gave him two
It you have got a good excuse, don’t
thousand dollars for it, and ‘then said to give it up for anything I have said; don’t
him :
fit
a
give it up for anything your mother may
« Now, sir, T wang you in ny ronnie: havesald; don’tgiveitup foranything
your
‘roomy but henceforth you will not be friend may have said. Take it to the bar

dependent’ upon the whini of

Stephen 1

Girard. Let what will come, you havé

good trad always iin reserve.”
The joing man saw the wisdom
wnderstéod,

PETAL

Laka

and

a

ville, Ct. : Horace King.

.

The field of competition between
the
monthlies must be enlarged to make room

the Princeton Review, which begins

bifor

its 34th

yearby assuming this form. It has been pur-ehased by a young graduate of Princeton, and
an ardent friend of that periodical, and will
hereafter be published at 37 Park Row, New

York.

The

number for

January

presentsa

neat typographical appearance,
and its contents are all more or less valuable.
The open-

LITERARY

NOTES,

I. B. Peterson + & Brothers; Philadelphia,
have in press a new book by Mrs, Emma B. E.
N. Southworth, entitled ** The Phantom

Wed-

ding; or, The Fall of the House of Flint,”
An

{important

sale

of a collection of more

than 9,000 pamphlets is to take place, by Bangs
& Cos, 656 Broadway, New York, on

the 80th

inst.

St., offer

J. Babin

&

Sons, 64 Nassau

to make purchases for gentlemen unable to bo

ing article, ‘ Divine Retribution,” considers present, and will furnish catalogues,
that subject in its relation to the justice, good- |
In anarticle in Harper's Monthly for Januness and purpose of God, and is a thoughtful
ary, Mrs, John C. Fremont claims to have had
contribution to the discussion of the dogma.
The other articles are * The Church and Civil an important hand in excluding slavery from
Law, in Scotland and America;” ‘The East- California by action of the Constitutional Convention in 1849; but in the last number of the
ern Problem;” ¢ Catholic Elements in PresbyPacific, Rev. 8. H. Willey shows that the ide
terianism;” ¢ Christian Theology, in its Vital
of Mr. and Mrs. Fremont's having much to
Form and Positive Attitude;” * Genuinengss|
do with the matteris wholly imaginary. ..
“of the Pentateuch;” * Evolutionism, RespectThe first volume of the new Commentary’ on
ing Man and the Bible 3” ¢ Conditions of Successful Prayers” * Contemporary Philosophy : the Bible, edited by Bishop Ellicott, to be pubHistorical ;” ‘ Materialism and the Pulpit :” lished by E. P. Dutton-& Co , is nearly ready.
It embraces the four: gospels, and is written
i Casuistry : Theological and Legal.”
Each
by Prof. Plumptre. ‘Lhe, work bids fair to he
article is signed by its author.—New York:
-one-of great value, find will be issued, one volof God and state it to him; but if you The Princeton Rayiew,
a:
—
The same.
| ume 8 time, at’ $6 the volume,
haffe not a good excuse—an- excuse that
s algo in process a new edition of Dr,
‘will stand in eternity—let it go to night, . It may be said of the enterprising publishers hou
Farrar's complete and comprehensive work on ;
and flee to the arms of a loving Saviour, of Seribner's Monthly that they are also full
Language, and. a. new and revised edition of
of
enterprises,
'
They
have
named
the
Febru—Moody
Kip’s Double Witness of the Church,
ary number of their magazine « the Midwinter Bishop
;
.
;
&
i

|
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Mr. Whittier’s Misery.

~ If there be anything that

hates it is ‘“ a scene.”

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Grow old along with me!

The best is yet to
The last of life, or. whic

the first was made;

there, she besought a friend to bring
her into personal acquaintance with him.

”

Our times are in His hand

:
Who saith, * A whole I planned;
nor
Youth shows but half; trust God; see all;
be afraid**
—Myrs. Browning.
is not strained;
"The quality of Mereyentle
dew from heaven
It droppet!

fi ftv

Upon the

t

It blesses

gives and

him

tha

The friend consented. Whittier was caught

in passing, hurried and unexpectant:

Herbert,

her

tubborn man gets into trouble; a peaceavi hin is imposed on.—African Proverb.

at his feet”—and

to

enough

wise

never

find

answer

this

question,

the

enthusiastic

out an

.son is your chart. But I would rather have a
crew willing to follow the indieations of the

needle and giving themselves- no great trouble
as to the

chart, than a crew

good a chart and no needlé
Cook,
x

that

had

ever so

at all.—Joseph

happy in finding
and rain.” But
sunny day under
cutting the bark

a refuge in the time of storm
when they have to spend a
them, they take pleasure in
and breaking the branches.

Said Freeman

Hunt, many
¢

!? said he, ¢ mine is

al a i

‘ Higho!’

sighed our neighbor, the

one of the hot
of

A Story of Turner’s Boyhood.

An anecdote has been preserved which
gives the very starting-point of the boy's
art life.
One morning, when ¢ little
Billy” was about six years old, the bar-

‘ber of Maiden Lane went to a certain Mr.

ago,

a bard lot—forever trotting round like a

dog, driving away

‘BIOGRAPHICAL,

years

*« The other dayI stood by a cooper who
was playing a Merry lune with his adze
around a cask.

blacksmith,

in

days, as he wiped the drops

perspiration from his

brow;

while

his

red-hot iron glowed on the anvil, ‘this is
life with a vengeance—melting
and frying
one’s self oyer the fire!’ ¢ Oh, that I were
a carpenter!’ ejaculated a shoemaker, as

he bent over his lapstone;

‘here I am,

day after day, working my soul away in.
making soles for others, cooped up in
this little seven-by-nine room.”
‘Iam
sick of this out-door work!" exclaims the
carpenter, ¢ broiling and sweating under
the sun, or exposed to the inclemencyof
the weather ;—if I were only a tailor!’
¢ This is too bad!’ perpetually cries the
tailor, * to be compelled to sit Jorched up
here, plying my needle—would that mine

Tompkinson’s to dress that gentleman's
hair. The boy was allowed to accompany his father on this occasion, and one
‘can imagine him trotting along, grand
with the responsibility of carrying the
barber's scissors or curling-tongs. Mr.
Tomkinson was a rich silversmith,
whose
house was filled with many objects of
beauty. While the. father wasat work,
Yrizzhing the wig of his grand. patron, the were a more actiye life!’ ¢ Last day of
boy was placed on a chair, where he sat ‘grace—the banks won't discount—customin silent awe, gazing with his great blue ers won't pay—what shall I do? grumayes at a huge
silver salver on ‘the table bles the merchant; ‘I had rather be a
¢ Happy
at his side, adorned with rampant lions. dray horse—a dog—anything!’
groans the lawyer,as he scratehThe barber's work finished; father and fellows!’
son again turn their faces toward the es his head over some perplexing case, or
ores over some dry record, * happy feldusky little shop in the lane.
The boy

- as silent and thoughtful _all_thet_day.

he sat upstairs away from the confusion
of the little shop below, broeding over

a sheet of paper. At tea-timie he appeared, trinmphantly. producing
his sheet: of
paper, upon

which was

drawn

a lion, a

ows!

Ihad

rather

hammer

stone than

glittering razor, would,
mumble through
obstructive lather, "Well, Turner, have
settled

yet

wha

am

isto

be?”

the barber would smile proudly, rest the

ready razer on &:piece of thin

brewn

pa-

fer apd Sek Lvs, all settled, Sir;
¥illiam is goi gla be & painter.” = Two
or three years later the door of the little
barber's shop was ornamented by small
water-color
drawings hung around among
the wigs and frizzes, ticketed at prices
varying from
one shilling
to three.
Some were copies or imitations of Paul
Sandly, a fashionable drawing-master;
others, original sketches made by Boy
Turner, as he was then called, His greas

delight was to get outside of London, into the fields, and, with pencil in hand,
spgnd whole days trying to catch the ex-

quisite effects of color and light and
shade, which touched the young artist

like a grand

poem.— Helen ‘8S. Conant, in

Harper's.

fo:
PIO

The Poet Keats,

The history of Keats’ brief and melancholy career is widely enough known for
the éminence of his present fame, when
compared with the. utter neglect shown

him during his lifetime, to strike thou-

sands with the sharpness of intense con:
trast. About fifty years ago this poet,
who was then a mere boy of four .and

ftwenty, died in Italy, of & disease

'sup-

posed by his friends to have been the re-

sult of literary disappointment and cha-

ari
devoted admirer]
“and friend, Severn, esteemed but among
a very few a poet of anything
like remarkable powers, and he himself feeling
convinced that his efforts had been of little consequence and his short life a “com-

plete etry failure asta give with his
dying breath the charge that, ¢ Here lies
one whose name’ was writ in water,”

" shoud
should

be

the2 Hatley inserted on

we

one,
0-day,
afier the lapse
half a century, we! find that Pic Pineo
most ordinary details « concerning this
dead
poet, provided ‘they possess the
least flavor of saaveliy, are deemed of
sufficient importance

hy the

‘public st

large to fill Scopspicunus place in one of
our’ popular morning papers, - There is a

so

Poses to fominiimie,
an
ats left to English
literature
of vast poetic id iil

a kind
in va-

rious portions,
here and there choked with

1

yi

ways, from its inherent resources ofopu-.

9

orderly's

reason alone

continte, :

ms:

8, a
¢

A

TS

than:

hing
Ped wt

oi eo

denying

appears, and

when Peter passes,

Satan

seven
the nat-

procession is made but once a day,

o'clock. Below the plaza is
dial, about thirteen inches in

at

which there

12

and

old

age.

appears

hymn.

After this, Time strikes

reverses his hour
respond inside.

door opens in the upper
the right of the court,

Saviour

Manhood,

and one that seems never-

of remark,

to

have

been

noticed, that throughout the whole animal creation, in every country and clime

of the earth, the most useful animals

eat vegetable food work.

The

that

all-pow-

erful elephant, and the patient, untiring
camel, in the torrid zone ; the horse, the
ox, or . the donkey, grape
in the-temperate;fain andall

flesh,

Their own flesh is unfit for other

Great

strength,

i.

5 2

At

ities

atic

At an-auction

fleetness of foot,

hotshold-aviial
articles

of

fortune

cities

iron

may well draw.

cheek.

. . .

beneficent mission.

tears

down

Pluto's

But growlers

They

enable

have

a

Edgar Poe’ insist-

ed was an integral part of human natuye,
comes to our aid and we are ready to
espouse the opposition side of the argument, and give the party assaileda fair
chance to defend himself, all of which pre-

vents social stagnation and keeps things
in a lively condition.

A

great

deal may

be

done

by

the

moody, the melancholy, the, emotional,
the fretful, to overcome the peculiar traits

which make them ungenial companions.
Al steadfast looking on ‘the ‘bmght side,

a

persistant: cultivation of serenity, hope-

fulness, Dhience, an abiding
trust in ‘the goodness” of God

and fixed
and in the

final righteous adjustment of all things,—

these will gradually but

surely

bring the

“clear, shining light into all the dark places
of life.—N. Y. Tribune.

It is incalculable how much the. little
conventional dishonesties of our habitual
intercourse corrupt the source of pure
and noble

feeling in’ the heart,

and

de-

ter without: which true virtue is impossi-

ble. The surest sign of a commencing
reformation of society will be a return to

simpler manners, plainer speaking, and

a more unreserved expression of individual opinion.—J. J. Tayler.

‘“ A polite man,” said the Duc de
Morny, ¢‘ is one. who listens with interest

It is often not so difficult to love a per-

son as it 18

to

be

courteous

royal grace than some.
think. 7. HH. Murad

.

¥

to

give

me

a

quarter

for it.”

“- What! Don’t you want a thermometer?”
‘ No, sir: Thad one a year or two ago,

and I worked and worked, and fooled
around and fooled around, and I could

never keep it regulated worth a cent.
couldn’t even open the ornery thing!”

them.

and a more

le; seent to)

I

A Hindoo essay on Oliver Cromwell
contained this interesting and yet very
embarrassing
information:
‘¢ Oliver
Cromwell was a very stern man. He destroyed Charles I. by repeated Beheadals. After this he was never seen to
smile, but was frequently heard to murmur: ‘If I had only served my God as I
have served my king, he would never
have deserted me in my old age.’”
‘A medical restaurant has been lately
established in London on the principle
that diseases can gonorall be cured by a
special system of diet, and that they are
caused chiefly ‘by improper food.
On
the entrance of a visitor,

a physician asks

him regarding his ailments. Tris meal is
then prescribed, and he is allowed to eat
no more than is presented to him.
Is’ Governor Rice in?” inquired a
seedy-looking, man. of the clerk of the
Brunswick,
Boston, a few nights ago.
“Yes,” said the clerk, ¢ yes, he 1s.”
“ Well,” said the man walking out, I'm
glad of it; it's a wet night, and he

might

cateh cold if he was out.”
The figureof Liberty

was

first

intro-

duced on dimes and half dimes in 1836,

but the circle of stars did not appear till
1838.
Halves and quarters were first
coinedin 1838, and none were ever issued without the stars,

“ Come,

pa,” said

home from school,
thereina pint?”
tell that, you foolish
time. « If.you don't

a youngster just

‘* how many peas ave
¢ How can anybody
boy?”“¢ I can, every
believe it, try me.”

*¢ Well, how how many are there,

then?”

‘Just one pin every pint, pa.”

“It the.
was simply an informal affair,”
| wrote
editor. of. a. little strawberry
partyat’ a neighbor'd

house.

= “It

was

.| simply an infernal affair,” read the compositor, and that editor will never get
any more invitations from that quarter.’

OTHER THINGS,
"| ne clagkof Olocks. |
a watchmaker

at

feet. high.

Crockets Boone, & young man now

deep at the base; ‘gradually less towards
ork “of hig’ Banks Ite pot
y brown ahd | A
é dark
gold.
The Strasburg.' clock is About tele
i

thixty. feet. high, yet its mechanism.is not

in my

The nesirest surviving relative of the
famous Daniel Boone, of Kentucky, is

baka] CASE
et-wide and sling & paper it’ Atlanta, Cass
at the. top about two. It is about three feet
ex.

pub-

county,

ET

3

young prodigal at . the ‘Black. Hills

Graphs to “his father, ¢¢ Fatted calf for
one!”
2

.

/

AINE

.

CENTRAL

Paes

COLLEGE

—For

further

THEOLOGICAL

information

SCHOOL..

address

the

Pres.-

D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.

LONTON,. B». D., Lewiston, Maine.

J. A. HOWE, See..

his last sickness he

he had

lived more than

Lewiston, Me..

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury:
Centew, Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L.. BALDWIN, Associate. With competent.
assistants. Expenses are moderate. For further
Jaruculars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or:

v. A. Mi. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
YNDON

LITERARY

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with

sistants.

Spring

term

first-class school.

begins

ILTON
ton,

8S.

competent: as--

March

12, 1878.

A.

Three complete courses of study,,

—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English
sical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
LI. W. SANBORN,

and

Clas-

Special

arrange--

ments for the coming year. Spring term begins
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the Principal,

Ozro G. AUGIR, or

A. O. MUDGE, Secretary
Wilton Junction, Towa.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses. for both sexes. For terms of ten weeks:
each. Commercial College. Cheapest and best: of’
any in New England. Bpring term begins Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term begins
Monday, April

JAMES E. N. BACKUS.

b,

and

closes

Thursday, June

20, 1878.

Fall

term

;

oe

NH;

in the

14

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,. New
York. This school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instouction. No
primary instruction. With' three canefully arranged courses of study. 'The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue,
address the Principal.
3
IRVING B. SMITH,
‘ APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R.. I.

P..H. CURRIER.

‘MARY S., daughter of James and Betsey
Leighton, sweetly fell asleep in Jesus, Dee. 5,

at the residence
of her parents

aged 20 years and 4 months.

in Barrington

Mary

and lovingly recommended her

Mary

was

She is very

much

mniissed

July 11, 1876.

at

home and in the

er week.

panion. A great many mourning
friends followed her body to the grave.
e all deeply
mourn our loss.

W

RIDLON, wife of John

:

has been

one

of the very

few

merchants

in

Dover,

one

Con-

till death. Was a constant attendant at church,
one of the kindest of fathers, and a most ex-

cellent neighbor and citizen,
All feel his loss,
and the family that a bright light has gone
out.
:
A. L. MOREY.

During

the many months of this dear brother’s
tracted sickness he was a greav sufferer,

Principal.

:

term

:

:
;
postage
:

but elearly, all the questions.

Butler's Cmmentary
bythe same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

The Register
contains, in addition to the usual.Calendaxr,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, are
ranged in toeir appropriate Quarterly and Year
meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our

be-

or

benevolent

dozen,
The

$7

a

hundred.

Biographies

Marks,
Burr,

acceunt

of our

Postage, 1 cent per copy.
of

=
=
me

Jackson,

=
ow

om

ue

$100,
TE

post,10 cents,
n

00

20

Lectures

ON

THE TRUTH OF THE

lent book for

all who

BIBLE;

would

‘search

an excel-.
the Serip-

tures ”* Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; pes tage, 9
cts.
Tracts

:

5

;

were not stereotyped till within.the last few
years, and we can turnish only the tellowing:
cts. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred,.
Denominational,
B
which

AT

an

DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.

ELIHU

circular adWM. REED,

societies,

literary institutions. obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &o.
Price, 10 cents a copy;:6 a

For further

Ridgeville, Indiana.

contains

a brief notice of our
ily ana institutions.
Our

Faith

a

historical

statement,

and

doctrinal basis,church pol-.
»

and Covenant

is a confession of 17 articles-ot faith and a desirable church covenant.

Printing

Establishment

:

is a briet historical statement, &ec.

Publish-

ed by order of the General Gomterence, and for
gratuitous distrib ution.
i
:
The above named books are sold by. the dozen,
| at 20 per cent. dircount for cash.with the order,
or on receivi
the books.
Send your orders to

I. D.

LAW.

25

{0PER CENT. NET.

STEWART, Dover. N. H.

Fashionable

cc” post-paid.

Cards,

ne2

alike, with name

GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassan,

pro=
bat-

a day

Dey St , N. Y.

Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm

for

*

Sample

26685.

The Great Central Route,
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 87 Clarxk-st, Grand Paciflo
Hotel, and at Palmer House.

particulars
?

Agents,

R. L. . FLETCHER, 11

Michigan Central Railroad.

us ever did or ever will get an acre

and references.

to Wide Awake

0 0 0 and Batalozue free.

First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We
guarantee, as an assurance, that weloan not to
exceed one third of the actual value. In over
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No inof land under foreclosure. ' Send

JoHN Joy died in 8. Limington, Jan. 9,1878,
days.

discusses briefly,

Terms moderate.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—For
dress the Secretary,

vestor through

:

aged 68 years, 8 months and 16

3

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H,

verted in 1842 under the preaching of Elder
David Sweat, and baptized in 1854 .by Elder
Tobias Foss, he became an honored member of
the Goni¢ F. B. church. He was quite zealous
in former years, and kept up family devotions

_ [Paid.}

M.,

COUNSELLOR

in Boston,

another son and two daughters at home.

e;

edge;

of doctrinal ' theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

CALVIN SANDERS,

children, six of them stiil living, two as prominent

giv

CES.

This Institution is one of

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SAMUEL F., SEAVEY died in Rochester, N.
H., Dee. 26. © He was born in Rochester, Sept.
23, 1806, and always lived in the part of that
town known as Gonic.
Was married Jan, 1,
1837 ;to Eliza K. Ham, of R. Has had eight

thick.

SN

left,

Christian Baptism
»
a book of 113 pages, Price 25cts.;
cents.
i
:
Butler's Theology

address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Spring Term commences Tuesday; Jan. 29, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.

CoM.

Manual,

JMeméir of George T. Day.
EA
h
J
a
Sd etters Ser.
cOntains.-aNarrative Ls of-hismons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See * QlubRates’ with the Morning Star.
]
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian.
youlq be benefited: by reading it. 25 cts; postage-

$2.50

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B., Principal, with a complete board of assistants. For further particulars

and sickness and death may

a few copies

the

The History of the Freewill
tists
covers the first half century ot our existence,
firom 1780 to 1830. It describes with comsiderabledetail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.60; postage, 10 cents.

“oamon ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.

A.

in

Whe Memorials of the Free Baptisls.
give the rise and progress of this body of.
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with thie ¥reewill Baptists, $1.00,

EST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to.students important and peculiar advanta-

While our brother feels very keenly the loss of
her who for fifty years has been to him a
source of comfort and strength, yet he is look
ing forward hopefully to that meeting in heav‘

only

Grande, Gal-

articulars,
address
the principal,
AYES, See. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, I877.

grateful to him who “giveth his beloved sleep.”

pain

Wi te

at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
and Classical.
For further information
the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A, M.
Strafford, July 31, 1877.
J

GEO. F. CHACE,

those

postage, abi

USTIN.
ACADEMY .—Center Strafiord, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board. in private

1

whose light is never hidden.
Her sufferings
were very great, and at the last her mind gave
way under the pressure. So long as she conld
talk rationally.she expressed the firmest trust
in Jesus as an almighty Savioar,
When death
at length brought relief, we could only feel

en where

different: meetings; Formulag
and Suggestions.
The Rules of
er are comprehensive, and yett
very concise and well arranged 1 Stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary
rules of de.
herative. bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75:
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid,

res. For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Rid-

lon, died in West Buxton, Jan. 2. She was
converted forty-four years ago next March,
and united with the church the following June,
During all these years, until the date of her

Sigkness, she

Phe Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines:
held by
the demomination, and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by anthoruy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Ministers Manval,
just issued, designed especially for ministers, .
but useful for all church members. It contains .
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida Cv., N.Y.

“A

mes embrace

sessions. .
:

Sabbath Sehool

appiy to Rev-

SEMINARY.—Spriug

the largest and best in the Styte.
Send for Catalogue.

families
English
address
Center

35-

$1.60 postage; 12 cents.

$2. to

Pres, of Trustees, Rio

gins March 25, 1878.

LAROY W. BATCHELTER, son of Chas. H.
and Harriet Batchelter died at his home in
Nottingham, N. H., July 22, aged 23 years and
11 months,
He never made an open profession of religion, but gave evidence before his
death of his acceptance with God.
Laroy was
an active, inteligent worthy young man, His
death is deeply felt, not only by the parents,
brothers and sisters, but by all who knew him.
A large concourse of people attended his funeral. “Truly, we all are mourners.
’
A. D. JONES.

¥

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
acquiring
'a Teputation for
$1.07; postage, 12 cents,
Th WHICH matruttion 1s
| reading.
of study are the Normal,

For further information

HILESTOWN

:
several

and

prayer meetings.
pray
ings;

the prodesd
poem
oFcents.
Bae rst he 8 ve
s
9 e,
cents; postag

y

courses, viz. : Classical and SeientificBoard, (including room rent) from
. Z. HANING,
lia Co., Ohio.

‘hymns

or

The Mémwntes of the Gineral Conference
are Published in pamphlet form at the close.

Jommercial, College Preparatory and two College

‘a member,

wp i
postage, pomrd

The Chovalest
is a larger book of hymnsand tunes of. 248.
pages. Are selling ont those left on hand at 20
cents, and pay postage.
:

I0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio: Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. - The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Winter term will begin Jan. 29,1878. This. new

Institution is already
I
UB rong
TARE
arted.
The comrses

and in the society in which she .meved, but
no oné feels her Joss more keenly than her only
brother, who was ber constant, devoted coni-

MRS. MARTHA

:

Sacved Melody
a ) Smal book os 5

cents;

English and Scientific, and Ladies’
Collegiate
course of Study. For further particulars address
=F)

Savi

she was

postage 8 cents.

the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I. +

a favorite with all. who knew her.

Sabbath-school of which:

4 This Institution furnishes College Preparatony,

had lived-

a praying life’ for ‘two years, but did not mike
an open profession of religion until 8 week be«
fore her death, when she gave all for Christ,
and died a most triamphant death. "These that

Zhe Jiatumedy,
H
8
the deneminational
n Book
sively used. Large book, in Shoop, $1.00] noon.3
€0, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5°; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;

paper covers, 10 cents.

INSTITUTE.—Wiil.-

Iowa.

at

shy ;
Series, for ; both: adults

Soreare oma
Ee
and Olchildren, ternaty
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the morning of Dec. 21, aged 24 years. A
Jouns man of unimpeachable reputation, rare
usiness talents, and sterling worth, has fallen
asleep, rejoicing in the fuith and hope of the
precious gospel of Christ, leaving te his young
widowed wife, aud heart-stricken parents,
brothers and sister the most satisfactory assurance that all is well.
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Bro. J.

with much sacrifice, ¢ame to her home, and:
. with
her. brother on the farm Jeit no means

complain of being out of health
life.
iE

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

V1 Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classis
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring.

leayes a dear wife and eight children to moura
their loss. Oue of these a, Christian daughter,

,

" The Reading Eagle tells of a clock built
by one Stephen Engle,

For Catalogue
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h

When the writer
' commenced preach-

never enter.

stroy that ingenuous simplicity of charac-

Courtesy is of greater value

and

those +“ No—no,” replied the man, backing off.

who love to be cheerful and see the bright:
side of things to put the little growling"
everybody must do out, and have it done
by proxy. When we see an abuse rigorously overhauled, a wrong indignantly
righted, a grievous fault severely corrected, there is a feeling of relief with=
in us, a sense that justice has heen done,
and there is no necessity for us to take
part in the strife. Then, too, that spirit
of perverseness, which

ing man and said : ** Take it, and exam-

ineit,

Bro. H. found

were with her in her last hours will. not: soon
forget her earnest, prayers, warnings and counsels as she took them by the hund, one by one,

+h
the

houshold

address,

Music #12 aml Painting $12 a term.

in’ Newfield, Me., Jan. 5

L. MONROE HALL of the firm of A. G. Hall
& Son, died in Alden, Freeborn Co., Minn.,on

and True.

It is indeed a fact worthy

Commercial,
Fie-

aged 73 years

Columbia, N. Y., Oct. 25, in the 83d year of
her age. For many years an invalid, and for
the four years
preceding her death being
unable to walk or sit up, still she retained
her mental faculties unimpaired to the last.
Being long a member of the I. Baptist church,
she ever loved the people of her choice. A
‘husband, son and daughter mourn her death.
N. Sponn~.

Old Age and Death take part in the panorama.
A
—————
New

Theological,

Golegi-

$2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week,
Seholarshipifor Commercial course, unlimited time, $80.

During

Do:

00
$5.00.

Une ol amd one new subscriber,
SEBO
Clubs of sx.or more; one-{kird new - ob

Sample copies sent free,

circle of relatives and friends are pained to
part with one they loved so well.
He

H. P. MANSUR.

the top a soldier in armor is constantly
on guard, walking backward and foradvance,

Conn

COLLEGE.~Michigan.

ate, Sciengific,

MRS. ANNA, wife of Nicholas Spohn, died in

of the moon’s changes, the tides, the seasons, days, and day of the month and
year, and the signs of the zodiac; and on
As the hours

'

parnatory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences,
Thorough and Shean.
Finest college

fifty years, seven children, a large circle of
other relatives and friends are left to mourn,
but not as those without hope.

comes walking out}
Then the apostles
appear in procession. = The clock also tells

ward.

might bear all patiently and be resigned to the
Master’s will..
And as she bad lived so she
passed away, with full confidence in Jesus,

panion, with whom

a folding-

the

Hi1spaie

suffered much,but was resigned to the Father’s
will, and when the messenger came it found
him
ready, willing to depart and be with
Christ, which was far better. An aged com--

and

porch and one at

when

to trust mamy

Educational.

ness was long
und painful, and her sufféring
was great.
With a strong
desire to get well,
that she might still be useful to others, yet her
constant prayer was for strength
that she

than Father Ham.

glass, when two bells
One minute after this 2

chime of bells is heard, when

learned

the sons-follow on to kmow

Christ till * over there” separated friends and

and our doctrines, we have had no truer friend

plays a
two

whom! she

years ago, and may

til
compelled him to, yield his
place to
another. He was ‘a man of large Christian
experience, whose love and sympathy embraced all of God’s children of whatever name,
and since he first
Became acquainted with us

Then

and the organ

‘upon Him

ing at North Shapleigh, 18 years ago, Bro.
Ham living several miles from his own church,
Monday, Jan; 28, 1878.
Summer term
and within a few rods of our place of meeting +| term
begins
nday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
became a member of our congregation, an
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878.
Send to the Secretary ow
leader of our choir, where he remained une
Principal for a Catalogue.

‘When the hour hand approaches

Deparument, should be ey
Terms
ar « .
slag
bi
n
advance,
wore.
Spegial offers, strictly i
with : commission paid advance,

left, especially his dear companion in: feeble
Health. In this her great sorrow may she lean

First F, B.

and 6 months.

Western

times with great sufféring, be was remarkably

efforts to. bear the burdens of her parents-and families meet again.
only sister, an only brother having passed on
before her to: the better land. os last sicks:

higher.

the first quarter Time reverses his hourglass and strikes one on a bell with his
scythe, when another bell inside responds: then Childhood appears instantly. When the hour band approaches the
second quarter or half hour, there are
Youth

the

t
vellgt us paper
Harn religio
of eight pages, in its

fifty-third
.
greive
. The publica
tion slider terary"Jp, md ant Bro.
hicago, but’ all communications, cra save:
.

patient and resigned, always greeting
with a
smile his friends as they entered hiswick room,
and tenderly caring for the loved ones te He

peuce in Christ 34 years ago, and united with
the Methodist church in Newfield, of which he
remained a worthy member until called up

an
at

To the

heard the strokes of two bells.

Whatever pertained

not

sister, and a tite friend.
has been untiring in her

DAvID Ham died

appear figures representing

manhood

obitu-

db

and ‘with the glorious hope of a blessed imniortality. Her death has filled the hearts of | buildings in the Northwest.
nition, incidental
parents and sister with anguish, while a large
and libvary fees, only $15 a year. Board,
$2 to

the main
diameter.

To its right is a figure of Time, with
hour-glass.
Above thisis a window,

joined

ate daughter,a loving
For many years she

Christ, the cock flaps its wings
When Judas appears,

who

church in Wakefield. ~ Sarah was an affection-

ural motion of the clock produces it four
times per hour, whereas the Strasburg

sive.

and parterres what Keats foundin bloom. Hazleton, Pa., which is a greater wonder
ing wilderness, There are some to
)| than the famous Strasburg clock. « It is
this negligence.of beauty, whl wan on thus described :
fer stron

devil

ev. C. Paris, and

Five times the

is another
fruitful topic of -auctioneer” ield api 4 fHerniometer and
brious reflection ; the sufferings of pleaded for a bid.
No one seemed to
the poor, the sick,the forlornin our large want it, and he turned to a farmer-lookof
lu

overgrowths, sometimes requiring
often demanding
vigorous efforts ¢ _Propericultivation,
Bute +B

lence,i susceptible
ible ofof the most valuable
and superb improvements,
* Tennyson
may be said to have thrown into ‘terraces

As Peter

The fact is, we ean always find enough usefulness, cleanliness and docility, are;
to be sad about, to be discouraged about, then, always characteristic of vegetable
16 make us bitter and sour. ** an’s dnhus 4 flesh eaters.— Scraps from History.
manity to man” is sufficient of itself to

rank

patient inage,

the double

ahimals to eat, having been itself made
out of flesh ‘and is most foul’ and offen-’

tremendous sort’ of ‘antithesis in these
two opposing strokes of circumstance. to things he knows all about when they
It is, indeed, almost vehement enough to are told by 4 ‘person who knows ‘nothing
=~
’
stay at least momentarily the pen of some about them.”

Tereiless reviewer, éven though he may
1 ©88
© most fixedly convinced of how worthan affair is the book which. He. pur-

above and tempts him.

wishing

Star,

SARAH E. daughter of Lewis and Betsey
Roberts, died in Wakefield, N. H., Dec. 81st,
aged 35 years, 6-months.. At the age of 15 she
five her heart to the Saviour, was baptized by

| their muscular power from hature’s -simtious question.”
(And through all the plest
produactioris—the vegetable kingramifications of society, all are complain- dom. ' But all the flesh-eating animals
ing of their condition—finding fault with ‘keep the rest of the ‘animated creation in
their particular calling.
© If I were only constant dread of them. ' They seldom
this, orthat, or the other, I should be eat vegetable food until some other ancontent,’ is the universal cry—‘ anything imal has eaten it first, and made it into

very good imitation of the ane mounted
on the salver at Mr. Tomkinson's.
The
the world,
little barber, unlike some parents whose but what Tam.’ So wags.
children have given early indications of it has wagged, and so it will wag.”
artistic talent, was® beside himself With
Growlers.
delight. Hisson's vocation was at once

settled in his mind.
Thenceforth when
old customers, lopking up from under the

turns

Bppreaches, Satan looks out of a window

death.

Discontent,

branches of which men are

doors in an alcove onthe right.

Pérsons

4

eft of the dial is a skeleton "representing

MANNERS AND MORALS.

¢ Great men, ” says Themistocles, ‘ are like

the oaks, under the

and the apostle

again and proceeds through

outh,

|.

bows,

closed.
The scene can be repeated
times an hour if necessary, and

Wistier himself appeared before him to

he

him, Jesus

NOTICE]

Freewill Baptist Publications,

Dec. 93,

Bro. Fellows bas been

years un exemplary member of the firstfor ¥,man B,
church in 8. "His religion: consisted: less in

words than in-deeds, Interestedto the last in
to the prosperity of the
church and society, He was ever ready to
patronize if, must accompany them with: casm
contribute of his" means for their su
rt,
equal to TEN CENTS FOR EACH! SEVEN: WORDS, #0 | though for more than two years pind
on
account
of
failing
health,
from
énjoying
insure an insertion. Brevity is specially importhe privileges of the sanctuary.
For
tant. ‘Not more than one hundred. words can
years he was a prominent member of the many
choir
and
labored’
to
promote
well
be afforded to any single obituary. VERSES
its interests so long
as
he
felt
his
services
were
needed.
aré inadmissible,
Dur.
;
.*
: img his Jong illness, which
was attended!at
RI
PARTICULAR

aries published in the Morning’

comes down from his window and follows Judas out in the procession, and
then goes back to his place to watch
Judas, appearing on both sides. As the
procession has passed, Judas and rhe
three Marys disappear and the doors dre

Emperor flung his. arms about the poet's
mistakes in himself, will not be charitable’ neck and gave him a regular Brazilian
mistakes
reckons
he
what
excuse
enough to
hug, to which Mr. Whittier partially re.in others.—Dr. Whichcote.
sponded by flinging one arm over Dom
Conscience is your magnetic needle, ReaPedro’s shoulder.—N. ¥. Tribune.

+whowas

and the American clock abou® nine inches.' Three minutes before the hour a
pipe organ inside the clock plays an an‘
them. It has five tunes. Bells are then
rung, and when the hour is struck double
doors in an alcove open and a figure of
Jesus appears. Double doors to the left
then open, and the apostles appear slowly, one by one, in procession.
As they
appear and pass Jesus, they turn towards

and crows.

poet's misery. Of quite a different order
of emotion was that of Dom Pedro when
he met him. As he entered the drawingroom, after the company were assembled,
he looked about in a very eager, un-royal
fashion, and inquired, with great earnestness: ** Where is Mr. Whittier?” When

opinions,

never corrected any of his mistakes; and

she never,—sniff,

here a whole torrent of tears and sniffs.
It is- easy to picture the shy, reserved

gained when a child has

‘any of his

that

that she could ‘ kneel

learned that there gine necessary connection
between liking a thing apd doing it.—Guesses
Hin
at Truth.
that
thinking
of
way
a
have
ple
Some
what Lag are about must be pleasing to
God, if only it is unpleasant enough to
themselves. -—Jean Ingelow.
He that never changed

and

sniff,— never thought to have the happi-

— Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

is

heart,

ness of meeting him ; that she felt now

This is what it is to be happy, to believe that
our thought is shared before it can be spared.

A great step

greetings, when, without

warning, the flood-gates of feminine gush
were opened, and
Mrs. Blank, between
sobs and tears, tried to tell Mr. "Whittier
that for years she had cherished him in

’

, — Shakespeare,
gy
St
Hearken to reason, or she will be heard.—

George

in

the center of a curious crowd
the introduction was spoken.
Whittier bent his

head in smiling

JOuN FeLuows dled'in Sandwich,

aged 66 years:

clock’s figures are about three feet hig

At one of the

three great Boston fairsg@yas a lady who
for long had been an admirer of'the poet,
and when she discovered that he too was

|

~ Obituaries.

so intricate, nor hasit as many figures as
the Hazleton clock.
The Strasbur

Mr, ‘Whittier

untried ministering

to his wants

by night and

by day. But all of no avail, his time to die
had come, * May the réward promised dutiful

children be given them.

As I stood by. the

narrow house, decorated with a costly wreath
of flowers, and one ' after another of, these
wigs children gave their father a parting kiss
with many tears, I thought how blessed it
will be in that beautiful land to meet one
another again ‘to weep/'and purt'no

large collection of friends were

the] r

write

"A

pastor, Rev. O, S, Hasty, assisted by the
from the words, * Blessed are they that!

mourn for they shall be comforted.”

;

more.

addressed by

B. 8. Mooby.
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Y. Times says: “ Waters’ Orchestrion

Chime Organ” 18 a beautiful little instrument, sim.

perfect. The Chime of two and oneshalf octave
: ells and the artistic effects capable of being pro.
duced by the player are singularly fine.

Mail (via main ine)

...... | ¥85am|

Special New

dxpress | 49:00a m*740p

|.

The

tone is

full, clear and resonant,

and

a

very

[interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bélls,— Christian Union.
I
The Waters’ Pianos are well known among the
very best. We are enabled to speak of thege in.
struments with

N.Y.

confidence

Evangelist.

from

personal

knowl
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Wo oan speak of the merits of the Waters’ Pianos | Dubnanee

from personal knowledge, as being of the very
quality.— Christian Intelligencer.
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Early Sunday morning, as the Philadelphia
through freight train was passing a coaling
station on the Pennsylvania Railroad, three
miles from Trenton, a car was broken into by
thieves, and a large quantity of silks, cloths,
linen, cigars and other goods were thrown out
Some
Ne accomplices.
and loaded on a wagon
by the watchman and
of the goods were found
The loss is supposed
brought into Trenton.
10 be very heavy.

and

Conkling, the former finally withdrawing the
The consideration of Mathews
résolution.
silver resolution was resumed, and speeches
| were made by Messrs. Jones and Cockrell. No
In the House, large numvote was reached.
ber of bills were introduced and referred, and
an effort to pass the bill authorizing the payment of customs duties in legal-tender notes
was defeated.
In the Senate, Tuesday, but little business
, time being principally conwas transactedthe
sumed in a passage-at-arms between Messrs.
Blaine, Hoar and Dawes growing out of remarks by the former in his speech presenting
the statue of Goveror King to the national
gallary.
In the
House,
the
fortification
appropriation
bill
was
reported, and ..a
resolution adopted instructing the banking
committee to ascertain the amount of gold and
silver coin and bullion owned by the United
States, the amount of coin, bank notes or legal tenders held by banking institutions, and
such other factsas will tend to demonstrate
when and by what method it will be mostpracticable to resume specie payments.

Eulogies were

pronounced

sentatives on the
souri.

late

by

Hampshire prohibitionists have
The New
nominated Asa 8. Kendall of ‘West Swanzey
for governor, and Warren G. Brown of ‘White=
field for railroad commissioner.
Nathan W. Webb has been re-nominated for
district attorney of Maine by the President,
and Benjamin B. Murray was nominated for

Bogy

of
.

The Senate, Thursday, listened to a long
speech from Mr. Lamar of Mississippi in opposition to the Matthews’ silverresolution. Mr.
Concking advocated his amendment making

the

bill

extending

time for withdrawing distilled
bond until July next.

in

Liquor,

her occupancy

F. Day of the Bollston¢ House to pay a fine of
sale

©

gquor

toa

kind

oe-

curring here, and the court announced that a
like sentence will be imposed in all similar
cases in future. The court ruled that the dealer must ascertain beyond a doubt that his cus;
.
tomers are of age.
Gen. Neal Dow, Friday afternoon, presented
to the Temperance

Convention

in

session

at

Augusta, Me., a billto make the sale of liquor

a felony.

The act contains 24 sections, and

makes the penalty for the first

offense,

single

sale, $100 and six months in the county jail;
second offense, $100 and one year in the State

Victor

seized; persons

marily
to the county jail one yeur, to be let
out whea the person selling them Hquor shall

received

from a per:

son who has been convicted of liquor selling;
liquor runners fined Sun

and one year

in

* State Prison; a reward
of $20 offered for the
nd conviction of parties; no stay--of |:
or compromise made at any stagé- |
in ngs 3
fine and six months in
the county jail for
displayihg a sign offering

:

committee have the bill

under

is to be decorated with the

of King

Alfensoof Spain,

was

ple and embark at that place for home.
It js
stated that the Russian demands will encounter serious opposition from England and Austria, the latter being particularly opposed to
the retrocession of Bassarabia to Russig, and to
any conditions doing more than to cripple Turkey.——A daring attempt was made to rob a
passenger tram on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fé Railroad, Sunday morning, between 3
and 4 o'clock, by five armed and masked men.
The thieves were frustrated.——The Pope’s unfavorable symptoms continue. His Holiness is
in a very low condition, but it is not believed
that there is any very serious cause for alarm
at present.——The will of Thomas Hunt of
Brooklyn
leaves over $1,000,000 torelatives,——
Horrible brutalities in the New Jersey State
Prison, at Trenton, are sharged by Dr.
Thomas
J. Corson.
The matter will be investigated.
I<>

Hducational.

Corporal punishment, is now prohibited in
the schools of Germany under heavy penalty.

all other liquor laws to be repealed.
toe

News from the Eastern War.
Russia’s terms of peace are reported to com-

$100,000 needed for the

prise the freedom of the Dardanelles, a war in-

+ demmity
of £20,000,000, Servis to be- declared

an independent state, Montenegro to reeeive
Antivari, Nicsic and a tract of territory lying
along Lake Scutari, Russia to hold Kasr, Bayazid and Ardahan as a guarantee for payment

of the war indemnity, Batoum to be ceded to

‘in the

Nicholas.

assured,

as

Turkishcapital by the

The a

soon

as

be off.

the contracting

above,

- are believed
to be

substantially the

however,

conditions

endowment of

Shurt-

g

lands

$257,000,

to

7814 in

milk of $1,046,000

each..cow;

showing

a

od botl for the farmer as well as the manFrenchman

improved

patemt,

has

continued

emptied

from the

tin cans

ess.

ioned pouches or reticules

shaped vats,

intoa

ScaveENGERS.

the
evaporation
of the water is taking place and the milk gradually condensing. When this is completed the milk,
then about the consistency of liquid honey,
returns by a pipe into a lower room, and
is received again into the open cylinders,

lameness,
D)

deluged with streams of water. The milk
received from the farmers, at about four
in va-

rious ways. The sugar used is of the best
refined kind, generally of beet root.
Adulteration is next to impossible after leaving
the manufacturer’s hands.

seem, all

that is taken from the milk, during this
entire process is simply the water, which,
in milk direct from the cow, constitutes

fully eighty-five parts out of 100. The
proof of this is in the stream of colorless
from the
and other
remaining
This may

water, say three parts to one, and permitting it to stand in an ordinary milk pan,
when, it will raise cream in very near-

-York.——The two
Auburn

and

colleges of ' Alabama—at

Tuscaloosa—are

very prosperous and useful.

200 students, ——The

reported

Each

has

to be

about

“dnnual disbursement for

educational purposes in Maryland is over $1,
500,000. The cost of instruction per capita is
$6.01. The number of pupils is 150.276,——The

M, Taylor,

of the

will shortly publish

Broadway

his

lectures

on “ Daniel the Beloved,” to match his books
on Peter, David and Elijah, already issued

by

Harper

proportion

some-

forded by the fact that the condemsed milk

and

added water

when

will churn

into

butter

raised to a temperature of about 45

degrees. No doubt
the popularity
of
condensed milk will in the fature have
an
impertant bearing
upon the milk
production of certain sections where the
process is put in practical use.—4dm. Culti-

‘vator.

TRUTH IN THE SI0K ROOM.
Sick people may often be in such a con.

in Lake Scutari, and were preparing to

school fund has gincreased ten-fold.~——A
wri
ter in the Louisville Courier Journal says;
“ There .are 40,000 white qualified voters in
Kentucky who can not read, and 50,000 negro
voters in the same predicament, equal altogether to one-third the electors of the State.”

and by cheerful and

~The

the sick, too, may

need to be encouraged

to the full extent

of what the case will

‘on Baturday captured

three fortified

/1ison’s cotton batting mills at Carrolto
sy were burned Friday morning. Loch, $15,

mi Sl,&fod.Dudley’s
Low, $0.00
Foundry, Graot
fauey store,

a A fire

4

- Poughkeepsie,

destroyed Wecker’s

was burned Thursday.

Loss,

fold, and the

income from the permanent

Normal school Board of Minnesota re-

ports the total attendance of students
year at Wynona,
444; at Mankato,

Cloud, 246—ora total of

elune

oft

at

St.

996 students.

The

average attendance has been 687. The number
of graduates for the year is 548,

Jacobs

306;

for the

of maintaining

the

schools

was

and the cost
$31,741.99.

dition

that it would

not

be wise

to let

them know the whole extent of the danger
they

are in.

It may

be suitable to turn

aside their inquiries

by indirect replies,
quieting

words.

Al]

thatis hopefal may be kept before them
as an aid to restoration. The. friends of

bear, in order that they themselves may be
most helpful in that

which

rests on them.

‘But there are limits in this direction.

The

friends, or the responsible

persons

‘s-Several interesting cases in connection
with “ Whipple's Home School for Deaf

among them, have a right to know, ‘the

Mutes,” located at Mystic River, Ct., go to
show that it is quite possible to\jeach so-called
he | ‘deaf anid dumb” pertons, if vocal training is

most cases, If the intellect be clear, the

carly taken

up.

i

truth, if they desire

patient

Japan the

crows

an

article

of

Cannel... 14 00
Cumb’land.. ..

PRICES.

La

550

‘curative virtues cannot be excelled.

can afford tobe without
No family
Extract. Accidents, Bruises
Contusions, Cuts, Spraims, are rolieved
almost instantly by external; applieation..
Promptly relieves pains of Burns, Scalds,

PAINTS.
Lead, White—

§16.00
se we

Engp.noil

10 @..

10%

Do.do.inoil

7%@..

8

Am.dodry..

@ 600

7 @..

7%

Red, Am....7%@..

Seo

Old
Chafings,.

Areata

forus, ete.

Felons,

Boils,

leeding,
8
reduces swe!
flammation,
removes discoloration and heals A
LADIES find it their best friend. It ass
the pains to which they are
culiarly
eet—notably fullness and p

8

ryRk@ “9

Do.do.moil 10X@.

Extract =

“Hear, for X will speak of excellent
things.”
w!
5
0
at Vegeta
EXTRACT - The
ND'S
in Jv ie
bg
Pain Destroyer.
thirty years, and forcleanliness und prompt

Nal

|
{

Anthracite,¥ 2000 Bb

11%

tioms.
HEMORRHOIDS or PYLES find in this the
only Jmmediate Jellet and ultimate cure.

PETROLEUM.

Middling.....

Ga Anas
DO;

TICS.

H

1008

Crude

44..8

N
@..

Ap les, ¥b1275@ 5

00

.

7

Sried
¥ B...5 @.. 6

8X

8 tomach ea
‘n
oy Tong
TOOTHACHE,
Earac he, "Neuralgia and
Rheumatism are
alike relieved, and

PHYS

Marrow .. .. @.. ..
Mediums. 1 85 @ 200
Cheese
¥ b—
rime factory 13@.. 13%
r to

.. 108..

to know it. - And in

Pond’

S of all

1

mon—
No.1,¥ tc 15 20 g16 00

Herring—

-

scaled,¥box14 @..

skin diseases.

15

pekld,¥bbl275 @ 5 00

and
S04 STRATIIG §
reshes, Shilo

FLOUR AND MEAL.
Western sup4 00 @ 4 50
Com.ext 470 @ 5 25
Wisconsin—
Com.toch’ce525
d

@ 9 00
Oe

.
4

Cadiz........20 g3 2
Island
2 05 @ 315

Any 8. 8, Superintendent desiring to examine

Pansey’s
New Lesson Book for Boys
Girls, who will send his address to

DD. LOTHROP

MARKETS.

Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific R. R.

& ©0.. BOSTON,

Will receive a copy by return mail.

SATURDAY Jan. 26.
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
pic beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the week have been 20,
891 bbls of all kinds Against 17
bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877,and 21,502 bble in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 10,672

and

i
For
all pointsin
COLORADO,
KANSAS, CALIFORNIA,
and the TERRITORIES.

14

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DINING AND RESTAURANT CARS

.

Reported

which 5,025 bbls were to Liverpool,

3,413

to West Hartlepool, England, 1,344 to
ndon 90
to Para, 200 to Africa, 150 to Hayti; and 450 bbls
to the British Provinces.
There continues to
be a very
dull market for Flour. The trade are
purchasing only for immediate wants, and the demand for exports has beenjmoderate. Prices are
now comparatively low, but there is no prospect
at present for any
improvement and on the whole
the trade continues in an unsatis
position,
and . notwithstanding the recent decline in wheat,
there is no margin for Western millers to forwa
Flour to the seaboard. At the same time the shipments of wheat from the country have
un-

are run on. the
a week

ing,to upwards of 32,000,000 bushels. The stock of
Flour here is large for the season, and there is a

splendid assortment to select from, but buyers

operate cautions! y. Included in the receipts of
the week were 3,200
bis by the Grand Junction
Railroad for distribution in the neighboring
markets. The sales of Patent Minnesota and
Wisconsin brands have been at $7 o &, very
and
choice brands selling as wanted
at $850 @ $9 per
bbl, with but comparatively few brands going up
to the latter rate.

grades over

good are very searce,and

e quantity
that sells al
24c is ‘e
gl!
small. It is well to Lear in mind that only a 8
roportion of what is classed as fine in the coun,
comes up to the standard of first quality ‘here.

commands
commands 33.6 540s an
aad £004.40helo. TAstory
0
packed is in moderate request at 18 @ 22c, ut all
he lower grades are neglected and nominal.

We

HALLETT

$12 o day

a $5

& CO.
1yb

OVERLAND

ASTHM

RE

h.

The only sure
Price¥l a

$5.10

A. M. SMITH,
G. P. Agt.

Alarms, Rarms, ete.

H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.

ERYSIPELAS.
Many of our best citizens inform ue that Dr. H.
A. LAMB, No.337 Con
St. , Portland,
Me,, never fails’ in the cure of the severest forms
Eeysipelas
Rheumatism, and all forms of
Scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin,
1

FuLLy

Stones
OE: BERT
Mid
* [98688

‘atalogue

.

.

THE MORNING STAR

EB

RICHARDSON NEW METHOD
THE

Price $3.25.

8 an able and progressive

ly to Religious culture an
tains de,
ts on
Sabbath

the bulk of the

We quote:

NEW

the above full title, and

do

Be sure to oxder
not

accept

by

advance,

The
market has been very dull
on the decline. Sales of best Kastern
alia 10, and ai the close 18¢
is an

“ Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of
prosements were obviously needed, I determined,if
possible, to remedy the defects, Profiting. by
the experience and advice of the best

practical teachers, I commenced a thorough

and

critical examination of my first method,
and
concluded that the only remedy would be.to
bring out a new work on an improved plan.”

and

have boen ge Ling

Western and

at
bi bore FR

Southern

y
zen
ogy
rice.y We ano

sell at any

the most perfect of music books, is a great favorite
with the profession, and is the only true ** Richardson.”

®

Ss.

S.

PAPERS.

he

£4

, Two Sabbath-school
papers,
The Little
le, are published Po,
:
a

J. B. Diteon & Co...
922 Chestn! ut 8t., Phila.

MISFI
English Brussels, Three-Ply

T

gp

ont irons.
a

CAR

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

and Ingra

in.

of an

La

and

aduite:

sent free,
;:
« D. STEWART,
DOVER, N. H.

PETS.

: Rov

Sa

.

Elegant Stair Rods ; also Stair

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, 0ilO Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mat tings,
&c., &e., very cheap,at the old place,

at 16

svrratesanannerenrennasnisel

3

direction and patronage of the
but is 1iberal towards all, and is
other religious views, because of
:
per year: or, if paid strictly in

Paes of the International digi

fl

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

_

Carpets carefully

np

GC.

done in this respect;

Circle,

Rach subscriber
‘1a shctichia
ularly requested to
su

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

at 15
3

but con-

au
on, OE
a:
8nent Tr he
ee
date
yr
ehsving year, without further reminder from this
office.
.
. Liberal discount is made to thdse who
pay in ad-vance, and our objectis, to secure pd on A a
ment as the rule.

defective

which has been revised and re-revised, until it is

and prices
have been.

By

ANCES must be made in money-orders; bank checks, or drafts, if poesible.
hen
neither of these can be procured, send the money
in 3 registered letter.
oney thus sent will be at our risk, and may
sep, at our Skpense.
writing to
this office,
ms will please des.
give both
ignate their STATE, as well as town,
old and the new address when they order
in the direction of
.
Star
to press
mo
, and
communications for insertion
ought © be
on

these criticisins, (by many eminent composers
and professors,) and convinced
that great im-~

58 i
ue

Family

It is under the
Freewill Baptists,
taken by many of
its real worth.
TERMS : $3.00

instead of

this, THE MODERN SCHOOL, which is an older
book, by the same author. Mr. Richardson’s odinion of the merits of this first effort may be gathered
from the following, taken from the Preface to the
NEW METHOD:

2

CHEESE.

Choice fACLOTY.ccoeres sanssecee
Fair
to good,.
Common ee...
Choice Western
Common to good...
EGGS.

r; devoted large-

By Nathan Richardson.

of all other books combined.

business has been under that

ol

Schools,

The

PIANOFORTE.

This new work, substituted for the
MODERN SCHOOL, was Richardson’s

CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been 588 boxes.
Exports for the same time 3,800 boxes. There
continues to be a moderate demand from the trade
ab. unch
prices. Sales of choice Western
and Northern factory have been at 13 @18%¢c per
Pou id, and fair to good at 1134@ 125¢¢ per
pound.
asionally fancy lots command
13% @ 14c¢, but

New York or Cincinnati, 0.

26141

WarrRaANTED.
Catal
[]
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Olmetnnatl, 8.
’
52648

sent Free.

A. KIMBALL.

The Life and Work of DR. REYNOLDS and
FRANCIS MURPHY Yer 500 pages. Price $3.9P.
AGENTS WANT

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY,
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
for Churches,
ools, Fire

BELL

BloAd 80

. Is soll under & positive
uss.
Sumple pips free. Address

per day at home. Samples worth
#5 free. Address STINSON 3 yCou

31

:

THE CURSEOF RUM.

Asthma REMEDY

U18 SMITHNIGHT, Chemist, Cleveland,0.
.
13tewd8

;

the

Best of Meals for 75 cents.

at home,
1y6

TRAINS

Furnishing

OLDCosty Outfit free. Address Tue & Co., »

FOR

wud $007 30 1976. EXPOTLRIOT
the"

H.

Terms and

ugusta, Maine.

BUTTER.

week, 1,7
Packages.
There is yory lit le
change in the Butter market
since last week. Good to choice grades are held
at higher prices, because the supply is light, but
trade has
been remarkably quiet, Common
es
are very dull and round lots are dificult to
X
at any reasonable price. Sales of fair New
and Vermont dairiés have been made at 20 @.
23¢,
od at 24 @ 25¢, and Shulce ut 26 Xe per pound.
ine fall if here would command
28 @ 00 per
pound, and fine lots of October make 30 @ 82¢
per

Address

Any worker
can make

The receipts of Butter for the week have been
12 720 packages, including 833 boxes and 11.887
tubs, against 9,676 packages for the correspondin

All

in your own town,

outfit. free.
nd, Maine.

usually large since the first of September, amount-

No!

!

Pond’s Extract. No Stock
Man
can afford to be with
Livery

in

BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS,

firange.

Hazel recom-

The meat is but half the price

THE

ound.

who are acquainted with

fT Witch

12%

.8@.

Skim
3 8.
Cr'nb’rrs, bbl. .5

¢ Andrew's Bazar.”
It is the ne plus ultra
of fashion journals in America.
Send W.
R. Andrews, Cincinnati, ten cents for specimen copy.
:

bbls, of

inte oan

BLEEDING im
cause. For this it i
Y cific. It has per £11 hundreds of Aves whea oll

PRODUCE.

Bx

ales its regular es 9x Shs

VARICOSE VEINS. It is the only sure cure.
KIDNEY DISEASES.
It hasno equal for pere

Sheetings and Shirtings—

and

food

has the same right. Great wrongs,

have sometimes been

26

@.. 22

Ask for Pond’s
Take no other

New Method for the Pianoforte.

-o-8-b%
494

fold; the number of teachers has incredsed six-

the

@..

TSR
Note:

@ $4 per

-

i

& Brothers,~—Within = seven

years the number of school districtsin Nebraska has more than trebled;
the number of chil-

thotgh

14

Parafine... 1v
COAL.

4
AAA
The ladies who rule and the leaders who

1 be easily proved by adding to ‘the con-- week Iu

what impeded in its action by the presence of the sugar.
A farther proofis af-

first prize in the inter-collegiate contest in New

Adamantine

decide have all pronounced favorably of

room is constantly

water which runs continuously
condensers ; the caseine,butyrine
solid and nutritive substances
intact in their original form.

In

coming so common

the purpose of cooling; the regulation of
the temperature during the whole process

Singular as the statement may

WHOLESALE

$3

For the week ending Jan. 16, 1878.
J
CANDLES.
OIL.
i
Moulds
12 @.. 15) Bank do.. ..
Sperm
28
@.. 30

.

Paris that 1000 beasts are
ed every
month, They are not killed until they become useless for work through age or

which are swung into the central tanks,—
this time being filled with cold water,—for

tested

Common to good range from

BosTON

hawks are used as public scavengers.
They are never molested, and the result is
that all carrion and other stuff left in the
streets are pounced upon and carried off
immediately.
BREEDING STOCK.
One of the first requisites to success in breeding good stock
is good feeding. It has been said that judicious breeding perpetuates good qualities, but that only good feeding increases
them—XN. E. Farmer.
:
| Horse
Fresia«—Horse—flesh-is
now be

milk is drawn

carefully

PONDS EXTRACT.

THIS AND THAT.

sugar used for its preservation having been

cents per quart, is

:

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists

me firm. Sales of No 1 have been made at $4 26
$4 75 per bbl and very choice Baldwins
are 'hel

o is

ocom-

celebrated

as this justly

rent £7 Mation

CRANBERRIES.

are seen on

medicine has attained such a

VEGETINE.—No

to

a.

Seeps.
It has been found that seeds do’
not germinate below 37 degrees F., or at
a higher temperature than about 128 degrees F.
NEeurALGia.
Neuralgic diseases of the
head are now referred by many physicians
to misadjusted eye-glasses and spectacles.

up through a pipe in the center into the
condensing pans on the upper floor. The

the floor of the lower

confined

The market is very quiet, with ‘sales in small
ots.
ii
GREEN APPLES.
There & a fair demand for Apples, and prices

are worn again,

*0-0-0
+00

are then emptied into funnelwhere the hot

sales

There is 8 moderate demand for Onions, with’
sales in lots as wanted at $175 @ $2, and some
very choice command $2 25 per bbl.
'

suspended from the side to hold the handkerchief and fan.

tins of meat in a preserving proc-

These

with

POTATOES,

quisite.—Raw silk materials like furnitire
coveripgs are used for’ overdresses of im-_|
ported
costumes.—Omne of the prettiest
ornaments for the hair for evening, is a
gauzy butterfly in gold or silver.—Old-fash-

trough, which conducts it through sieves
into a large tank holding about 800 gallons.
Hence it is drawn into open metal cylinders, which'are slung up by a crane, and
placed in a hot bath in tanks, somewhat
like the

but

embroidered with damask roses, are ex-

it ever

The process of condensing milk in Europe is simple. First, steam is got up in
the factory at six in the morning, and the
farmers living within one.to ten miles begin to deliver their milk about seven. It is
at once

VEGETINE)

Medi-

Early Rose have been in good demand, with
sales at 60 @ 65¢ per bu, and choice Houltons command d8¢. Jackson Whites are slow of gale at 45
@:30¢ per bu, very few being good enough to command the outside price. Sweet potatoes are quiet
and steady at $2 tor Norfolk and$2 72 per bbl for
erseys,
ONIONS,

named De Leinac the credit of first condensing milk about twenty-seven years | trimming is velvet cut in lace pattern and
ago, from whom the process was obtained embroidered with colored silk.—Pretty
by Mr. E. D. Moore, a medical man attrimming for evening dresses is the silk
tached to the English court, and upon the
lace, thickly studded with pearl beads.—
retirement of the latter in 1875,
a Mr.
Cashmere stockings in pale shades of blue,

House took up the busiyesg, and, onan

NATURE'S REMEDY.

ard

Choice

at $1 80 @ $1 90 per bu,

The market is steady,

the most elegant dresses.—Metalic ribbons
dre popular for trimming light dresses.—
New silks have a polka dot, or flower in
satin of the same color.—Lace barbes are
worn around the neck fastened by a bow
Lor flower.—The new shaded feathers have
three distinct shades of one’ color.—Neckties for ladies are out of fashion, cravat
bows are worn instead.—A
new dress

ufacturer of converting milk iuto cash.
give a

lace

Medium

lower.

small lots,

The following items are teken from the
;
Y. Tribune:.
Large cords are no longer used on stylish
of

are

at the close $185 is the top rae for large
lots.
Choice Western Pea
ve been selling
at $2 @ $2.THE CREAT Brooo PumifiER
10, and $210 is the highest that can
obtained
k
except for some extra hand-picked Northern. | VEGETINE thoroughly eradicates every
humor,and restores the entiie system oa Kind
Yellow Eyes continue 1n limited supply avd sales
Vx
:
have been made at $2 10 @ $2 3», but 4 30 is an condition.
.
gxtree price and $2 35 per bu is all that can be
givVEGETINE has never failed to effect a cure,
depended
upoa.
by
ing tone and strength to the system debilitated
ila
disease,
PEAS,

SARE

\

prices

ums have been gelling

EE
(aiid
A

dresses—Flat pockets

$1,637,400

remunerative meth-

European authorities

Pea Beans and

tioner, by a strict adherence to truth,
would gain morc in that moral ascendency
and control which belong to established
character, and which have power upon the
sick, than he would lose by foregoing the
possible benefits that might result from
false speaking.
The matter requires care
and judgment.
But
the physician must
keep in mind the responsibilities that are
upon him in these particulars, not only in
relation to his usefulness in his profession,
but with respect to his personal standing

N.

Montene-

a severe bombardment

attack Fort Zablinc.

some

tal value in condensed

1874,

ly the usual

dren attending school has increased about five.
ter

in

aggregating a to-

of Northwestern University of Ill., won the

Tabernacle,

‘Duke

cows

leff College, at. Alton, Ill.——Miss Lizzie Hunt,

Rev. Dr. Wm.

i
shall be

to be

5648

exigencies

FASHION NOTES.

——The Indiana counties have a total school densed milk the equivalent of its original

consider-

apportionment for this year of $869,206.90.——
The Baptists have succeeded in raising the

her, the autonomy of Bulgaria

by

1875, and 11,375 in 1876,

There has been a slow market for

Moreover, as a matter of mere
we believe a medical practi-

;

being a matter of the greatest nicety.
:
Thence it is taken to the filling room and
given his residence and grounds,
situated at
ison, Wis., valrun into one-pound, air-tight tins, which
|ued at $100,000, to the State, for the estab are soldered up and packed in’ cases of
lishment of an industrial reformatory school
for girls.
four dozem each, The milk gradually
Miss Hannah de Rothschild, the br ht and
thickens up to flve or six months, after
good young lauy whom Earl Rosebery
is going which it remains of the same consistency,
to marry,
has a-fortune
of $15,000,000.
She
takes the entire charge of her property, landed and will continue good for years in all cliand otherwise, and isan excellent woman of mates, as long as the tins continue sound.
business. She is not beautiful, but has a kind,
Great cleanliness is observed throughout
earnest and sincere face.
the whole process; even the empty milk"
Latest News.
cans from the farmers are scrubbed in hot
The Times authoritatively denies that part
water and treated to strong jets of steam,
of the Russian army will traverse Constantinofollowed by cold water ; in addition to this

arrested as common drunkards to be sent sumbe convicted; no surety

produced

The

as a man.— Cong.

other cities ‘will be visited.
Ex-Gov. Washburn has

the burden of proof to be on the parties claiming the same; the horse and carriage conveybe

developed in this country is that of condensing or rathér of concentrating milk,
In Europe the consumption of condensed
milk is increasing very rapidly.
Three
factories in Switzerland took the milk

mixed with it, it is subjected to somewhat

Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, Indianapolis, and

fine, an additional year in the State Pri-on

to

rooms

two hours.
The Rev. Joseph Cook is engaged to make a
lecturing tour in the West,next spring.
Erie

or jail; officers having seized liquors not to
give them up, except by order of the court,
liquor

House has had

solemnized Fog
in the Atoc a cathedral at Madrid,
Wednesday. The ceremony occupied nearly

within the State, even for private parties, mak. ing parties responsible on whose territery it
is found; apparatus for selling to be deemed
evidence of sale; takes away all power from
attorneys to enter a nol. pros., this to be done
only by the courts; in default of parties pay-

ing or drawing

H

The marr

Prison; prohibits the transportation of liquor

ing a

of the White

and officer.

Friday morning, Judge Ware sentenced Wm.
single

at thirty-

grand cross of the Legion of Honor.
He has
already passed through
the grades of chevalier

Summers counties, ‘ destroying three distillerjes and arresting twel
mgaged in the |
‘|
returned the
the wrist and t!
Another man had
perhaps, a fatal wound.
two fingers shot off.
In the Police Court, at Fitchburg, Mass.,

10]

.

low. heats for two or three hours, while

raid on illicit distillefs in Smith, Putnam and

Cost

died

more.
plants distributed through the
than has been usual heretofore.

“ment for that amount. In the similar case o
“the Chicago Alcohol Works, a judgment of $95,000 was entered.
Deputy Revenue Collector Davis has just returned to Nashville, Tenn., from a successful

Thisis the first case of the

song,

The late John D. Ferguson, of Stamford,
Ct., bequeathed $10,000 to that town for the
purpose of founding a public library.’
Rev. Dr. Stephen H. Tyng, of New York,
retires’from the ministry on the first of May.
He has been pastor of his present Bociety for
83 years.
Mrs. Hayes is very fond of flowers,and since

In the United States District Conrt at Chica-

and

of

The French Life-Boat Society saved fifty-five
persons during 1877.
j
Thus far, 30,000 Frenchmen have contributedone
franc each towards a monument to
Thiers.
”
Mr, P. T. Barnum is said to calculate that
he has sold since he began his business of
amusement, no less than $83,000,000 worth of
tickets.

go, Thursday morning, fudtiment was entered
for $142,000 against the
South Branch -Distill-

8200

queen

six.

The Reform Club at Amherst, Mass., began
an active war. inst
the liquor dealers of
Amherst, Situ
morning, and six arrests,
including two holel proprietors, two druggists
and two saloon keepers, were made.

minor.

shall we do with our

milk?

the process since that time, and has done
much to develop the trade.

Personal.

Malibran,

1

o

the farmers, what

of New York, got his idea of preserved or
g so-called Bland Silver
ment and opposinthe
bill, or any other measure by which silver, “condensed
milk,
though
Mr.
Borden
coinage will be made legal tender to an unlimithas perfected numerous improvements in
ed extent.

‘The House was occupied Saturday in debating the silver question, Messrs.
Durham,
Bright, Humphrey, Deering and Tipton. making speeches in favor of remonetization.
The
Senate was not in session.
Items about

the cost of keeping a cow more than ab.
sorbs the gross results from the sales of
her products, then the problem arises to

in 1875, or $210 to each cow, and of $2,066,000 1876, or $181 to each cow. In
1876 the profits on the production was

the

spirits now

in fact’

The house Nudiciary committee will ‘report
that the privileges of Congressman Smalls of
South Carolina as a member of the house do not

The Senate, Friday, by a: vote of 43 to 22,
passed the Matthews’ silver resolution, the
amendments of Messrs. Edmunds, Morrill and
Chaffee being severally rejected.
The House
passed the steamboat bill, and discussed at

length

when

since. It was from Mr. House, through
a Capt. Fletcher, that Mr. Gail Borden,
payspecie
of
resumption
early
the
of
favor

the resolution a joint instead of concurrent one,
pending a discussion of which an adjournment
was taken.
In the House, the steamboat bill
was further considered and all but the last
paragraph thereof disposed of.

considerable

gate,

in 1874,or $189

Thirteen of the eighteen banks, composing
the Chicago Clearing House, have signed and
forwarded to the Illinois Congressmen a protest against the passage of the Bland silver
bill.
in Washington that the
It is the opinion
house elections committee will report in favor
of the sitting member, Mr. Field, in the DeanField contested election case from the third
Massachusetts district.
The President has determined, hereafter, in
making appointments for pension agencies, in
cases where old incumbents are not retained,
reto appoint soldiers who had meritorious
cords in the Union Army.
The Rhode Island House of Representatives
on Friday unanimously passed a resolution in

Mis-

farmer’s

United States marshal.

shield him from arrest for felony in that State.

several repre-

Senator

re-elected
been
has
legisla
by the Iowa

ture.

The Matthews silver resolution was under dis
cussion in the Senate, Wednesday.
Mr. Cockrell eoncluding his speech in favor and Mr.
Randolph of New Jersey speaking at length in
opposition. The vote is to be taken. on the
resolution to-morrow. ‘The House spent most
of the day in considering the steamboat bill.
without, however, reaching a vote thereon.

the

moral law.
expediency,

Among the industries as yet but slightly

Political.

B. Allison
William
United States Senator

Under the sharp
competitions of the
dairy, when butter and cheese are in plentiful supply and.selling at low prices in
the markets of the world, when pure fresh
milk commands less than three cents per
at

not ‘lie.

BEANS.

The

of his profession, great as they may be, do
not excuse him from the pressure of the

CONDENSED MILK.

quart

must

are not rare.
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Burnside

considerable length by Messrs.

places

in Bristol and Warren with less success.

titions were introduced, and the resolution directing the judiciary committee to investigate
the facts connected with the réstoration of
Major Runkle to the army was discussetl at

physician

cases

BESTE

pe-

bills and

* In the Senate, Monday,several

opened by chisels and robbed of
robbers operated in two or three other

the

i

safe
| R. L. was entered Thursday night,$150.the The

( For the week ending, Saturday, Jan, 26.)

and we fear

2g

William H. Bell's furniture store in Bristol,

Rural and Domestic,

g

The residences of Edward Wilder and John
| p. Moore, on Broadway, Louisville, Ky., were
robbed by sneak thieves, early Friday evening,
| of $3000 worth of jewelry and diamonds.
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